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Dr. John Bartholomy, vice president
for university services at Murray State
University. is reportedly the top choice
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Most Calls To Poison
Control Concern Plants
During the holidays, as well as the
rest of the year, plant poisoning is the
subject of the majority of calls to. the
Murray-Calloway County Poison
Control Center. The center feels that
awareness of the dangers of plant
ingestion and knowledge of what to do
in case of poisoning can prevent a
tragic situation.
Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias are
traditional holiday decorations.
However, they can be dangerous for
young children, according to a
spokesman for the Center.
Mistletoe may le riire to kiss under.
But, the berries can cause acute
stomach and intestinal irritation.
However, in the amounts ingested by
small children (one or two there is no
documented cause for alarm or
necessity for treatment. In larger
quantities, it is probably wise to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
Both leaves and flowers of the
poinsettia can be cause for concern.
They can sometimes irritate the mouth
and stomach, causing vomiting and
diarrhea.
All parts of the poinsettia exude a
milky sap when injured. The only
danger from the sap would be local
irritation and perhaps stomach upset.
The red berries of the holly or black
alder are also potentially dangerous.
When more than five berries have been
eaten, it is recommended to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
If your child eats a plant or becomes
ill and you suspect plant poisoning, call
your physician or poison control center
right away. Tell the name of the plant,
if possible, or save any piece to help
identify it.
Throughout the holiday season and-I
the rest of the year, the Poison Control
Center is always available as a source
of information whatever to:ic sub-
stance may have been ingested.
The local Poison Control Center is co-
sponsored as a public service by the
Murray-Calloway Cadrity Hospital and
the Murray Jaycees. The telephone
number of the tenter is listed with the
emergency numbers in the Purchase
Area telephone directory.
—VEGETABLE BINS
Handy bins nest into one 1100
another Many colors Solve
your storage needs SACS
reportedly wants to resume shots with
emphasis on persons over 65 or with
chronic ailments.
The advisory committee on im-
munization practices was to meet today
at the Center for Disease Control to
decide whether it is in the public in-
terest to resume the program halted
Dec. 16 because of concern over a
paralysis associated with the vac-
cinations.
Latest figures show 383 persons have
been stricken with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Of these, 202 had received
swine flu shots, 166 had not, and the
status of the remaining 15 was
unknown.
Little is known about Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. The reporting of cases
during the swine flu monitoring
program is the nearest thing to a
national study of the ailment ever done.
Dr. J. Donald Millar, director of the
flu immunization program, has said he
hoped the prdgram would be resumed
at keit in part by the end of the year.
Some authorities on communicable
disease say the risk of Guillain-Barre is
so small it is far outweighed by the
benefit of the inoculation program.
"The risk of this syndrome is maybe
10 per million," Millar said in an in-
terview. He said death from flu is a far
greater risk.
So far, only three cases of A-New
Jersey (swine) flu have been reported.
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;otiations today in an effort to bring an
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t Ken-Bar Inn near Gilbertsville. That
:it 10:30 p. m. last night and negotiators
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Dffice in Mansfield, Ohio.
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respondents. Cadiz was next: Aurora
third, and Murray fourth, although the
major destination for 68 percent of the
respondents was the lakeland area.
Thirty-three per cent of the respon-
dents listed camping as the main
reason they came to the area. Boating
and fishing were second, the basic
choice for 23 per cent of the respon-
dents. Relaxation was listed by 20
per cent as their main purpose,
followed by swimming with eight per
cent and golf with six per cent.
Forty-six per cent said they planned
to vacation in the area the following
year, while 42 per cent said they
planned to return with a two-to-5-year
period. Only 12 per cent of the
respondents said they had no plans to
return.
Fifty-two per cent of the respondents
said they had learned of the area from
friends who had visited it, while 10 per
cent said they first learned of it from
magazine articles.
Asked if the sale of alcoholic
beverages would add to the at-
tractiveness of the urea as a vacation
spot, 70 per cent of the campers said
"no," 19 per cent listed "yes," and 11
per cent were undecided. Of the non-
campers, 53 per cent said "no," 33 siad
"yes," and 14 per cent said they were
undecided.
Additional electric, water and sewer
facilities were listed by the
vacationeers as the greatest im-
provement needs in the area. One
hundred and twenty of them said this.
Eighty-four listed additional grocery
facilities and gasoline available to the
campgrounds as the greatest need,
while 64 said the restaurants in the area
should offer a greater variety of foods
on their menus.
Forty-two others said improvements
in campsites was the greatest need; 40
preferred more camping facilities close
to the lake, and 60 respondents said
commercialization should be restricted
in the area.
No 'Automatic Answers'
To Questions Carter Says
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga.(AP 4 —
President-elect Carter says those kho
think "we have automatic answers or
easy answers to tough questions would
be misleading themselves," and
several of his key advisers are
beginning to offer statements that seem
geared to lower Arisericans' ex-
pectations.
In a television interview taped earlier
for broadcast today, Carter expressed
confidence that "the things that we
have promised during the campaign
can be delivered."
But his key aides and advisers,
gathered at this island retreat for
preinaugural discussions, were offering
statements that would sound cautious
to any who had anticipated quick
changes from the new administration.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, told reporters Tuesday that it
would be unrealistic to expect promised
defense budget savings of $5 billion to $7
billion prior to the 1979 fiscal year that
begins Oct. 1,1978.
Defense Secretary-designate Harold
Brown also said he saw no chance of
such a defense reduction "from this
year's budget to next year's budget, for
example."
Joseph A. Califano Jr., Carter's
choice to be secretary of health,
education and welfare, almost
simultaneously was warning that full
implementation of promised welfare
reform may have to await a healthier
economy that would provide Ea iidolla rs
to pay for it.
During his long 1976 campaign,
Carter repeatedly spoke of saving $5
billion to $7 Whop in defense spending
by cdtting waste and inefficiency. But
he never said when such a savings
could be realized.
He talked at least once about being
ready to move toward welfare reform
soon after taking office.
But in convening the unusual, if not
unique, preinaugural cabinet meeting
here .Tuesday, Carter stressed his
determination to deliver on his cam-
paign promises and to impress his
cabinet nominees with what he sees as
their responsibility to help him keep his
word.
Carter said, "Because my word of
honor is at stake ... if we should default
on them it would be a very serious thing
for me personally, and I think for the
respect and confidence of the American
people in their government."
He said he does not anticipate, that
happeniriy, however.
He also said Vice President-elect
Walter F Mondale will enjoy un-
precedented authority and will serve as
his "chief staff person." That means,
Carter said, that everyone on the White
House staff has been informed that
Mondale as well as Carter will be their
boss.
Mondale participated in the TV in-
terview and said he told Carter that
"we ought to realize that tWe history of
(the vice presidency I is nothing short of
grim, and I hope it won't happen here."
4"
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The funeral for Vernon E.
Riley of 104 Parks Drive,
Murray, was held Monday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
Roos and the Rev. Hoyt Owen
officiating and Mrs. Larrie
Clark as organist.
Pallbearers were R. V.
Rose, Doris Clark, Jimmy
Shelton, Paul Buchanan,
Larrie Clark, Phil A. Myers,
Lyman Dixon, and Danny
Leslie. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, age 56, died
Friday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Christian Church and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. He had
been ill and had not been able
to be at his place of em-
ployment at Ingersoll-Rand,
Mayfield, since May 29, 1975.
His father, John H. Riley, died
February 4, 1970.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Betty Shroat Riley, to
whom he was married on July
29, 1950; mother, Mrs. 011ie
Parks Riley, 212 North 13th
Street, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Dennis (Betsy) Clark,
Kingston, Tenn.; two sons,
John Neil Riley and Tommy
Riley, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Watson (Yada Mae)
Roberts, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
one brother, Eddie T. Riley,
Carrollton, Texas.
Clay Cook Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Clay Cook of the Jones Mill
Community died Monday at
9:30 a. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 93 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the North Fork
Baptist Church, and was
preceded in death by his wife,
011ie, about fifteen years ago.
Born June 17, 1883, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Marion Wesley
Cook and Manda Rushing
Cook.
Mr. Cook is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
Warren Sykes and the Rev.
James Phelps officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tell Orr, Max Paschall, Ludie
Mallory, Ruben Fletcher,
Tolbert Story, and Carnol
Boyd. Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
John Homer Hart Is
Dead At Age 79;
Rites Are Today
John Homer Hart, retired
farmer of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday
at six a. m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 79 years
of age.
The deceased was born
January 20, 1897, in Henry
County and was the son of the
late Jim Henry Hart and
Melinda Hutchens Hart. His
wife, the former Mary Alice
Henderson, died in 1953. He
was a member of the Puryear
Baptist Church.
Mr. Hart is survived by one
daughter, Miss Lottie Mae
Hart, Route One, Puryeari
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Audrey Grice, Avon Park,
Fla.; two brothers, L. D. Hart,
Avon Park, Fla., and T. C.
Hart, Wauchula, Fla.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m.,at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
James_G. Phelps officiating.




Graveside services for Mrs.
Grace Turner of 108 S.
Blakemore Street, Paris,
Tenn., were held Sunday at
two p. m. at the Olive Branch
Cemetery there with the Rev.
E. Harrell Phillips officiating.
Mrs. Turner, wife of Homer
B. Turner, died Saturday
about noon at the Henry
County General Hospital. Site
was 87 years of age.
Born in Calloway County on
July 12, 1889, she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Irvin. She and Mr.
Turner were married
December 18, 1922, and wa
member of the Trinity VniI
Methodist Church at a3a
Mrs. Turner is survived
her husband, Homer
Turner; a half sister, lb:
Pauline Horrell, and a t





Funeral services for M
Wilson (Eva Lawson) Fanl
of 1000 Olive Street, Mum
will be held Wednesday at t
a.m. at the chapel of t
Blalock-Coleman Funet
Home with Bro. Henry Hari
and Bro. John Dale t
ficiating. Singers from t
Seventh and Poplar Church
Christ, where she was
Member, will provide the so:
service with Jerry Bolls
leader.
Pallbearers will be Mi
Morgan, Phillip Burks, J
Morgan, Steve West, Ji
Bryant, and Jackie Wessc
all grandsons. Burial will be
the Murray City Cemetet
Friends may call at t
funeral home.
Mrs. Farley, age 84, di
Monday at 6:07 a.m. at t
Westview Nursing Home. H
husband, Wilson Farley, di "
August 10, 1975. Bo
December 20, 1892, she w
the daughter of the late G. '
(Billy) Lawson and Lau
Willis Lawson.
The Murray woman
survived by one son, M
Farley, Murray; a
daughters, Mrs. Jesse (Ru.
Lee) Brandon and Mrs. Pa
(Bobbie) Burks, PadUca
Mrs. John M. (Gray) Morga
Hazel, Mrs. J. P. (Leur
Parker and Mrs. Charles
(June) Johnson, Murray, at
Mrs. Ronald (Jo Annette





The funeral for Mrs. Nett
Dot Boyd of 812 Hurt Driv
Murray, was held Monday
10:30 a.m. at the chapel of ti
Max Churchill Funeral Hon
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe ar
the Rev. Randolph Allen c
ficiating. Music was by tl
Grace Baptist Church Cho
with John Wood as leader ax
Dwane Jones as organist.
Tommy Boyd, David Boy,
Max Boyd, John Ed Boy(
Steve McNeely, and Jot,
McNeely were pallbearer
and burial was hi the Murra
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Boyd, age 93, widow
Henry (Pete) Boyd, died
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Grace Baptist Church
and was the daughter of the
late Thomas Garland and
Mary Frances Williams
Garland.
The -survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Johq
(Laverne) McNeely, Murray;
four sons, Harold of Murray
Route Two, Milton of
Paducah, Orville of Murray,
and Hafford of Owensboro;
one brother, Marvin
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For John F. Lee
The funeral services for
John F. Lee of Dexter Route
One are being held today at
one p. m. at the Palestine
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Steve Shapard of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Edward Lee, Bob Barnett,
Wilbkrn Norwood, Howard
Selby, Edgar Childress, and
Glen Clayton. Burial will be in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Lee, age 84, died Sunday
at 8:20 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hosnitsi We
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 00,151$
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes II Buy!: Stations
Receipts: A. 1129 F  MO Barrows &
Oil..75 lower Sows steady .30 lower
US 1-2100-23013. $3S.7640.1119
US 1.3200.24013. 530.10-311.72
US 2.4240-200 lbs. 939.29-36.21
US 3-4 M0-31101bs 937.25-311.23
Sows
US 1-2370-330 Re 537.50-35.00
US 1-3 300400 lbs. 927.09-12.50
US 1-3 500420 lbs. 333.3043.30
US 2-3 3004001bs 926.00-36.50
Boars 13.00-17.00
OW, 4. ,...cilaCk
• .• AIME hlezzke4
prices of Mocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
limes by!. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
industrial Avg +3.32
Airco M% one
Amer. Motors 3% one




A. PKG. OF 3 ROAST PANS
B. PKG. OF 3 LOAF PANS
C. PKG. OF 12 PIE PLATES
D. PKG. OF 4 BROILER PANS
E. PKG. OF 9 ROUND CAKE PANS












































- — a..• .• ea • ,110 Vi Gia
will be the guest speaker at
the mid-week services on
Wednesday, December 29, .,at
seven p. m. at the Ft*
Baptist Church, Murray,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker.
Rev. Nowell, now serving as
pastor- of the Bethlehem
Community Church,
Bethlehem, Ind., will receive
his Master of Divinity degree
from the Southern Baptist
Theological, Seminary,
Louisville, in May 1977.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Rev. Nowell graduated from
the University cd, Tennessee.
He is married the former
Debbie Moody, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Moody of
Murray.
The public is invited to
attend the service to hear Rev.
Nowell, said Dr. Whittaker
who announced that the
regular fellowship supper will
not be served this week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
up 0.1. .
Below dam 303.6, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 345.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 310.2, up 0.3.
Sunset 4:47. Sunrise 7:09.
be released soon.
In Kentucky, he said,
neurologists have indicated
that the number of cases
"certainly does not represent




not reported to state health
officials, so neurologists
across the state have been
asked or information on any,
cases they may have seen.
"So far, we have complete
information on 12 cases. Of
these, six had had the shots
and six did not," he said.
"There are two more cases in
which I'm still trying to wrap
up all the information I need.
They did not have the shots.
That would make a total of 14,
six of whom have had The
shots."
Hernandez said his latest
figures indicate that 905,213
Kentuckians have received
the swine flu vaccine—about
43 per cent of the eligible
population.
"Out of all those, we're
talking about six individuals
who have this condition who
got the shot. To asCribe if to
the vaccine seems a little
farfetched, a little shaky," he
(














































Za binsky and Brian
Motley—all have become
fathers since Oct. 31.
"It's our answer to our
collegues who have predicted
a secular stagnation and
declining birthrates," Dr.
Harvey said. "Many of our,
friends also have noted that
we just got under the wire for
a 1976 income tax deduction,"
he added.
Varied Items To
Be Sealed In Capsule
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Such varied items as a two-
hour recording of the
Lexington Philharmonic and a
pair of blue jeans will be
sealed in a time capsule here
Wednesday marking the end
of the nation's bicentennial.
The capsule will ,be sealed
under a bronze plaque near
the entrance to the Lexington
center. It is to be reopened 100
years from now.
Other things included in the
capsule are a ballpoint pen, a
blow hair dryer, winning
essays by fifth and sixth grade
children and a button
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Dr. John Bartholomy, vice president
for university services at Murray State
University, is reportedly the too choice
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Most Calls To Poison
Control Concern Plants
During the holidays, as well as the
rest of the year, plant poisoning is the
subject of the majority of calls to the
Murray-Calloway County Poison
Control Center. The center feels that
'awareness of the dangers of plant
ingestion and knowledge of what to do
in case of poisoning can prevent a
tragic situation.
Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias are
traditional holiday decorations.
However, they can be dangerous for
young children, according to a
spokesman for the Center.
Mistletoe may be nice to kiss under.
But, the berries can cause acute
stomach and intestinal irritation.
However, in the amounts ingested by
small children one or two), there is no
documented cause for alarm or
necessity for treatment. In larger
quantities, it is probably wise to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
Both leaves and flowers of the
poinsettia can be cause for concern.
They can sometimes irritate the mouth
and stomach, causing vomiting and
diarrhea.
All parts of the poinsettia exude a
milky sap when injured. The only
danger from the sap would be local
irritation and perhaps stomach upset.
The red berries of the holly or black
alder are also potentially dangerous.
When more than five berries have been
eaten, it is recommended to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
If your child eats a plant or becomes
ill and you suspect plant poisoning, call
your physician or poison control center
right away. Tell the name of the plant,
if possible, or save any piece to help
identify it.
Throughout the holiday season and
the rest of the year, the Poison Control
Center is always available as a source
of information whatever toxic sub-
stance may have been ingested.
The local Poison Control Center is co-
sponsored as a public service by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
the Murray Jaycees. The telephone
number of the Center is listed with the



















swine tiu immunization program
reportedly wants to resume shots with
emphasis on persons over 65 or with
chronic ailments.
The advisory committee on im-
munization practices was to meet today
at the Center for Disease Control to
decide whether it is in the public in-
terest to resume the program halted
Dec. 16 because of concern over a
paralysis associated with the vac-
cinations.
Latest figures show 383 persons have
beery stricken with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Of these, 202 had received
swine flu shots, 166 had not, and the
status of the remaining 15 was
unknown.
Little is known about Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. The reporting of cases
during the swine flu monitoring
program is the nearest thing to a
national study of the ailment ever done.
Dr. J. Donald Millar, director of the
flu immunization program, has said he
hoped the program would be resumed
at least in part by the end of the year.
Some authorities on communicable
disease say the risk of Guillain-Barre is
so small it is far outweighed by the
benefit of the inoculation program.
"The risk of this syndrome is maybe
10 per million," Millar said in an in-
terview. He said death from flu is a far
greater risk.
So far, only three cases of A-New
Jersey (swine) flu have been reported.
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and United Auto Workers represen-
gotiations today in an effort to bring an
-old strike at the Murray operation of
iion, the second in a week, was held
t Ken-Bar Inn near Gilbertsville. That
at 10:30 p. m. last night and negotiators
m. this morning at Ken-Bar.
talks have agreed to not release any
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the most visited by the questionnaire
respondents. Cadiz was next; Aurora
third, and Murray fourth, although the
major destination for 68 percent of the
respondents was the lakeland area.
Thirty-three per cent of the respon-
dents listed camping as the main
reason they came to the area. Boating
and fishing were second, the basic
choice for 23 per cent of the respon-
dents. Relaxation was listed by 20
per cent as their main purpose,
followed by swimming with eight per
cent and golf with six per cent.
Forty-six per cent said they planned
to vacation in the area the following
year, while 42 per cent said they
planned to return with a two-to-5-year
period. Only 12 per cent of the
respondents said they had no plans to
return.
Fifty-two per cent of the respondents
said they had learned of the area from
friends who had visited it, while 10 per
cent said they first learned of it from
magazine articles.
Asked if the sale of Alcoholic
beverages would add to the at-
tractiveness of the area as a vacation
spot, 70 per cent of the campers said
"no," 19 per cent listed "yes," and 11
per cent were undecided. Of the non-
campers, 53 per cent said "no," 33 siad
"yes," and 14 per cent said they were
undecided.
Additional electric, water and sewer
facilities were listed by the
vacationeers as the greatest im-
provement needs in the area. One ,t
hundred and twenty of them paid this.
Eighty-four listed additional grocery
facilities and gasoline available to the
campgrounds as the greatest need,
while 61 said the restaurants in the area
should offer a greater variety of foods
on their menus.
Forty-two others said-improvements
in campsites was the greatest need; 40
preferred more camping facilities close
to the lake, and 60 respondents said
commercialization should be restricted
in the area.
No 'Automatic Answers'
To Questions Carter Says
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga. (AP) —
President-elect Carter says those who
think "we have automatic answers or
easy answers to tourii questions would
be misleading themselves," and
several of his key advisers are
beginning to offer statements that seem
geared to lower Americans' ex-
pectations.
In a television interview taped earlier
for broadcast today, Carter expressed
confidence that "the things that we
have promised during the campaign
can be delivered."
But his key aides and advisers,
gathered at this island retreat for
preinaugural discussions, were offering
statements that would sound cautious
to any who had anticipated quick
changes from the new administration.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, told reporters Tuesday that it
would be unrealistic to expect promised
defense budget savings of $5 billion to $7
billion prior to the 1979 fiscal year that
begins Oct. I. 1978.
Defense Secretary-designate Harold
Brown also said he saw no chance of
such a defense reduction "from this
year's budget to next year's budget, for
example."
Joseph A. Califano Jr., Carter's
choice to be secretary of health,
education and welfare, almost
simultaneously was warning that full
irnpletnentation of promised welfare
reform may have to await a healthier
economy that'Weitild-proVideTax dollars
to pay for it.
During his long 1976 campaign,
Carter repeatedly spoke of saving $5
billion to $7 billion in defense spending
by cutting waste and inefficiency. But
he never said when such a savings
could be realized.
He talked at least once about being
ready to move toward welfare reform
soon after taking office.
But in convening the unusual, if not
unique, preinaugural cabinet meeting
here Tuesday, Carter stressed his
determination to deliver on .his cam-
paign promises and to impress his
cabinet nominees with what he sees as
their responsibility to help him keep his
word. •
Carter said, "Because my word of
honor is at stake ... if we should default
on them it would be a very serious thing
for me personally, and I think for ttie
respect and confidence of the American
people in their own government."
He said he does not anticipate that 
happening, however.
He also said Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale will enjoy un-
precedented authority and will serve as
his "chief staff person." That means,
Carter said, that everyone on the White
House staff has been -informed that
Mondale as well as Carter will be their
boss.
Mondale participated in the TV in-
terview and said he told Carter that
"we ought to realize that th, history of
(the vice presidency) is nothing short of
grim, and I hope it won't happen here."





The funeral for Vernon E.
Riley of 104 Parks Drive,
Murray, was held Monday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
Roos and the Rev. Hoyt Owen
officiating and Mrs. Larrie
Clark as organist.
Pallbearers were R. V.
Rose, Doris Clark, Jimmy
Shelton, Paul Buchanan,
Larne Clark, Phil A. Myers,
Lyman Dixon, and Danny
Leslie. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, age 56, died
Friday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Christian Church and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. He had
been ill and had not been able
to be at his place of em-
ployment at Ingersoll-Rand,
Mayfield, sinee May 29, 1975.
His father, John H. Riley, died
February 4, 1970.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Betty Shroat Riley, to
whom he was married on July
29, 1950; mother, Mrs. 011ie
Parks Riley, 212 North Ilth
Street, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Dennis (Betsy) Clark,
Kingston, Tenn.; two sons,
John Neil Riley and Tommy
Riley, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Watson (Yada Mae)
Roberts, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
one brother, Eddie T. Riley,
Carrollton, Texas.
Clay Cook Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Clay Cook of the Jones Mill
Community died Monday at
9:30 a. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 93 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the North Fork
Baptist Church, and was
preceded in death by his wife,
011ie, about fifteen years ago.
Born June 17, 1883, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Marion Wesley
Cook and Mande Rushing
Cook.
Mr. Cook is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
Warren Sykes and the Rev.
James Phelps officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tell Orr, Max Pasdiall, Ludie
Mallory, Ruben Fletcher,
Tolbert Story, and Carnol
Boyd. Burgh' will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
John Homer Hart Is
Dead At Age 79;
Rites Are Today
John Homer Hart, retired
farmer of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday
at six a. m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 79 years
of age.
The deceased was born
January 20, 1897, in Henry
County and was the son of the
late Jim Henry Hart and
Melinda Hutchens Hart. His
wife, the former Mary Alice
Henderson died in 1953. He
was a member of the Puryear
BaptiSt Chuich. •
Mr. Hart is survived by one
daughter, Miss Lathe Mae
Hart, Route One, Puryear,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Audrey Grice, Avon Park,
Fla.; two brothers, L. D. Hart,
Avon Park, Fla., and T. C.
Hart, Wauchula, Fla.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
James G. Phelps officiating.




Graveside services for Mrs.
Grace Turner of 108 S.
Blakemore Street, Paris,
Tenn., were held Sunday at
two p. m. at the Olive Branch
Cemetery there with the rev.
E. Harrell Phillips officiating.
Mrs. Turner, wife of Homer
B. Turner, died Saturday
about noon at the Henry
County General Hospital. She
was 87 years of age.
Born in Calloway County on
July 12, 1889, she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Irvin. She and Mr.
Turner were married
December 18, 1922, and we
member of the Trinity Uni r
Methodist Church at Pa
Mrs. Turner is survived
her husband, Homer_
Turner; a half sister, M
Pauline Horrell, and a h





Funeral services for M
Wilson (Eva Lawson) Far)
of 1000 Olive Street, Mum
will be held Wednesday at t
a.m. at the chapel of t
Blalock-Coleman Fune.
Home with Bro. Henry Hari -
and Bro. John Dale
ficiating. Singers • from t
Seventh and Poplar Church
Christ, where she was
member, will provide the so
service with Jerry Bolls
leader.
Pallbearers will be Mi
Morgan, Phillip Burks, J
Morgan, Steve West, Ji
Bryant, and Jackie Wessc
all grandsons. Burial will be
the Murray City Cemeter
Friends may call at ti
funeral home.
Mrs. Farley, age 84, dig
Monday at 6:07 a.m. at t!
Westview Nursing Home. H
husband, Wilson Farley, di
August 10, 1975. Bo.
December 20, 1892, she w
the daughter of the late G.'
(Billy) Lawson and bit
Willis Lawson.
The Murray woman
survived by one son, 24,.
Farley, Murray; s
daughters, Mrs. Jesse (Ru)
Lee) Brandon and Mrs. Pa
(Bobbie) Burks, Paducal
Mrs. John M. (Gray) Morga
Hazel, Mrs. J. P. (Laura
Parker and Mrs. Charles 1
(June) Johnson, Murray, ax
Mrs. Ronald (Jo Annette.





The funeral for Mrs. Nett
Dot Boyd of 812 Hurt Drivf
Murray, was held Monday a
10:30 a.m. at the chapel of th
Max Churchill Funeral Hon
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe an
the Rev. Randolph Allen o
ficiating. Music was by th
Grace Baptist Church Cho!
with John Wood as leader an
Dwane Jones as organist.
Tommy Boyd, David Boy
Max Boyd, John Ed Boy(
Steve McNeely, and Job
McNeely were pallbearer:
and burial was in the Murra.
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Boyd, age 93, widow G.
Henry (Pete) Boyd, died
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Grace Baptist Church
and was the daughter of the
late Thomas Garland and
Mary Frances Williams
Garland.
The survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. John
(Laverne) McNeely, Murray;
four sons, Harold of Murray
Route Two, Milton of
Paducah, Orville of Murray,
and Hafford of Owensboro;
one brother, Marvin
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Tram, Consultant
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For John F. Lee
The funeral services for
John F. Lee of Dexter Route
One are being held today at
one p. m. at the Palestine
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Steve Shapard of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Edward Lee, Bob Barnett,
Wilburn Norwood, Howard
Selby, Edgar Childress, and
Glen Clayton. Burial will be in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Lee, age 84, died Sunday
at 8:20 p. m. at the Murray-
Calloway Conntv Hosnitul TJ
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 31,1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Ra 
: Act. 1129 Est. MO Barrows &
GilLeit.TS lower Sows steady .31 lower
US 1-3 200-7X1lbs. ...... $311.7340.119
US 1-3 M0-240 lbs. 939.76311.75
US 3-4 240-20011s. $312149.31
US 3-4 N6-210 lbs. 337.25-39.25
Sows
US 1-2 271-330 lbs. 111.03-31.119
310-300 the 127.01-27.511
us Ps100450 lbs. ... 321.10-27.10
US 2-3 300400 lbs. .
Boars 13.00-17.00
Sitr.,k,hteetket
Prices of stocks at local interest at
won today I urnishod to the Lodger &
!Imes by I. M. Simon Co. area.. follows:
industrial Avg +3.32
Airco Mime
Amor. Motors 314 me
Aehland ou 331i4 +44
A. T. & T 83% -iii
Ford,  una
„i•
• • a. • wow., w • ammo_ MAIM LW VIIMI
will be the guest speaker alt.
the mid-week services on
Wednesday, December 29, at
seven p. m. at the First
Baptist Church, Murray,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker.
Rev. Nowell, now serving as
pastor of the Bethlehem
Community Church,
Bethlehem, Ind., will receive
his Master of Divinity degree
from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, in May 1977.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Rev. Nowell graduated from
the University of Tennessee.
He is married to the former
Debbie Moody, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Moody of
Murray.'
The- public is invited to
attend the service to hear Rev.
Nowell, said Dr. Whittaker
who announced that the
regular fellowship supper will
not be served this week.
LAKE DATA -
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
up 0.1. •5
Below dam 303.6, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 345.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 310.2, up 0.3.





























In Kentucky, he said,
neurologists have indicated
that the number of cases
"certainly does not represent




not reported to state health
officials, so neurologists
across the state have been
asked for information on any
cases they may have seen. -
"So far, we have complete
information on 12 cases. Of
these, six had had the shots
and six did not," he said.
"There are two more cases in
which I'm still trying to wrap
up all the information I need.
They did not have the shots.
That would make a total of 14,
six of whom have had the
shots."
Hernandez said his latest
figures indicate that 905,213
Kentuckians have received
the swine flu vaccine—about
43 per cent of the eligible
population.
Out of all those, we're
talking about six individuals
who have this condition who
got the shot. To ascribe
the vaccine seems a lQtle




















fathers since Oct. 31.
"It's our answer to our
collegues who have predicted
a secular stagnation and
declining l birthrates," Dr.
Harvey said. "Many of our
friends also have noted that
we jqst got under the wire for
a 1976 income tax deduction,"
he added.
Varied Items r(y
Be Sealed In Capsule
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Such varied items as a two-
hour recording of the
4exington Philharmonic and a
pair of blue jeans will be
sealed in a time capsule here
Wednesday marking the end
of the nation's bicentennial.
The capsule will be sealed
under a bronze plaque near
the entrance to the Lexington
center. -It is to be reopened 100
years from now.
Other things included in the
capsule are a ballpoint pen, a
blow hair dryer, winning
essays by fifth and sixth grade
children and a button























• • •••41,,•••• 4110 As/ 41.1P .416. gild& P.1%* •
Does Make A Difference!,
71/2% 63/4% 61/2% 51/4%
Per Annum J Per Annum I Per Annum Per Annum4 Year Certificate 1 30 Month Certificatel 1 or 2 Year Certificatel 90 Day Passbook
$1,000.00 Minimum $1,000.00 Minimum $1,000.00 Minimum No Minimum Deposit
Regular passbook - No minimum deposit
Interest compounded daily with interest paid from
date of deposit to date of withdrawal for an
effective annual yield of 5.39%
51/4%
Monthly or Quarterly Interest
(Substantial Interest Penalty Required For Early Certificate withdrawals)
lifte
gederal Savings & Loan
7th it 411, Phone
Main t arra Oranch 753-7927
to
Volume 97 No. 308
-The Murray Ledger & Times




Dr. John Bartholomy, vice president
for tuuversay servIcea at Murray Slate,
Univenihr. renortediv tha fnn Altar.
STRAW CYLINDER BASKETS
Great decorating idea!
7 INCH DIA VI 11% INCH DIA. . . $2.50
8 INCH DIA  $1.50 13 INCH DIA $3
10 INCH DIA $2 15% INCH DIA  $4





A. 28 INCH CARVED
FORK & SPOON SET
...a •••••••11
















Lined round baskets in
5 sizes.
5Y2 INCH DIA . $1.50'
7 INCH DIA S2
8'/2 INCH DIA. $2.50
10 INCH DIA $3








tern to conceal unsight-
!y pots.
5 INCH DIA 2 FOR Si
6 INCH DIA  75c
7 INCH DIA  Si
9 INCH DIA S1.50
10 INCH DIA  S2








int Has saw a signiticant cause
of delays is mail sent to the wrong place
To Poison
Control Concern Plants
During the holidays, as well as the
rest of the year, plant poisoning is the
subject of the majority of calls to the
Murray-Calloway County Poison
Control Center. The center feels that
awareness of the dangers of plant
ingestion and knowledge of what to do
in case of poisoning can prevent a
tragic situation.
Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias are
traditional holiday decorations.
However, theyl can be dangerous for
young children, according to a
spokesman for the Center.
Mistletoe may be niz to kiss under.
But, the berries ca cause acute
stomach and intestinal irritation.
However, in the amounts ingested by
small children one or two), there is no
documented cause for alarm or
necessity for treatment. In larger
quantities, it is probably wise to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
Both leaves and flowers of the
poinsettia can be cause for concern.
They can sometimes irritate the mouth
and stomach, causing vomiting and
diarrhea.
MI barts of the poinsettia exude a
Milky sap when injured. The only
danger from the sap would be local
irritation and perhaps stomach upset.
The red berries of the holly or black
alder are also potentially dangerous.
When more than five berries have been
eaten, it is recommended to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
If your child eats a plant or becomes
ill and you suspect plant poisoning, call
your physician or poison control center
right away. Tell the name of the plant,
if possible, or save any piece to help
identify it.
Throughout the holiday season and
the rest of the year, the Poison Control
Center is always available as a source
of information whatever toxic sub-
stance may have been ingested.
The local Poison Control Center is co-
sponsored as a public, service by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
the Murray Jaycees. The telephone
number of the Center is listed with the








'swine nu immunization program
reportedly wants to resurftt shots with
emphasis on persons over 65 or with
chronic ailments.
The advisory committee on im-
munization practices was to meet today
at the Center for Disease Control to
decide whether it is in the public in-
terest to resume the program halted
Dec. 16 because of concern over a
paralysis associated with. the vac-
cinations.
Latest figures show 383 persons have
been stricken with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Of these, 202 had received
swine flu shots, 166 had not, and the
status of the remaining 15 was
unknown.
Little is known about Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. The reporting of cases
during the swine flu monitoring
program is the nearest thing to a
national study of the ailment ever done.
Dr. J. Donald Millar, director of the
flu immunization program, has said he
hoped the program would be resumed
at least in part by the end of the year.
Some authorities on communicable
disease say the risk of Guillain-Barre is
so small it is far outweighed .by the
benefit of the inoculation program.
"The risk of this syndrome is maybe
10 per million," Millar said in an in-
terview. He said death from flu is a far
greater risk.
So far, only three cases of A-New
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basket is sure to
complement the de-











201/2 inches high, 8
inches in diameter. Daz-
zling accessory is a great
decorating idea!
tine was reponeo in 1155011111 MIL nut






























the most visited by the questionnaire







and United Auto Workers represen-
4otiations today in an effort to bring an
-old strike at the Murray operation of
iion, the second in a week, was held
t Ken-Bar Inn near Gilbertsville. That
ut 10:30 p. m. last night and negotiators
m. this morning at Ken-Bar.
talks have agreed to not release any
ig the bargaining sessions.
sessions, which were called by federal
adley, are representatives from UAW
pany officials, representatives from the
if the union and lappan officials from
Afice in Mansfield, Ohio.
It on strike at the plant on June 23, 1975,
) union employes. Contract proposals
33' the union membership on four dif-
that time.
ts Had Little To
Tourism Survey
!, the in- third, and Murray fourth, although the
ears ago major destination for 68 percent of the
•cision of respondents was the lakeland area.
''s Land Thirty-three per cent of the respon-
-rounding dents listed camping as the main
reason they came to the area. j3oating
and fishing were second, ..the basic
choice for 23 per cent of 'the respon-
dents. Relaxation was listed by 20
per cent as their main purpose,
followed by_.inrrimrning with eight per
cent andef with six per cent.
iocational Forty-six per cent said they planned
Lion Clubs the th'vacation in ,l area e following
while 42 per cent said they
planned to return with a two-to-5-year
iod. Only 12 per cent of the
re ndents said they had no plans to
return.
Fifty-two per cent of the respondents
said they had learned of the area from
friends who had visited it, while 10 per
cent said they first learned of it from
magazine articles.
Asked if the sale of alcoholic
beverages would add to the at-
tractiveness 0 pert i7ve coefntt of heatrh ea 
campers 
idcaasavacasation
"no," 19 per cent listed "yes," and 11
per cent were undecided. Of the non-
campers, 53 per cent said "no," 33 siad
"yes," and 14 per cent said they were
undecided.
Additional electric, water and sewer
facilities were listed by the
vacationeers as the greatest im-
provement needs in the area. One
hundred and twenty of them said this.
Eighty-four listed additional grocery
facilities and gasoline available to the
campgrounds as the greatest need,
while 64 said the restaurants in the area
should offer a greater variety of foods
on their menus.
Forty-two others said improvements
in campsites was the greatest need; 40
preferred more camping facilities close
to the lake, and 60 reipondents said
commercialization should be restricted
in the area.
No 'Automatic Answers'
To Questions Carter Says
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga. ok13) —
President-elect Carter says those who
think "we have automatic answers or
easy answers to todgh questions would
be misleading themselves,- and
several of his key advisers are
beginning to offer statements that seem
geared to lower Americans' ex-
pectations.
In a television interview taped earlier
for broadcast today, Cartev.icpressed
confidence that "the things that we
have promised during the campaign
can be delivered."
But his key aides and advisers,
gathered at this island retreat for
preinaugaral discussions, were offering
statements that would sound cautious
to any who had anticipated quick
changes from the new administration.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, told reporters_luesday that it
would be unrealistic fir4pect-promised
defense budget savings of $5 billion to $7
billion prior to the 1979 fiscal year that
begins Oct. 1, 1978.
Defense Secretary-designate ,Liarold
Brown also said he saw no chance of
such a defense reduction "from this
year's budget to next year's budget, for
example."
Joseph A. Califano Jr., Carter's
choice to be secretary of health,
education and welfare, almost
simultaneously was warning that full
implementation of promised welfare
reforal, may have to await a healthier
economy that would provide tax dollars
to pay for it.
During his long 1976 campaign,.
Carter repeatedly spoke of saving $5
billion to $7 billion in defense spending
by cutting waste and inefficiency. But
he never said when such a savings
could be realized.
He talked at least once about being
ready to move toward welfare reform
soon after taking office.
But in convening the unusual, if not
unique. preinaugural cabinet meeting
here Tuesday. Carter stressed his
determination to deliver on his cam-
paign promises and to impress his
cabinet nominees with what he sees as
their responsibility to help hun keep his
word.
Carter said, "Because my word of
honor is at stake ... if we should default
on them it wo,µ1d be a very serious thing
for me personally, and I think for the
respect and confidence of the American
people in their own government." ,.
He, said he does not anticipate that
happening, however,
lie also said Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale will enjoy un-
precedented authority and will serve as
his "chief staff person." That means,
Carter said, that everyone on the White
House staff has been informed that
Mondale as well as Carter will be their
boss.
Mondale particated in.the TV in-
terview and said he told Carter that
"we ought to realize that the history of
(the vice presidency ) is nothing short of
grim, and! hope it won't happen here."
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The funeral for Vernon E.
Riley of 104 Parks Drive,
Murray, was held Monday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
Roos and the Rev. Hoyt Owen
officiating and Mrs. Larrie
Clark as organist.
Pallbearers were 11. V.
Rose, Doi i Clark, Jimmy
Shelton, Paul Buchanan,
Larrie Clark, Phil A. Myers,
Lyman Dixon, and Danny
Leslie. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, age 56, died
Friday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Christian Church and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. He had
been ill and had not been able
to be at his place of em-
ployment at Ingersoll-Rand,
Mayfield, since May 29, 1975.
His father, John H. Riley, died
February 4, 1970.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Betty Shroat Riley, to
whom he was married on July
29, 1950; mother, Mrs. 011ie
Parks Riley, 212 North 13th
Street, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Dennis (Betsy) Clark,
Kingston, Tenn.; two sons,
John Nell Riley and Tommy
Riley, Murray;, one sister,
Mrs. Watson (Yada Mae)
Roberts, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
one brother, Eddie T. Riley,
Carrollton, Texas.
Clay Cook Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Clay Cook of the Jones Mill
Community died Monday at
9:30 a. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Term. He was 93 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the North EArk
Baptist Church, and was
preceded in death by his wife,
011ie, about fifteen years ago.
Born June 17, 1883, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Marion Wesley
Cook and Mande Rushing
Cook.
Mr. Cook is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel' of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
Warren Sykes and the Rev.
James Phelps officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tell Orr, Max Paschall, Ludie
Mallory, Ruben Fletcher,
Tolbert Story, and Carnol
Boyd. Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
John Homer Hart Is
Dead At Age 79;
Rites Are Today
John Homer Hart, retired
farmer of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday
at six a. m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He Was 79 years
of age.
The deceased was born
January 20, 1897, in Henry
County and was the son of the
late Jim Henry Hart and
Melinda Hutchens Hart. His
wife, the former Mary Alice
Henderson, died in 1953. He
was a member of the Puryear
Baptist Church.
Mr. Hart is survived by one
daughter, Miss Lottie Mae
Hart, Route One, Puryear,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Audrey Grice, ASTOR Park,
Fla.; two brothers, L. D. Hart,
Avon Park, Fla., and T. C.
Hart, Wauchula, Fla.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
James G. Phelps officiating.
Burial will be in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery.
I.
Graveside services for Mrs.
Grace Turner of 108 S.
Blakemore Street, Paris,
Tenn., were held Sunday at
two p. m. at the Olive Branch
Cemetery there with the Rev.
E. Harrell Phillips officiating.
Mrs. Turner, wife of Homer
B. Turner, died Saturday
about noon at the Henry
County General Hospital. She
was 87 years of age.
Born in Calloway County on
July 12, 1889, she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Irvin. She and Mr.
Turner were married
December 18, 1922, and ww.
member of the Trinity Unit
Methodist Church at Pa
Mrs. Turner is survived
her husband, Homer
Turner; a half sister, b
Pauline * Horrell, and a I





Funeral services for M
Wilson (Eva Lawson) Farl
of 1000 Olive Street, Mum
will be held Wednesday at t
a.m. at the chapel of t
Blalock-Coleman Funer
Home with Bro. Henry Hark
and Bro. John Dale 4_
ficiating. Singers from ti
Seventh and Poplar Church
Christ, where she was
member, will provide the sot
service with Jerry Bolls (
leader.
Pallbearers will be Mil
Morgan, Phillip Burks, Jr
Morgan, Steve West, Jit
Bryant, and Jackie Wesso.
all grandsons. Burial will be
the Murray City Cemeter
Friends may call at U
funeral home.
Mrs. Farley, age 84, clic
Monday at 6:07 a.m. at U
Westview Nursing Home. lit
husband, Wilson Farley, dit
August 10, 1975. Rot
December 20, 1892, she vn
the daughter of the late G. V
(Billy) Lawson and Law
Willis Lawson.
The Murray woman
survived by one son, Mt
Farley, Murray; si
daughters, Mrs. Jesse (Rut
Lee) Brandon and Mrs. Pa'
(Bobbie l Burks, Paducal
Mrs. John M. (Gray) Morgai
Hazel, Mrs. J. P. (Lours
Parker and Mrs. Charles ?
(June) Johnson, Murray, an
Mrs. Ronald (Jo Annetta





The funeral for Mrs. Netti
Dot Boyd of 812 Hurt Drivr
Murray, was held Monday t
10:30 a.m. at the chapel of th
Max Churchill Funeral Hon
with the Rey. R. J. Burpoe an
the Rev. Randolph Allen o
ficiating. Music was by th
Grace Baptist Church Choi
with John Wood as leader an
Dwane Jones as organist.
Tommy Boyd, David Boy'
Max Boyd, John Ed Boy
Steve McNeely, and Joh
McNeely were pallbearer
and burial was in the Mum
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Boyd, age 93, widow
Henry (Pete) Boyd, died
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Grace Baptist Church
and was the daughter of the
late Thomas Garland and
Mary Frances Williams
Garland. •
The survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. John
(Laverne) McNeely, Murray;
four sons, Harold of Murray
Route Two, Milton of
Paducah, Orville of Murray,
and Hafford of Owensboro;
one brother, Marvin
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Mrs. Turner Dies Services Today At
At Paris Hospital Palestine Church
For John F. Lee
The funeral services for
John F. Lee of Dexter Route
One are being held today at
one p. m. at the Palestine
United Methodist Church with
the Rey. Steve Shapard of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Edward Lee, Bob Barnett,
Wilburn Norwood, Howard
Selby, Edgar Childress, and
Glen Clayton. Baital will be in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Lee, age 84, died Sunday
at 8:20 p. m. at the Murray-
Federal State Market News Service
December 25,1511
Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1121 Est. 100 Barrows &
Oils .50-.75 lower Sows steady .111 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs  70-111-011
US 1-3250.240 Re.
US 2-4 240-250 lbs.
US 3-4200.250 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lb'
US 1-3 3011400 lbe
US 1-3 500410 lbe
US 2-3 300-500 Its'.
Boars 15.00.17.00
: S3trA, Oak&
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Industrial Avg +3.25
Airco 20% mac
Amer. Motors 3% unc






Decorated or plain handbags





Assorted colors with rich,
gold-tone trim. An elegant
way to serve guests.























wur ue um guest speaker at
the mid-week services on
Wednesday, December 29, at
seven p. m. at the First
Baptist Church, Murray,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker.
Rev. Nowell, now serving as
pastor of the Bethlehem
Community Church,
Bethlehem, Ind., will receive
his Master of Divinity degree
from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary; -
Louisville, in May 1977.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Rev. Nowell graduated from
the University of Tennessee.
He is married to the former
Debbie Moody, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Moody of
Murray.
The public is invited to
attend the service to hear Rev.
Nowell, said Dr. Whittaker
Who announced that the
regular fellowship supper will
not be served this week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.6, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 345.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 310.2, up 0.3.




Assorted colors to choose





tips, safety lock, easy grip.
Precision blunt edge design.
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Lamm), and Brian
Motley—all have become
fathers since Oct. 31. -
"It's our answer to our
collegues who have predicted
a secular stagnation and
declining birthrates," Dr.
Harvey said. "Many of our
friends also have noted that
we just got under the wire for





In Kentucky, he said,
neurologists have indicated
that the number of cases
"certainly does not represent




not reported to state health
officials, so neurologists
across the state have been
asked for information on any
cases they may have seen.
"So far, we have complete
information on 12 cases. Of
these, six had had the shots Be Sealed In Capsule
and six did not," he said.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —"There are two more cases in
Such varied items as a two-which I'm still trying to wrap
hour recording of theup all the information I need.
Lexington Philharmonic and aThey did not have the shots.
pair of blue jeans will beThat would midre a total of 1.6,_ _ 
sealed 
in a time capsule here
six of whom have had the
shots." . Wednesday marking the end
Hernandez said his latest of the 
nation's bicentennial.
figures indicate that 905,213 The capsule will be sealed
Kentuckians have received under 
a bronze plaque near
the swine flu vaccine—about the 
entrance to the Lexington
43 per cent of the eligible 
ter. It is to be reopened 100
"Out of all those, we're 
years from now.
Other things included in the
population. 
 
talking about six individuals 
capsule ire a ballpoint pen, a
blow hair dryer, winning
got the shot. To ascribe it *to
co by fifth and sixth grade
who have this condition who
children and a buttonthe vaccine seems a little proclaiming equal rights forfarfetched, a little shaky," he women. 
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For bicycle, camping, auto or
home. Uses two "D" cell
batteries, not included. 
HARDWARE AND HOUSEHOLD HELPERS FOR 1 EACH




Set includes three cords, each
6 feet in length. Mold-on
connectors.




Attractive, easy to clean and




Just the broom you need for
those big clean-up jobs! Strong
and sturdy.
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Most Calls To Poison
Control Concern Plants -
During the holidays, as well as the
rest of the year, plant poisoning is the
subject of the majority of calls to the
Murray-Calloway County Poison
Control Center. The center 'feels that
awareness of the dangers of plant
ingestion and knowledge of what to do
in case of poisoning can prevent a
tragic situation.
Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias are
traditional holiday decorations.
However, they can be dangerous for
young children, according to a
spokesman for the Center.
--- Mistletoe may be nice to kiss under.
But, the berries can cause acute
stomach and intestinal irritation.
However, in the amounts ingested by
small children (one or two), there is no
documented cause for alarm or
necessity for treatment. In larger
quantities, it is probably wise to induce
vomiting With Syrup of Ipecac.
Both leaves and flowers of the
pohmettla can be cause for concern.
They can 'sometimes iffitate the mouth
and stomach, causing vomiting and
diarrhea.
All parts of the poinsettia exude a
milky sap when injured. The only
dange; from the sap would be local
irritation and perhaps stomach upset.
The red berries of the holly or black
alder are also potentially dangerous.
When more than five berries have been
eaten, it is recommended to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
If your child eats a plant or becomes
ill and you suspect PlInt poisoning, call
your physician or poisoh control center
right away. Tell the name of the plant,
if possible, or save any piece to help
identify it.
Throughout the holiday season and
the rest of the year, the Poison Control
Center is always available as a source
of information whatever toxic sub-
stance may have been ingested.
The local Poison Control Center is co-
sponsored as a public service by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
the Murray Jaycees. The telephone
number of the Center is listed with the
emergency numbers in the Purchase
Area telephone directory.
•••••





215FT. HEAVY OUTY1 18 X 24 INCH
EXTENSION CORD CARPET MAT
The advisory committee on Im-
munization practices was to meet today
at the Center for Disease Control' to
decide whether it is in the public in
to resume the program halted











FORCE CUPS F OP PET INSH
swine nu nrunuruzation program wiie was i epurieu ui oussotut out 1101
reportedly wants to resume shots with --confirmed by laboratory tests.
emphasis on persons over 65 or with
chronic ailments.
mations.
Latest figures show 383 persons have
been stricken with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Of these, 202 had received
swine flu' shots, 166 had not, and the
status of the remaining 15 was
unknown.
Little is known about Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. The reporting of cases
during the swine flu monitoring
program is the nearest thing to a
national study of the ailment ever done.
Dr. J. Donald Millar, director of the
flu immunization program, has said he
hoped the program would be resumed
at least in part by the end of the year.
Some authorities on communicable
disPsise say the risk of Guillain-Barre is
so small it is far outweighed by the
benefit of the inoculation program.
"The risk of this syndrome is maybe
10 Per million," Millar said in an in-
terview. He said death from flu is a far
greater risk.
So far, only three cases of A-New
Jersey (swine) flu have been reported.
•••
my and United Auto Workers represen-
negotiations today in an effort to bring an
.nth-old Eitthe Murray,operation of
session, the second in a week, was held
)11 at Ken-Bar Inn near Gilbertsville. That
ibout 10:30 p. m. last night and negotiators
a. m. this morning at Ken-Bar.
he talks have agreed to not release any
rning the bargaining sessions.
the sessions, which were called by federal
Bradley, are representatives from UAW
ompany officials, representatives from the
,e of the union and 1 appan officials from
ne office in Mansfield, Ohio.
went on strike at the plant on June 23, 1975,-
500 union employes. Contract proposals
%.1 by the union membership on (9ur dif-
nce that time.












































the most visited by the questionnaire
respondents. Cadiz was next; Aurora
third, and Murray fourth, although the
major destination for 68 percent of the
respondents was the lakeland area.
Thirty-three per cent of the respon-
dents listed camping as the main
reason they came to the area. Boating
and fishing were second, the basic
choice for 23 per cent of the respon-
dents. Relaxation was listed by 20
per cent as their main purpose,
followed by swimming with eight per
cent and golf with six per cent.
Forty-six per cent said they planned
to vacation in the area the following
year, while 42 per cent said they
planned to return with a two-to-5-year
period. Only 12 per cent of the
respondents said they had no plans to
return.
Fifty-two per cent of the respondents
said they had learned of the area from
friends who had visited it, while 10 per
cent said they first learned of' it from
magazine articles.
Asked if the sale of alcoholic
beverages would add to the af-
tractiveness of the area as a vacation.
spot, 70 per cent of the campers said
"no," 19 per centlisted "yes," and 11
per cent were undecided. Of the non-
campers, 53 per cent said "no," 33 siad
"yes," and 14 per cent said they were
undecided.
Additional electric, water and sewer
facilities were listed by the
vacationeers as the greatest im-
provement needs in the area. One
hundred and twenty of them said this.
Eighty-four listed additional grocery
facilities and gasoline available to the
campgrounds as the greatest need,
while 64 said the restaurants in the area
should offer a greater variety of foods
on their menus.
Forty-two others said improvements
in campsites was the greatest need; 40
preferred more camping facilities close
to the lake, and 60 respondents said,
commercialization should be restricted
ix' the area.
No 'Automatic Answers'
paralysis associated with the vac-To Questions Carter Says
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga. (AP) —
President-elect Carter says those who
think "we have automatic answers or
easy answers to tough questions would
be misleading themselves," and
several of his key advisers are
beginning to offer statements that seem
geared to lower Americans' ex-
pectations.
In a television interview taped earlier
for broadcast today, Carter expressed
confidence that "the things that we
have promised during the campaign
can be delivered."
But his key aides and advisers,
gathered at this island retreat for
preinaugural discussions, were offering
statements that would sound cautious
to any who had anticipated quick
changes from the new administration.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, told reporters Tuesday that it
would be unrealistic to expect promised
defense budget savings of $5 billion to $7
billion prior to the 1979 fiscal year that
begins Oct. 1, 1978.
- Defense Secretary-designate Harold
Brown also saidhe saw no chance of
such a defense reduction "from this
year's budget to next year's budget, for
example."
Joseph A. Califano Jr., 4Carter's
choice to be secretary of health,
education and welfare, almost
simultaneously was warning that full
implementation of promised welfare.
reform may have to await a healthier
-economy that would provide tax dollars
to pay for it.
During his long 1976 campaign,
Carter ' repeatedlyi. spoke of saving $5
billion to $7 billion in defense spending
by cutting waste and inefficiency. But
he never said when such a savings
could be realized.
He talked at leastIbnce about being
ready to move toward welfare reform
soon after taking office.
But in convening the unusual, if not
unique, preinaugural cabinet meeting
here Tuesday, Carter stressed his
determination to deliver on isis cam-
paign promises and to -.impress his
cabinet nominees with What he sees as
their responsibility,to help him keep his
word.
Carter said, "Because my word of
honor is at stake ... if we should default
on them it would be a very serious thing
for the personally, and'I think for the
respect and confidence of the American
people in their own government."
He said he does not anticipate that
happening, however.
He also said Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale ,will enjoy un-
precedented authority and will serve as
his "chief staff person." That means, '1`
Carter said, that everyone on tti% White
House staff has been informed that
Mondale as well as Carter will be their
boss.
Mondale participated in the TV in-
terview and said he told Carter that
"we ought to realize that the history of
(the vice presidency) is nothing short of
Om, and I hope it won't happen here."





The funeral for Vernon E.
Riley of 104 Parks Drive,
Murray, was held Monday at
two p. in. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
Roos and the Rev. Hoyt Owen
officiating and Mrs. Larrie
Clark as organist.
Pallbearers were R. V.
Rose, Doris Clark, Jimmy
Shelton, Paul Buchanan,
Larrie Clark, Phil A. Myers,
Lyman Dixon, and Danny
Leslie. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, 'age 56, .died
Friday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Christian Church and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. He had
been ill and had not been able
to be at his place of em-
ployment at Ingersoll-Rand,
Mayfield, since May 29, 1975.
His father, John H. Riley, died
February 4, 1970.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Betty Shroat Riley, to
whom he was married on July
29, 1950; mother, Mrs. 011ie
Parks Riley, 212 North 13th
Street, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Dennis (Betsy) - Clark,
Kingston, Tenn.; two sons,
John Neil Riley and Tommy
Riley, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Watson (Yacia Mae)
Roberts, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;





Clay Cook of the Jones Mill
Community died Monday at
9:30 a. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 93 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the North Fork
Baptist Church, and was
preceded in death by his wife,
011ie, about fifteen years ago.
Born June 17, 1883, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Marion Wesley
Cook and Mande Rushing
Cook.
Mr. Cook is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
Warren Sykes and the Rev.
James Phelps officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tell Orr, Max Paschall, Ludie
Mallory, Ruben Fletcher,
Tolbert Story, and Carnol
Boyd. Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
John Homer Hart Is
Dead At Age 79;
Rites Are Today
John Homer Hart, retired
farmer of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday
at six a. m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 79 years
of age.
The deceased was born
January 20, 1897, in Henry
County and was the son of the
Late Jim Henry Hart and
Melinda Hutchens Hart. His
wife, the former Mary Alice
Henderson, died in 1953. He
was a member of the Puryear
Baptist Church.
Mr. Hart is survived by one
daughter, Miss Lottie Mae
Hart, Route One, Puryear,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Audrey Grice, Avon Park,
Fla.; two brothers, L. D. Hart,
Avon Park, Fla., and T. C.
Hart, Wauchula, Fla.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
James G. Phelps officiating.




Graveside services for Mrs.
Grace Turner of 108 S.
Blakemore Street, Paris,
Tenn., were held Sunday at
two p. in. at the Olive Branch
Cemetery there with the Rev.
E. Harrell Phillips officiating.
Mrs. Turner, wife of Homer
B. Turner, died Saturday
about noon at the Henry
County General Hospital. She
was 87 years of age.
Born in Calloway County on
July 12, 1889, she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Irvin. She and Mr.
Turner were married
December 18, 1922, and weir
member of the Trinity Unit Ir
Methodist Church at F
Mrs. Turner is survive
her husband, Homer
Turner; a half sister,
Pauline Horrell, and a





Funeral services for I)
Wilson ( Eva Lawson) Fa:
of 1000 Olive Street, Mun
will be held Wednesday at
a.m. at the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Fune
Home with Bro. Henry Hat
and Bro. John Dale
ficiating. Singers from
Seventh and Poplar Churcl
Christ, where she was
member, will provide the si
service with Jerry Bolls
leader.
Pallbearers will be M.
Morgan, Phillip Burks,
Morgan, Steve West, J
Bryant, and Jackie Wessi
all grandsons. Burial will be
the Murray City Cernetei
Friends may call at t
funeral home.
Mrs. Farley, age 84, di
Monday at 6:07 a.m. at t
Westview Nursing Home. H
husband, Wilson Farley, di
August 10, 1975. Bo
December 20, 1892, she w
the daughter of the late G.
(Billy) Lawson and Lau
Willis Lawson.
The Murray woman
survived by one son.
Farley, Murray; s
daughters, Mrs. Jesse (Rut
Lee) Brandon and Mrs. Pa
(Bobbie) Burks, Paducai
Mrs. John M. (Gray) Morgai
Hazel, Mrs. J. P. (1.aure
Parker and Mrs. Charles 2A
(June) Johnson, Murray, an
Mrs. Ronald (Jo Annettet





The funeral for Mrs. Netti.
Dot Boyd of 812 Hurt Drive
Murray, was held Monday a
10:30 a.m. at the chapel of th,
Max Churchill Funeral Horn,
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe an
the Rev. Randolph Allen of
ficiating. Music was by thi
Grace Baptist Church Choi
with John Wood as leader ant
Dwane Jones as organist.
Tommy Boyd, David Boyd
Max Boyd, John Ed Boyd
Steve McNeely, and Johi
McNeely were pallbearer
and burial was in the Murra:
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Boyd, age 93, widow ot
Henry (Pete) Boyd, died
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Grace Baptist Church
and was the daughter of the
late Thomas Garland and
Mary Frances Williams
Garland.
The survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. John
(Laverne) McNeely, Murray;
four sons, Harold of Murray
Route Two, Milton of
Paducah, Orville of Murray,
and Hafford of Owensboro;
one brother, Marvin
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For John F. Lee
The funeral services for
John F. Lee of Dexter Route
One are being held today at
one p. m. at the Palestine
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Steve Shapard of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Edward Lee, Bob Barnett,
Wilburn Norwood, Howard
Selby, Edgar Childress, and
Glen Clayton. Burial will be in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Lee, age 84, died Sunday
at 8:20 p. m. at the Murray-
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal Stale Market News service
December 213, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report includes 3 Buying Stations
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US 3-4 260-2110 137 25-311.23
Sows
US 1-2 r70.350 lbs.  $27 ao-zam
US 1-3 300-500 lbs.  52700.27.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. 636 50-27 50
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Boars 1500-17.00
rias24,44,faiticee
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win be the guest speaker at
the mid-week services on
Wednesday, December 29, at
seven p. in. at the First
Baptist Church, Murray,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker.
Rev. Nowell, now serving as
pastor of the Bethlehem
Community Church,
Bethlehem, Ind., will receive
his Master of Divinity degree
from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, in May 1977.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Rev. Nowell graduated from
the University of Tennessee.
He is married to the former
Debbie Moody, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Moody of
Murray.
The public is invited to
attend the service to hear Rev.
Nowell, said Dr. Whittaker
who announced that the
regular fellowship supper will
not be served this week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.6, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 345.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 310.2, up 0.3.
Sunset 4:47. Sunrise 7:09.
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Want to save money and get longer service
from your car too? Then change your oil yourself
with your favorite name brand motor oil...























Choose 10W30 Exxon Extra, 10W40 S,hell
Multigrade X-100, 10W30 Havoline Super Pre-
mium, 10W30 Quaker State Super Blend,
10W40 Trop-Artic or 10W40 Gulfpride Multi G








Features float decimal, auto
constant square, sq root pi,
reciprocal. percentage calcu-
lations sign change key, easy
to read green display
or reieasea soon.
In Kentucky, he said,
neurologists have indicated
that the number of cases
"certainly does not represent
any abnormal type of
situation."
. Normally, Hernandez said,
Guillian-Barre syndrome is
"M-- reported -to state health-
officials, so neurologists
across the state have been
asked for information on any
cases they may have seen.
"So far, we have complete
information on 12 cases. Of
these, six had had the shots
and six did not," he said.
"There are two more caws in
which I'm still trying to wrap
up all the information I need.
They did not have the shots.
That would make*, total of 14,
six of whom have had the
shots."
Hernandez said his latest
figures indicate that 905,213
Kentuckians have received
the swine flu vaccine—about
43 per cent of the eligible
population.
"Out of all those, we're
talking about six individuals
who have this condition who
got the shot. To ascribe it to
the vaccine seems a little
farfetched, a little shaky," he
Zabinsky and Brian
Motley—all have become
fathers since Oct. 31.
"It's our answer to our
collegues who have predicted
a secular stagnation and
declining birezates," Dr.
Harvey said. "Many of our
friends also have noted that
we just got under the wire for
a 1976 income tax deduction,"
he added.
Varied Items To
Be Sealed In Capsule
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
giieVvaried items as a two-
hour recording of the
Lexington Philhannonic and a
pair of blue jeans will be
sealed in a time capsule here
Wednesday marking the end
of the nation's bicentennial.
The capsule will be sealed
under a bronze plaque near
the entrance to the Lexington
center. It is to be reopened 100
years from now.
Other things included in the
capsule are a ballpoint pen, a
blow hair dryer, winning
essays by fifth and sixth grade
children and a button


























Charges car or cycle...
BATTERY
CHARGER
RP ERE $ 1 7
Battery Charger that charges
Be prepared
6 or 12 volt batteries. Solid year round nous 97
state circuitry and automat-
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Dr. John Bartholomy, vice president
for university services at Murray State
ibrivareito is reow.4"4111. fh• 46" 4.4".
In Our 97th Year
CoWillMilfr store, all in one d
GLASBAKE OVENWARE
Select 1 qt. and 2 qt
er 1 
round casserole with coy- ROSES
it oval casserple
with Cover, 11/2 qt. utility SPECIAL
dish or 114 qt deep PRICE
1
loaf pan, 8" sq.





Organizes cabinets and cupboards...
HANDY SPACESAVERS
Your choice of deluxe cabinet
shelf, or racks for lids, frozen






walls and other broad













Decorative Pie Plates to bring to
the table 10" ceramic pie plate
in genuine American ironstone
Bake. serve or store
INV









shine eyerytome 12 5 EA.net at) Limit 2
Postmaster General Benjamin F.
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, December 29, 1916





1 qt or 2 qt SPECIAL
sauce pan and 8 PRICE •
EA.
inch fry pans




Handy aids of the finest quality-.
HOUSEHOLD PLASTICS
Select 1v. bushel taun'dry
basket, 32 qt. sit-on ham- ROSES 0 0per, 20 gal. trash can ....
or 46 qt. lift t 
cud
op or-t.__ ELwastebasket. Dec- PRICE
orative colors.
Aids for breezing through your cleaning day...
PLASTIC COMPANIONS
Choose dust pan with brush. 16 qt ROSES 00
utility and laundry tub. 15 qt deluxeSPECIAL
spout pail. 22 qt rectangular waste 
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of delays is mail sent to the wrong place
Most Calls To Poison
Control Concern Plants
During the holidays, as well as the
rest of the year, plant poisoning is the
subject of the majority of calls to the
Murray-Calloway County Poison
Control Center. The center feels that
awareness of the dangers of plant
ingestion and knowledge of what to do
in case of poisoning can prevent a
tragic situation.
Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias are
traditionpl,t holiday decorations.
However,Mey can be dangerous for
young children, according ,to a
spokesman for the Center.
Mistletoe may be nice to kiss under.
But, the berries can cause acute
stomach and intestinal irritation.
However, in the amounts ingested by
small children (one or two), there is no
documented cause for s'Arm or
necessity for treatment. In larger
quantities, it is probably wise to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
Both leaves and flowers of the
poinsettia can be cause for concern.
The can sometimes irritate the mouth
and stomach, causing vomiting and
diarrhea.
All parts of the poinsettia exude a
milky sap when injured. The only
danger from the sap would be local
irritation and perhaps stomach upset.
The red berries of the holly or black
alder are also potentially dangerous.
When more than five berries have been
eaten, it is recommended to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
If your child eats a plant or becomes
ill and you suspect plant poisoning, call
your physician or poison control center
right away. Tell the'riame of the plant,
if possible, or save any piece to help
identify it.
Throughout the holiday season and
the rest of the year, the Poison Control
Center is always available as a source
of information whatever toxic sub-
stance may have been ingested.
The local Poison Control Center is co-
sponsored as a public service by the
Murray-Callowciy County Hospital and
the Murray Jaycees. The telephone
number of the Center is listed with the
emergency numbers in the Purchase
Area telephone directory.
swine nu immunisation program
reportedly wants to resume shots with
emphasis on persons over 115.. or with
chronic ailments.
The advisory committee on im-
munization practices was to meet toda-Y
at the Center for Disease Control to
decide whether it is in the public in-
terest to resume the program halted
Dec. 16 because of concern over a
paralysis associated with the vac-
cinations.
Latest figures show 383 persons have
been stricken with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Of these, 202 had received
swine flu shots, 166 had not, and the
status of the remaining 15 was
unknown.
Little is known about Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. The reporting of cases
during the swine flu monitoring
program is the nearest thing to a
national study of the ailment ever done.
Dr. J. Donald Millar, director of the
flu immunization program, has said he
hoped the program would be resumed
at least in part by the end of the year.
Some authorities on communicable
digesige say the risk of Guillain-Barre is
so small it is far outweighed by the
benefit of the inoculation program. .42?
"The risk of this syndrome is maybe
10 per million," Millar said in an in-
terview. He said death from flu is a far
greater risk.
So far, only three cases of A-New
Jersey (swine) flu have been reported.
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confirmed by laboratory tests.
tny and United Auto Workers represen-
negotiations today in an effort to bring an
nth-old strike at the Murray operation of
;ession, the second in a week, was held
n at Ken-Bar Inn near Gilbertsville. That
ibout 1030 p. m. last night and negotiators
1a. m. this morning at Ken-Bar.
he talks have agreed to not release any
ming the bargaining sessions.
the sessions, which were called by federal
Bradley, are representatives from UAW
ompany officials, representatives from the
,e of the union and lappan officials from
ne office in Mansfield, Ohio.
went on strike at the plant on June 23, 1975,
500 union employes. Contract proposals
id by the union membership on four dif-
nce that time.












































the most visited by the questionnaire
respondents. Cadiz was next; Aurora
third, and Murray fourth, although the.
major destination for 68 percent of the
respondents was the lakeland area.
Thirty-three per cent of the respon-
dents listed camping as the main
reason they came to the area. Boating
and fishing were second, the basic
choice for 23 per cent of the respon-
dents. Relaxation was listed by 20
per cent as their main purpose,
followed by swimming with eight per
cent and golf with six per cent.
Forty-six per cent said they planned
to vacation in the area the following
year, while 42 per cent said they
planned to return with a two-to-5-year
period. Only 12 per cent of the
respondents said they had no plans to
return.
Fifty-two per cent of the respondents
said they had learned of the area from
friends who had visited it, while 10 per
cent said they first learned of it from
magazine articles.
Asked if the sale of alcoholic
beverages would add to the at-
tractiveness of the area as a vacation
spot, 70 per cent of the campers said
"no," 19 per cent listed "yes," and 11
per cent were undecided. Of the non-
campers, 53 per cent said "no," 33 siad
"yes," and 14 per cent said they were
undecided.
Additional electric, water and sewer
facilities were listed by the
vacationeers as the greatest im-
provement needs in the area. One
hundred and twenty of them said this.
Eighty-four listed additional grocery
facilities and gasoline available to the
campgrounds as the greatest need,
while 64 said the restaurants in the area
should offer a greater variety of foods
on their menus.
Forty-two others said improvements
in campsites was the greatest need; 40
preferred more camping facilities close
to the lake, and 60 respondents said
commercialization should be restricted
in the area.
No 'Automatic Answers'
To Questions Carter Says
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga. (AP) —
President-elect Carter says those who
think "we have automatic answers or
easy answers to tough questions would-
be misleading themselves," and
several of his key advisers are
beginning to offer statements that seem
geared to tower Americans' ex-
pectations.
In a television interview taped earlier
for broadcast today, Carter expressed
confidence that "the things that we
have promised during the campaign
can be delivered."
But his key aides and advisers,
gathered at this island retreat for
preinaugural discussions, were offering
statements that would sound cautious
to any who had anticipated quick
changes from the new administration.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, told reporters Tuesday that it
would be unrealistic to expect promised
defense budget savings of $5 billion to $7
billion prior to the 1979 fiscal year that
- — --`-- —
determination to deliver on his cam-
paign promises and to impress his
cabinet nominees with what he sees as
their responsibility to help him keep his
word.
Carter said, "Because my word of
honor is at stake if we should default
on them it would be a very serious thing
for me personally, and I think for the
respect and confidence of ills American -
people in their own government."
He said he does not anticipate that,
happening, however.
He also said Vice President-elect
. Walter F. Mondale will enjoy un-
prebedented authority and will serve as
his "chtef staff person." That means,
Carter said, that everyone on the White
House staff hat teen informed that
Mondale as well as Clingy will toe" their
boss.
Mondale participated in 04-ry in-
terview and said he told Carter 'that,
"we ought to realize that the history of
(the vice presidency) is nothing short of
grim, and I hope it won't happen here."
begins Oct. 1,1978;
Defense Secretary-designate Harold
Brown also said he saw no chance, of
surh a defense reduction from this
year's budget to next year's budget, for
6/ample."
Joseph, A. Califano Jr., Carter's
choice to. "be secretary of health,
education and. welfare, almost
simultaneously was warning that full
implementation of prothised welfare
reform may have to await altealthier
economx that would provide tax deliars
to pay for it.
During his long 1976 campaign, --
Carter repeatedly spoke of saving $5
billion to $7 billion in defense spending
by cutting waste and inefficiency. But
he never said when such a savings
could be realized.
He talked at least once about being
ready to move toward welfare reform
soon-after taking office.
But in convening the unusual, if not
unique, prefnaugural cabinet meeting
here Tuesday, Carter stressed his
••^





The funeral for Vernon E.
Riley of 104 Parks Drive,
Murray, was held Monday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
Roos and the Rev. Hoyt Owen
officiating and Mrs. Larrie
Clark as organist.
Pallbearers were R. V.
Rose, Doris Clark, Jimmy
Shelton, Paul Buchanan,
Larrie Clark, Phil A. Myers,
Lyman Dixon, and Danny
Leslie. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, age 56, died
Friday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Christian Church and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. He had
been ill and had not been able
to be at his place of em-
ployment at Ingersoll-Rand,
Mayfield, since May 29, 1975.
His father, John H. Riley, died
February 4, 1970.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Betty Shroat Riley, to
whom he was married on July
29, 1950; mother, Mrs. 011ie
Parks Riley, 212 North 13th
Street, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Dennis (Betsy) Clark,
Kingston, Tenn.; two sons,
John Neil Riley and Tommy
Riley, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Watson (Yada Mae)
Roberts, Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
one brother, Eddie T. Riley,
Carrollton, Texas.
Clay Cook Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Clay Cook of the Jones Mill
Community died Monday at
9:30 a. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 93 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the North Fork
Baptist Church, and was
preceded in death by his wife,
011ie, about fifteen years ago.
Born June 17, 1883, in Henry
County, Term., he was the son
of the late Marion Wesley
Cook and Manda Rushing
Cook.
Mr. Cook is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
Warren Sykes and the Rev.
James Phelps officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tell Orr, Max Paschall, Ludie
Mallory, Ruben Fletcher,
Tolbert Story, and Carnol
Boyd. Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
John Homer Hart Is
Dead At Age 79;
Rites Are Today
John Homer Hart, retired
farmer of Route One,
Puryear, Term., died Sunday
at six a. m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Term. He was 79 years
of age.
The deceased was born
January 20, 1897, in Henry
County and was the son of the
late Jim Henry Hart and
Melinda Hutchens Hart. His
wife, the former Mary Alice
Henderson, died in 1953. He
was a member of the Puryear
Baptist Church.
Mr. Hart is survived by one
daughter, Miss Lottie Mae
Hart, Route One, Puryear,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Audrey Grice, Avon Park,
Fla.; two brothers, L. D. Hart,
Avon Park, Fla., and T. C.
Hart, Wauchula, Fla.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
James G. Phelps officiating.




Graveside services for Mrs.
Grace Turner of 108 S.
Blakemore Street, Paris,
Term., were held Sunday at
two p. m. at the Olive Branch
Cemetery there with the Rev.
E.-Harrell Phillips officiating.
Mrs. Turner, wife of Homer
B. Turner, died Saturday
about noon at the Henry
County General Hospital. She
was 87 years of age.
Born in Calloway County on
July 12, 1889, she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Irvin. She and Mr.
Turner -were married
December 18, 1922, and wal—
1
member of the Trinity Ur.0
Methodist Church at I
Mrs. Turner is survivi
her husband, Home.
Turner; a half sister,
Pauline Horrell, and a





• Funeral services for
Wilson (Eva Lawson) Ft
of 1000 Olive Street, Mui
will be held Wednesday al
a.m. at the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Fun
Home with Bro. Henry Ha
and Bro. John Dale
ficiating. Singers from
Seventh and Poplar Chun.
Christ, where -she wa:
member, will provide the
service with Jerry Bolls
leader.
Pallbearers will be h
Morgan, Phillip Burks,
Morgan, Steve West, .
Bryant, and Jackie We&
all grandsons. Burial will b
the Murray City Cemeti
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mrs. Farley, age 84, c
Monday at 6:07 a.m. at
Westview Nursing Home.)
husband, Wilson Farley, e
August 10, 1975. B
December 20, 1892, she
the daughter of the late G.
(Billy) Lawson and La
Willis Lawson.
The Murray woman
survived by one son, h
Farley, Murray;
daughters, Mrs. Jesse (Ri
Lee) Brandon and Mrs. P.
(Bobbie) Burks, Paduct
Mrs. John M. (Gray) Morga
Hazel, Mrs. J. P. ( Lauf
Parker and Mrs. Charles
(June) Johnson, Murray, a
Mrs. Ronald (Jo Annettc





The funeral for Mrs. Nett
Dot Boyd of 812 Hurt Drib
Murray, was held Monday
10:30 a.m. at the chapel oft)
Max Churchill Funeral Hon
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe ar
the Rev. Randolph Allen t
ficiating. Music was by tl
Grace Baptist Church Cho
with John Wood as leader ar
Dwane Jones as organist.
Tommy Boyd, David Boy,
Max Boyd, John Ed Boy,
Steve McNeely, and Jot'.
McNeely were pallbearer
and burial was in the Murra:
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Boyd, age 93, widow c
Henry (Pete) Boyd, died
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Grace Baptist Church
and was the daughter of the
late Thomas Garland and
Mary Frances Williams
Garland.
The survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. John
(Laverne) McNeely, Murray;
four sons, Harold of Murray
Route Two, Milton of
Paducah, Orville of Murray,
and Hafford of Owensboro;
one brother, Marvin
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For John F. Lee
The funeral services for
John F. Lee of Dexter Route
One are being held today at
one p. m. at the Palestine
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Steve Shapard of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Edward Lee, Bob Barnett,
Wilburn Norwood, Howard
Selby, Edgar Childress, and
Glen Clayton. Burial will be in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Lee, age 84, died Sunday
at 8:20 p. m. at the Murray-
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 211, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 buying Stations
Receipts_ Act, 1129 Est 600 Harrows &
Gilts .50-.75 lower Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2360-230 lbs 639.75-40.O0
US 13360-240 lbs 139.25-39.75
US 2-4 240-260 Ms PS 26-39.29
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $37 25-38.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbs






Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today f urtushed to the Ledger
runes by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows.
Industrial Avg. . . . +3.32
Aires 2104 unc
Amer. Motors 3% one
Ashland Oil ..... ..... . 33'1 +
A. T. &T 63% -X4
Fnrii 51'.,.
Dress your windows with
matching Tier and Valance Sets
Matching tier and val-
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Lovely quilted bedspreads that
drape dramatically to the
floor. Choose twin or full
size in exciting prints
or solids. Created
in a variety of
easy care
materials.
Made of quality broadloom
ACCENT RUGS
24x36 Scatter Rugs of quality
broadloom with double jute ROSES F
PRICE R
back Choose solids or tweeds in LOW 0
shags level loops or plushes
8x10 Wooden... Lighted dial-alarm...
WALL PLAQUE
8x10 Wall Plagues
Select from God .4 ROSES $
Love. Abigail and SPECIAL
others to give any room "I"
.n your home cha;•-rh
10
will be the guest speaker at
the mid-week services on
Wednesday, December 29, at
seven p. m. at the First
Baptist Church, Murray,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker.
Rev. Nowell, now serving as
pastor of the Bethlehem
Community Church,
Bethlehem, Ind., will receive
his Master of Divinity degree
from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, in May 1977.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Rev. Nowell graduated from
the University of Tennessee.
He is married to the former
Debbie Moody, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. T.' Moody of
Murray.
The public is invited to
attend the service to hear Rev.
Nowell, said Dr. Whittaker
who announced that the
regular fellowship supper will
not be served this week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky I.ake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.6, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 345,0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 310.2, up 0.3.







time day or night Limit 1
be released soon.
In Kentucky, he said,
neurologists have indicated
that the number of cases
"certainly does not represent




not reported to state health
officials, so neurologists
across the state have been
asked for information on any
cases they may have seen.
"So far, we have complete
information on 12 cases. Of
these, six had had the shots
and six did not," he said.
"There are two more cases in
which I'm still trying to wrap
up all the information I need.
They did not have the shots.
That would make a total of 14,
six of whom have had the
shots."
Hernandez said his latest
figures indicate that 905,213
Kentuckians have received
the swine flu vaccine—about
43 per cent of the eligible
population.
Out of all those, we're
talking about six individuals
who have this condition who
got the shot. To ascribe it 'to
the vaccine seems a little




Prevents foot fatigue and
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fathers since Oct. 31.
"It's our answer to our
cotlegues who have predicted
a secular stagnation and
declining birthrates," Dr.
Harvey said. "Many of our
friends also have noted that
we just got under the wire for
a 1976 income tax deduction,"
he added.
Varied Items To
Be Sealed In Capsule
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Such varied items as a two-
hour recording of the
Lexington Philharmonic and a
pair of blue jeans will be
sealed in a time capsule here
Wednesday marking the end
of the nation's bicentennial.
The capsule will be sealed
under a bronze plaque near
the entrance to the Lexington
center. It is to be reopened 100
years from now.
Other things included in the
capsule are a ballpoint pen, a
blow hair dryer, winning
essays by fifth and sixth grade
children and a button
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9x 12 Linoleum Rugs in decora-
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With 3 electrical outlets...
$500
3-tier utility Table with 3 electrical
outlets. Ideal for display or storing
all your electrical kitchen app-
liances. Makes everything con-
venient. Just plug in and use
.a. u Ott, V C. • A.A... A v
Does Make A Difference'
71/2% 63/4% 61/2% 5%%
Per Annum Per Annum I Per Annum Per Annum
4 Year Certificate 30 Month Certificatel 1 or 2 Year Certificate 90 Day Passbook
$1,000.00 Minimum $1,000.00 Minimum- $1,000.00 Minimum No Minimum Deposit
Regular passbook - No minimum deposit
Interest compounded daily with inteeest paid from
date of deposit to date of withdrawal for an
effective annual yield of 3.39%
51/4%
Monthly or Quarterly Interest
(Substantial Interest Penalty Required For Early Certificate withdrawals '
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Dr. John Bartholomy, vice president
for university services at Murray State
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Postmaster General Benjamin F. of delays is mail sent to the wrong place
Most Calls To Poison
Control Concern Plants
During the holidays, as well as the
rest of the year, plant poisoning is the
subject of the majority of calls to the
•. lirkgrray-Calloway County Poison
*Control Center. The center feels that
awareness of the dangers of plant
ingestion and knowledge of what to do
in case of poisoning can prevent a
tragic situation.
Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias are
traditional holiday decorations.
However, they can be dangerous for
young children, according- to a
spokesman for the Center.
Mistletoe may be nice to kiss under.
But, the berries can cause acute
stomach and intestinal irritation.
However, in the amounts ingested by
small children one or two), there it no
documented cause for alarm or
necessity for treatment. In larger
quantities, it is probably wise to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
Both leaves and flowers of the
poinsettia can be cause for concern.
They can sometimes irritate the mouth
and stomach, causing vomiting and
diarrhea.
All parts of the poinsettia exude a
milky sap when injured. The only
danger from the sap would be local
irritation and perhaps stomach upset.
The red berries of the holly or black
alder are also potentially dangerous.
When more than five berries have been
eaten, it is recommended to induce
vomiting with Syruf, of Ipecac.
If your child eats a plant or becomes
ill and you suspect plant poisoning, call
your physician or poison control center
right away. Tell the name of the plant,
if possible, or save any piece to help
identify it. -
Throughout the holiday season and
the rest of the year, the Poison Control
Cenier is always available as a source
of information whatever toxic sub-
stance may have been ingested.
The local Poison Control-Center is co-
sponsored as a 'public service by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
the Murray Jaycees. The telephone
number of the Center is listed with the
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swine nu immunization prograin -
reportedly wants to resume shots with
emphasis on persons over 65 or witb
chronic ailments.
The advisory committee on im-
munization practices was to meet toda'Y
at the Center for, Disease Control to
decide whether it is in the public in-
terest to resume the program halted
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Bo. of 30 Limn 2
with the vac-
show 383 persons have
with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Of these, 202 had received
swine flu shots, 166 had not, and the
status of the remaining 15 was
unknown.
Little is known about Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. The reporting of cases
during the swine flu monitoring
program is the nearest thing to a
national study of the ailment ever done.
Dr. J. Donald Millar, director of the
flu immunization program, has said he
hoped the program would be resumed
• at least in part by the end of the year.
Some authorities on communicable
disease say the risk of GuilLain-Barre iS
so small it is far outweighed by the
benefit of the inoculation program.
"The risk of this syndrome is maybe
10 per million," Millar said in an in-
terview. He said death from flu is a far
greater risk.
So far, only three cases of A-New
Jersey (swine) flu have been reported.
P&P: WAS sepurieu Ut rnissoui i out not
confirmed by laboratory tests.
&omens coat and dres.
bag features two large
zippered front pockets




Iny and United Auto. Workers represen-
negotiations today in an effort to bring an
,nth-old strike at the Murray operation of
session, the second in a week, was held
in at Ken-Bar Inn near Gilbertsville. That
ibout 10:30 p. m. last night and negotiators
) a. m. this morning at Ken-Bar.
he talks have agreed to not release any
ming the bargaining sessions.
• the sessions, which were called by federal
Bradley, are representatives from UAW
ompany officials, representatives from the
!e of the union and 1 appan officials from
ne office in Mansfield, Ohio.
went on strike at the plant on June 23, 1975,
500 union employes. Contract proposals
KI by the union membership on four dif-
nce that time.
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"She most visited by the questionnaire
respondents. Cadiz was next: Aurora
•
third, and Murray fourth, although the
major destination for 68 percent of the
respondents was the lakeland area.
Thirty-three per cent of the respon-
dents listed camping as the main
reason they came to the area. Boating
and fishing were second, the basic
choice for 23 per cent of the respon-
dents. Relaxation was listed by 20
per cent as their main purpose,
followed by swimming with eighg. per
cent and golf with six per cent.
Forty-six per cent said they planned
to vacation in the area the following
year, while 42 per cent said they
planned to return with a two-to-5-year
period. Only 12 per cent of the
respondents said they had no plans to
return.
Fifty-two per cent of the respoodents
said they had learned of the area from
friends who had visited it, while 10 per
cent said they first learned of it from
magazine articles.
Asked if the sale of alcoholic
beverages would add to the at-
tractiveness of the area as a vacation
spot, 70 per cent of the campers said
"no," 19 per cent listed "yes," and 11
per cent were undecided. Of the non-
campers, 53 per cent said "no," 33 siad
"yes," and 14 per cent said they were
undecided.
Additional electric, water and sewer
facilities were listed by the
vacationeers as the greatest irn-
provement needs in the area. One
hundred and twenty of them said this.
Eighty-four listed additional grocery
facilities and gasoline available to the
campgrounds as the . greatest need,
while 64 said the restaurants in the area
should offer a greater variety of foods
on their menus.
Forty-two others said improvements
in campsites was the greatest need; 40
preferred nitre camping facilities close
to the lake, and 60 respondents said
commercialization should be restricted
in the area.
Answers'
To Q uestions carter 
Says
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga: (API —
President-elect Carter says those who
think "we have automatic answers or
easy answers to tough questions would
be misleading themselves." and
several of his key advisers are
beginning to offer statements that seem
geared to Vier Americans' ex-
pectations.
In a television interview taped earlier
for broadcast today, Carter expressed
confidence that "the things that we
have promised during the campaign
can be delivered."
But his key aides and advisers,
gathered at this island retreat for
preinaugural discussions, were offering
statements that would sound cautious
to any who had anticipated quick
changes from the new administration.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell: told reporters Tuesday that it
would be unrealistic to expect promised
defense budget savings of $5 billion to $7




Brown also said he saw no chance of
such a defense reduction "from this
year's budget to next year's budget, for
example."
Joseph A. Califario Jr., Carter's
choice to be secretary of health,
education and welfare, almost
simultaneously was warning that full
implementation of promised welfare
reform may have to await a healthier
economy that would provide tax dollars
to pay for it.
During his long 1976 campaign,
Carter repeatedly spoke of saving $5
billion to $7 billion in defense spending
by cutting • Aste and inefficiency. But
he never said when such a savings
could be realized.
He talked at least once about being
ready to move toward welfare refbrm
soon after taking office.
But in convening the unusual, if not
unique, preinaugural cabinet meeting
here Tuesday, Carter stressed his
determination to deliver on his cam-
paign promises and to impress his
cabinet nominees with what he sees as
their responsibility to help him keep his
word.
Carter said, "Because my word of
honor is at stake ... if we should default
on them it would be a very serious thing
for me personally, and I think for the
respect and Confidence of the American
people in their own government."
He said he does not anticipate that
happening, however.
He also said Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale will enjoy un-
precedented authority and will serve as
his "chief staff person." That means,
Carter.said, that everyone on the White
House staff has been informed that
Mondale as well. as Carter will be their
boss.
Mondale participated in the TV in-
terview and said he told Carter that
"we ought to realize that the history of
(the vice presidency) is nothing short of
grim, and I hope it won't happen here."





The funeral for Vernon E.
Riley of 104 Parks Drive,
Murray, was held Monday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
Roos and the Rev. Hoyt Owen
officiating and Mrs. Larrie
Clark as organist.
Pallbearers were R. V.
Rose, Doris Clark, Jimmy
Shelton, Paul Buchanan,
Larrie Clark, Phil A. Myers,
Lyman Dixon, and Danny
Leslie Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, age 56, died
Friday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Christian Church and
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. He had
been ill and had not been able
to be At his place of em-
ployment at Ingersoll-Rand,
Mayfield, since May 29, 1975.
His father, John H. Riley, died
February 4, 1970.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Betty Shroat Riley, to
whom he was married on July
29, 1950; mother, Mrs. 011ie
Parks Riley, 212 North 13th
Street, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. Dennis (Betsy) Clark,
Kingston, Tenn.; two sons,
John Neil Riley and Tommy
Riley, Murray; one sister,
Mrs. Watson (Yada Mae)
Roberts, Oak Ridge, Term.;
one brother, Eddie T. Riley,
Carrollton, Texas.
Clay Cook Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Being Held Today
Clay Cook of the Jones Mill
Community died Monday at
9:30 a. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was 93 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the North Fork
Baptist Church, and was
preceded in death by his wife,
011ie, about fifteen years ago.
Born June 17, 1883, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Marion Wesley
Cook and Manda Rushing
Cook.
Mr. Cook is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is -being Yield
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
Warren Sykes and the Rev.
James Phelps officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tell Orr, Max Paschall, Ludie
Mallory, Ruben Fletcher,
Tolbert Story, and Carnol
Boyd. Burial will be in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
John Homer Hart Is
Dead At Age 79;
Rites Are Today
John Homer Hart, retired
farmer of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday
at six a. m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 79 years
of age.
The deceased was born
January 20, 1897, in Henry
County and was the son of the
late Jim Henry Hart and
Melinda Hutchens Hart. His
wife, the former Mary Alice
Henderson, died in 1953. He
was a member of the Puryear
Baptist Church.
Mr. Hart is survived by one
daughter, Miss Lottie Mae
Hart, Route One, Puryear,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Audrey Grice, Avon Park,
Fla.; two brothers, L. D. Hart,
Avon Park, Fla., and T. C.
Hart, Wauchula, Fla.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
James G. Phelps officiating.




Graveside services for Mrs.
Grace Turner of 108 S.
Blakemore Street, Paris,
Term., were held Sunday at
two p. m. at the Olive Branch
Cemetery there with the Rev.
E. Harrell Phillips officiating.
Mrs. Turner, wife of Homer
B. Turner, died Saturday
about noon at the Henry
County General Hospital. She
was 87 years of age.
Born in Calloway County on
July 12, 1889, she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Irvin. She and Mr.
Turner were married
December 18, 1922, and w —
member of the Trinity "-
Methodist Church al
Mrs. Turner is stir'
her husband, Hor
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survived by one son,
Farley, Murray;
daughters, Mrs. Jesse
Lee) Brandon and Mrs.
(Bobbie) Burks, Pad
Mrs. John M. (Gray) Mo
Hazel, Mrs. J. P. (L
Parker and Mrs. Chart
(June) Johnson, Murray
Mrs. Ronald (Jo Anna





The funeral for Mrs. I,
Dot Boyd of 812 Hurt
Murray, was held Mond;
10:30 a.m. at the chapel (
Max Churchill Funeral F
with the Rev. R. J. Burpo4
the Rev. Randolph Allen
ficiating. Music was by
Grace Baptist Church (
with John Wood as leader
Dwane Jones as organist
Tommy Boyd, David Pt
Max Boyd, John Ed PI
Steve McNeely, and .1
McNeely were .pallbea.,
and burial was in the Mir;
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Boyd, age 93, wido
Henry (Pete) Boyd, died
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Grace Baptist Church
and was the daughter of the
late Thomas Garland and
Mary Frances Williams
Garland.
The survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. John
(Laverne) McNeely, Murray;
four sons, Harold of Murray
Route Two, Milton of
Paducah, Orville of Murray,
and Hafford of Owensboro;
one brother, Marvin
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For John F. Lee
The funeral services for
John F. Lee of Dexter Route
One are being held today at
one p. m. at the Palestine
United Methodist Church with
the Rev. Steve Shapard of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Edward Lee, Bob Barnett,
Wilburn Norwood, Howard
Selby, Edgar Childress, and
Glen Clayton. Burial will be in
the Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Lee, age 84, died Sunday
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal Slate Market News Service
December BS, 1475
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1129 Fat. 600 Barrows
GilLs .50-15 lower Sows steady 50 Lower
US 1-2 200-230 I ba 139.7540.00
US 1-3 X0-240 Ito   $39 25-39.75
US 2-4 240-260 bs $38 25-39.25
US 3-4 260-230 I tn Sr 25-38.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbe







Prices of stocks of local interest at
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will be the guest speaker at
the mid-week services on
Wednesday, December 29, at
seven p. m. at the First
Baptist Church, Murray,
according to the church
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker.
Rev. Nowell, now serving as
pastor of the Bethlehem
Community Church,
Bethlehem, Ind., will receive
his Master of Divinity degree
from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville, in May 1977.
A native of Nashville, Tenn.,
Rev. Nowell graduated from
the University of Tennessee.
He is married to the former
Debbie Moody, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Moody of
Murray.
• The public is invited to
attend the service to hear Rev.
Nowell, said Dr. Whittaker
who announced that the
regular fellowship supper will
not be served this week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.6, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 345.0,
down 0.2.
Below dam 310.2, up 0.3.
Sunset 4:47. Sunrise 7:09.
be released soon.
In Kentucky, he said,
neurologists have indicated
that the number of cases
"certainly does not represent




not reported to state health
officials, so neurologists
across the state have been
asked for information on any
Zabinsky and Brian
Motley—all have become
fathers since Oct. 31.
"It's our answer to our
collegues who have predicted
a secular stagnation and
declining birthrates," Dr.
Harvey said. "Many of our
friends also have noted that
we just got under the wire for
a 1976 income tax deduction,"
he added.
cases they may have seen.
"So far, we have complete
information on 12 cases. Of Be Sealed In Capsulethese, six had had the shots
and six did not," he said.
"There are two more cases in
which I'm still trying to wrap
up all the information I need.
They did not have the shots.
That would make a total of 14,
six of whom have had the
shots."
Hernandez said his latest
figures indicate that 905,213
Kentuckians have received
the swine flu vaccine—about
43 per cent of the eligible
population.
"Out of all those, we're
talking about six individuals
who have this condition who
got the shot. To ascribe it .to
the vaccine seems a little
farfetched, a little shaky," he
Varied Items To
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Such varied items as a two-
hour recording of the
Lexington Philharmonic and a
pair of blue jeans will be
sealed in a time capsule here
Wednesday marking the end
of the nation's bicentennial.
The capsule will be sealed
under a bronze plaque near
the entrance to the Lexington
center. It is to be reopened 100
years from now.
Other things included in the
capsule are a ballpoint pen, a
blow hair dryer, winning
essays by fifth and sixth grade
children and a button
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4 Year Certificate 10 Month Certificate 1 or 2 Year Certificate 90 Da v Passbook
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' Regular passbook - No minimum deposit
Interest compounded daily with interest paid from
date of deposit to date of withdrawal for an
effective annual yield of 5_395v
51/4°/0
Monthly or Quarterly Interest
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In Our 9,7th Year
Dr. John Bartholomy, vice president
for university services at Murray State
University, is reportedly the top choice
for the presidency of Drury College in
Springfield, Mo.
Bartholomy was reported Tuesday to
be the top choice of a screening corn-
mittee and that his appointment will be
recommended to the Drury trustees
early next month.
Drury is a private college with nearly
850 students in its day division and 1,100
in its night school.
Bartholomy has indicated that he
would accept the presidency if it is
offered to him, but declined comment
on the report of his possible/p-
pointment.
Dr. Bartholomy confirmed that he is
one of four finalists for the presidency
and was interviewed by the screening
committee in St. Louis and at Drury. A
Springfield source said that earlier this
month ()Ivey's faculty unanimously
voted to support Bartholomy's can-
didacy.
Bartholomy, 41, has been Murray's
vice-president for university services
since July, 1974. He joined Murray's
faculty in 1969 as an associate professor
and chairman of the special education
department.
Previously, he had been at Ohio
University and Albion College, in
Albion, Mich., where he was director of
the school's speech clinic.
Bartholomy has a bachelor's and a
master's degree from Western




A warrant has been issued for the
arrest of a Texas man who is charged in
a burglary here, according to the
Calloway County Sheriff's office.
Floyd A. Vaughn, 22, of Texas, has
been charged with theft by unlawful
taking, over $100, and burglary in the
third degree, according to a warrant
issued for his arrest.
Area officials were still searching for
Vaughn today, and an investigation is
continuing into the matter.
Murray, 4, Wednesday Afternoon, December 2919J6 15 Per Copy
HOUSE SAVED—Members of the Calloway County Fire Rescue Unit responded to a call at the Edward Curd home east
of Hazel today, when a fire caused by faulty wiring destroyed a well house. Two other outbuildings were atso destroyed
by the fire, but the brick home was saved from the blaze. Firemen received the call at 630 a.m. today, and 15 men
responded to the call. Minor damage was reported to the outside of the main house but no interior damage was repor-
ted
Statf Photo bv David Ha
Economic Indicators Index Up
One Per Cent, During November
WASHINGTON 1AP) — The
giiVernment's index of leading
economic indicators increased by 1 per
cent in November, the second con-
secutive monthly rise, pointing to
improved growth in the nation's
economy in months ahead.
But the government also reported
today that index revisions for earlier
months showed that it declined in July,
August and September. Many
economists say a three-month decline
in the index could foreshadow a
recession.
However, the indicator's index,
which is designed to predict future
economic trends, improved sharply
during the past two months. It in-
creased by six-tenths of 1 per cent in
October following a decline of six-
tenths of 1 per cent in September
The latest index probably will figure
prominently in President-elect Carter's
considerations of what to do about the
nation's economy. Carter may decide
the economy needs less government
help if statistics point to improved
economic growth in the coming months
Postal Service Says
Mail Delivery Faster
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Postal
Service says its statistics show that
mail delivery is getting faster and
"service to the American people un-
proved in 1976."
In its annual report, issued Tuesday,
the mail agency said it reduced the
average delivery time for first-class
letters to 1.53 days in the fiscal year
that ended June 30. In the previous
year, the average was 1.57 days.
However, the Postal Service made no
mention of a General Accounting Office
report last February that said the old
Post Office Department once had a
slightly faster average, 1.5 days in
fiscal 1969.
"The Postal Service made tangible
progress in improved and more reliable
service to the American people,"
Postmaster General Benjamin F.
Bailar said in a message in the annual
report.
The postmaster general said first-
class letters mailed to an address in the
same local area were delivered the next
day 95 per cent of the time.
In addition, letters going up to 600
miles were delivered by the second day
92 per cent of the time and letters going
farther were delivered by the third day
90 per cent of the time, he said.
Bailar said this was an improvement
from the previous year in all three
categories.
Bailer also noted, "Deipite improved
service statistics, we recognize that
some mistakes and delays are
inevitable in a system that handles 300
million pieces of mail a day."
The GAO has said a significant cause
of delays is mail sent to the wrong place
Most Calls To Poison
Control Concern Plants
During the holidays, as well as the
rest of the year, plant poisoning is the
subject of the majority of calls to the
Murray-Calloway County Poison
Control Center. The center feels that
awareness of the dangers of plant
ingestion and knowledge of what to do
in case of poisoning can prevent a
tragic situation.
Mistletoe, holly and poinsettias are
traditional holiday decorations.
However, they can be dangerous for
young children, according to a
spokesman for the Center.
Mistletoe may be nice to kiss under.
But, the berries can cause acute
stomach and intestinal irritation.
However, in the amounts ingested by
small children ( one or two), there is no
documented cause for alarm or
necessity for treatment. In larger
quantities, it is probably Nise to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
Both leaves and flowers of the
Poinsettia can be cause for concern.
They can sometimes irritate the mouth
and stomach, causing vomiting and
diarrhea.
All parts of the poinsettia exude a
milky sap when injured. The only
danger from the sap would be local
irritation and perhaps stomach upset.
The red berries of the holly or black
alder are also potentially dangerous.
When more than five berries have been
eaten, it is recommended to induce
vomiting with Syrup of Ipecac.
If your child eats a plant or becomes
ill and you suspect plant poisoning, call
your physician or poison control center
right away. Tell the name of the plant,
if possible, or save any piece to help
identify it.
Throughout the holiday season and
the rest of the year, the Poison Control
Center is always available as a source
of information whatever toxic sub-
stance may have been ingested.
The local Poison Control Center is co-
sponsored as a public service by the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
the Murray Jaycees. The telephone
number of the Center is listed with the
emergency numbers in the Purchase
Area telephone directory.
by letter-sorting machines.
Bailer again urged citizens with
complaints about mail service to fill out
a "consumer service card," available
at post offices and from letter carriers.
The cards have resulted "in such
things as altering window hours,
relocating street collection boxes,
repairing faulty self-service vending
equipment and identifying service
bottlenecks," he said.
The index fell two-tenths of 1 per cent
in August and one-tenth of 1 per cent in
July. Nearly all of the recent monthly
reports were sharply revised from the
original estimates.
The Commerce Department last
month reported the October index was
unchanged from September
(See Index, Page 12)
Snow
Snow ending tonight. Mostly cloudy
Thursday. Lows tonight near 10. Highs
Thursday in the mid 20s. Winds nor-
therly to 20 mph. Precipitation chances
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Panel Reportedly Wants
To Resume Shots For Swine Flu
ATLANTA (API — A federal health
panel that must decide the future of the
swine flu immunization program
reportedly wants to resume shots with
emphasis on persons over 65 or with
chronic ailments.
The advisory committee on im-
munization practices was to meet today
at the Center for Disease Control' to
decide whether it is in the public in-
terest to resume the program halted
Dec. 16 because of concern over a
paralysis associated with the vac-
cinations.
Latest figures show 383 persons have
been stricken with Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. Of these, 202 had received
swine flu shots, 166 had not, and the
status of the remaining 15 was
unknown.
Little is known about Guillain-Barre
Syndrome. The reporting of cases
during the Swine flu monitoring
program is the nearest thing to a
national study of theerilment ever done.
Dr. J. Donald Millar, director of the
flu immunization program, has said he
hoped the program would be resumed
at least in part by the end of the year.
Some authorities on communicable
disease say the risk of Guillain-Barre is
so small it is far outweighed by the
benefit of the inoculation program.
"The risk of this syndrome is maybe
10 per million," Millar said in an in-
terview. He said death from flu is a far
greater risk.
So far, only three cases of A-N'u•
Jersey (swine) flu have been reported
Two were confirmed in Wisconsin --
both associated with farm work — and
one was reported in Missouri but not
confirmed by laboratory tests.




Tappan Company and United Auto Workers represen-
tatives continued negotiations today in an effort to bring an
end to the 18-month-old strike at the Murray operation of
Tappan.
A negotiating session, the second in a week, was held
Tuesday afternoon at Ken-Bar Inn near Gilbertsville. That
session broke up about 10:30 p. m. last night and negotiators
resumed talks at 9 a. m. this morning at Ken-Bar.
Both sides in the talks have agreed to not release any
statements concerning the bargaining sessions.
Participating in the sessions, which were called by federal
mediator Phillip Bradley, are representatives from UAW
Local 1068, local company officials, representatives from the
international office of the union and 1 appan officials from
the company's home office in Mansfield, Ohio.
The local union went on strike at the plant on June 23, 1975,
idling more than 500 union employes. Contract proposals
have been rejected by the union membership on four dif-
ferent occasions since that time.
Gas Costs Had Little To
Do With Tourism Survey
Contrary to general belief, the in-
creased cost of gasoline two years ago
had little bearing on the decision of
tourists to visit Kentucky's Land
Between the Lakes and its surrounding
area.
This, as well as a number of other
determinations, was reflected in the
results of a season-long tourist
character profile study made jointly by
the Department of Marketing end
General Business at Murray State
University and the Murray Vocational
Center's Distributive Education Clubs
of America DECA I Chapter.
These findings were gleaned from a
random sampling of 2,500 visitors who
completed registration forms for the
1974 tourist season in the Land Between
the Lakes and nearby Kentucky State
Park facilities. Of the 2,500 question-
naires mailed, 902 were completed and
returned.
Only twenty-two per cent admitted
the increased gasoline prices did affect
their choice of a vacation site, the study
revealed.
Of the campers responding, 32 per
cent admitted fuel prices affected their
decision to visit the lakeland
recreational area, while only six per-
cent of the non-campers listed the
higher gasoline prices as a factor.
It also was interesting to note, Dr.
William Seale, chairman of the Murray
State department and director of the
study, pointed out, that 30 per cent of
the out-of-state visitors to the lakeland
area were from Illinois.
Indiana was a distant second with
17.5 per cent. Missouri was third with
14 per cent, followed by Ohio with 10 per
cent, Mississippi with five per cent-and
Texas with two per cent. The remaining
21 per cent included tourists from 37
other states.
Of the cities in the area, Paducah was
the most visited by the questionnaire
respondents. Cadiz was next: Aurora
third, and Murray fourth, although the
major destination for 68 percent of the
respondents was the Lakeland area.
Thirty-three per cent of the respon-
dents listed camping as the main
reason they came to the area. Boating
and fishing were second, the basic
choice for 23 per cent of the respon-
dents. Relaxation was listed by 20
per cent as their main purpose,
followed by swimming with eight per
cent and golf with six per cent
Forty-six per cent said the planned
to vacation in the area the following
year, while 42 per cent said they
planned to return with a two-to-5-year
period. Only 12 per cent of the
respondents said they had no plans to
return.
Fifty-two per cent of the respondents
said they had learned of the area from
friends who had visited it, while 10 per
cent said they first learned of it from
magazine articles.
Asked if the sale of alcoholic
beverages would add to the at-
tractiveness of the area as a vacation
spot, 70 per cent of the campers said
"no," 19 per cent listed "yes," and 11
per cent were undecided. Of the non-
campers, 53 per cent said "no," 33 siad
"yes," and 14 per cent said they were
undecided.
Additional electric, water and sewer
facilities were listed by the
vacationeers as the greatest irn-
provement needs in the area. One
hundred and twenty of them said this.
Eighty-four listed additional grocery
facilities and gasoline available to the
campgrounds as the greatest need,
while 64 said the restaurants in the area
should offer a greater variety of foods
on their menus.
Forty-two others said improvements
in campsites- was the greatest need; 40
preferred more camping facilities close
to the lake, and 60 respondents said
commercialization should be restricted
in the area.
No 'Automatic Answers'
To Questions Carter Says
ST. SIMONS 'SLAV, Ga. (AP) —
President-elect Carter says those who
think "we have automatic answers or
easy answers to tough questions would
be misleading themselves," and
several of his key advisers are
beginning to offer statements that seem
geared to lower Arnericans• ex-
pectations.
In a television interview taped earlier
for broadcast today, Carter expressed
confidence that "the things that we
have promised during the campaign
can be delivered."
But his key aides and advisers,
gathered at this island retreat for
preinaugural discussions, were offering
statements that would sound cautious
to any who had anticipated quick
changes from the new administration.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Powell, told reporters Tuesday that it
would be unrealistic to expect promised
defense budget savings of $5 billion to $7
-'- billion prior to the 1979 fiscal year that
begins Oct. 1, 1978.
Defense Secretary-designate Harold
Brown also said he saw no chance of
such a defense reduction -from this
year's budget to next year's budget, for
example."
Joseph A. Califano Jr., Carter's
choice to be secretary of health,
education and welfare, almost
simultaneously was warning that full
implementation of promised welfare
reform may have to await a healthier
economy that would provide tax dollars
to pay for it.
. During his long 1976 . campaign,
Carter repeatedly spoke of saving $5
billion to $7 billion in defense spending
by cutting waste and inefficiency. But
he never said when sich a savings
could be realized.
• He talked at least once about being
ready to move toward welfare reform
soon after taking office.
But in convening the unusual, if not
unique, preinaugural cabinet meeting
here Tueseley, Carter stressed his
determination to deliver on his cam-
paign promises and to impress his
cabinet nominees with what he sees as
their responsibility to help him keep his
word.
Carter said, "Because my word of
honor is at stake ... if we should default
on them it'would be a very-serious thing
for me personally, and I think for the
respect and confidence of the American
people in their own government."
He said he does not anticipate that
happening, however.
He also said Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale will enjoy un-
precedented authority and will serve as
his "chief gaff person." That means,
Carter said,fthat everyone on the White
House staff has been informed that
Mondale as well as Carter be their
boss.
Mondale participated in the TV in-
terview and said he talc) Carter that
"we ought to realize,that the history of
the vice presidency) is nothing short of
grim, and I hope it won't happen here.••
'
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Mr. and Mrs. Latimer
Celebrate Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. A. L (Ted) Latimer of Route One, Puryear,
Tenn., celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary at the
Executive Room of the Dees Bank of Hazel on Sunday, Decem-
ber 26.
Relatives and friends called between the hours of 2:30 to 6:30
p.m.
Mrs. Latimer is the former Shellie Mohon, daughter of the
late Ben Franklin Mohon and Ada Mohon. Mr. Latimer is the
son of the late Leon Latimer and Mary Mason Latimer. They
were married Christmas Day in 1926 at the home of Lan
Latimer.
The couple has three children who are Billy Latimer of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Mrs. Charles (Betty) Vaughn of Gar-
den City, Mich., and Bobby Latimer of Murray. They have
three granddaughters — Mrs. Josephine K. DeeShais, Miss
Twyla Jean Vaughn, and Miss Amy Elizabeth Latimer — one
grandson, Mike Everett Vaughn, and one great grand-
daughter, Tracey Lynn Niccum.
Mrs. Dianne Dixon Has
Recital For Students
Mrs. Dianne Dixon
presented her piano and organ
students in recital at Conrad's
Pianos and Organs in the
Olympic Plaza on Sunday,
December 12.
Christmas carols, popular
songs, and classical works





Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting on
Tuesday, December 21, at the
Masonic Hall with Linda
Knight, worthy advisor, and





Linda Knight, Kathy Black,
Rhonda Sledd, Gretta Tim-
merman, Deidre Folsom,
Marie Vella, Lesa Robertson,
and Susan Cates.
Adults present were Pat




The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, January 4, at
seven p. m. at the Masonic
Hall.
participating were Trine
Tipton and Patty Nash.
Piano students playing in
the recital were Lynne
Johnson, Samantha Wilder,
Wanda and Sherita Greer,
Tracey, Lynn, and Kristi
Eldredge, Melanie McClain,
Teresa Tinsley, Donna
Stanfill, Stacie Barber, Tina
Ratterree, Kim Oles, Renee
and Jeanne Carroll, Phil
Resig, Ruthie Kitrell, Regina
Peeler, Skip and Diana
Weber, Leland and Leigh Ann
Steely, David McCuiston,
Terri Wells, Connie Manning,
Angela Marshall, Johnny
Burkeen, Angela Hendrick,
and Becky Hall. Unable to
perform were Charles
Hampton and Patti Rose.
After the recital, punch and
cookies were served to the
guests. The serving table held
a beautiful Christmas
arrangement furnished by
Gene and Jo's Florist.
Miss Cynthia Caputo,
teacher for Conrad's, assisted
in the serving, and Miss Susan
Jones passed out programs
and registered the guests.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sheryl Kirks of Murray has






Originally 10 00 to 24 00
Sale Priced-688 to 1388
, Special Group (10" - 18°1
Assorted Tops 388 to 688
Coats And Dresses
Greatly Reduced
Ma & Pa Store
Forced to Close
By Abigail Van Buren
Z 1976 by Char.ago T nbvn• N 0 News Srld In
DEAR ABBY: After running a small, clean, home-owned
grocery store for 36 years, I am going out of business. The
wife and I worked hard sometimes 15 hoUrs a day, seven
days a week—but with the large chain supermarkets
moving in all around, we couldn't survive.
We gave people credit when things were rough. Why
not? They were our neighbors, our friends. We cashed
their checks and never turned anybody down when they
came around with tickets for raffles, church suppers,
school plays, etc. We gave to all the worthy causes and
even placed their posters in our store to advertise
fund-raising events. (No supermarkets around here did
that. Against company rules!)
We've opened our store after hours to acconunodate
people, yet those same people would drive rikliT by our
store to patronize the big markets because
they could save a few pennies. They didn't eyed 
thought
bother to
compare our prices or give us a chance to coMpete.
So we're going out of business. Abby, please print this so
people will realize that the home-owned businesses can't
survive unless people give them a break.
SAD IN SAVANNAH
DEAR SAD: It's sad indeed. I'm running your letter for
all the honest, hard-working little people who deserve a
break. I hope it helps.
DEAR ABBY: I need help and don't know where to turn
anymore.
My husband and I have been separated for over two
years, and I still love him, but there is no chance of our
getting back together again.
Abby, how do you stop loving somebody? I've been
going to group therapy meetings, but it has not helped to
stop the ache in my heart. Misery may love company, but it
doesn't make me feel any better.
Maybe a reader who has gone through the same thing
can give me some suggestions. ,
ACHING HEART
DEAR ACHING: You can't "kill" love. It has to die by
itself. Don't dwell on thoughts of him and throw out all the
reminders and souvenirs.
Force yourself to think of something else. Keep busy,
and don't feel sorry for yourself. Tell yourself you deserve
to be happy, and eventually you will be. Good luck.
DEAR ABBY: I wrote a letter to you one night,
complaining that my husband gets moody and won't talk to
me. We have a beautiful marriage except when my
husband won't answer my simplest questions, such as:
"How's the weather outside?" "How's the car running?"
Well, I left that letter unsealed on my dresser and fell
asleep before I put it away. The next day my husband said,
"I read that letter you wrote to Abby." And ever since
then, I haven't been able to shut him up!
You might tell your readers that if they want to get a
message to their spouse, they should write you a letter and
let it lay around unsealed. ( P.S. I do not recommend this to
women with violent husbands.)
Thanks for the use of your important name.
J P
DEAR J.P.: You are welcome.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, Write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 38, 1976
What kind of day will
tomorrow be Find out what the
stars say*. read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) fr
Generous Mars influences
favor new enterprises', with
gratifying returns ,indicated.
Coast is clear for ACTION —
but within reason.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) to
A time for re-evaluating your
position, your attitude, your
approach to all matters. With
all in clear focus, 'you can
stabilize -cloudy" situations.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) noir"
Influences somewhat mixed.
There may be more than meets
the eye in some situations. Be
alert, but not overly suspicious.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) e(:)
Be sure with whom you make
agreements, commitments. All
situations may not please, but
keep trying. Those showing
least promise may prove most
satisfying.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)




political and scientific pursuits.
viRa
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
To achieve worthwhile goals
now, you will need the
cooperation of others, so don't
be overly aggressive or try to
force issues. Tact!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
There are tendencies now to
take off on tangents and to ease
up in effort just when more
persistence is needed. Don't fail
yourself by yielding to such
inclinations.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) rit'eV.
Your intuition and fine
judgment in familiar activities
V
+g
will be a boon in tight spots now.
You COULD try something new




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good day for starting or
developing new business
associations. An unusual idea
could spark a brand new ap-
proach in career matters, as
well.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
You 'may face keen com-
petition, but your abilities will
be stimulated if you believe in
yourself and make the best of
your many fine talents. Direct
activities thoughtfully.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb, 19)
A gigantic step may not be
necessary; several smaller
ones may bring you to your
goals with surer footing, help
you to launch the unusual with
enduring success.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You will have access to some
extraordinary gains now if you
move with forethought and
know-how. Neptune, propitious;
stimulates your intuition and
quick thinking. •
)(Cr.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
unusual combination of the
practical and the artistic, and
should attain considerable
success if you develop your
creativity as -well as your
pusiness acumen. The Sign of
Capricorn has produced many
moving writers, brilliant
educators and statesmed; also
scientists of renown. You tend
to worry too much, however,
and to doubt your abilities. Once
you overcome this lack of
confidence, you should have
clear sailing. No doubt then that
you can keep in line with the top
achievers and even set new
records in surprising areas.
Birthdate of: Rudyard Kipling,
English author; Alfred E.
Smith, American statesman.
us0,.va:. COMMUNITYv: 7. CA LE NDAR
Thursday, December 39
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for Senior Citizens, but no
planned activities are on the
schedule.
Murray-Calloway Com-
prehensive Care Center will
be dosed, and in case of
emergency call toll free Crises
and Information 1-800-592-
3980.
Senior Citizens office at 205




day will be held with morning
shopping at 9:30 a. m. and
afternoon at 12:30 p. m. Call
753-9725 by 9:15 for morning
shopping and by 14,30 for
afternoon shopping.
Murray-Calloway Com-
prehensive Care Center will
be closed. In case of
emergency call toll free Crises
and Information 1-800-592-
3980.
Senior Citizens office at 205
South Seventh Street will be
closed today.
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will have a watclugght
service starting with a potluck
supper at eight p.m. followed
by the program.
Friday, December 31
Sugar Creek Baptist Church




Utrary will be closed.
Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens will have a New
Year's Eve party at the Ellis
Community Center from 9:30
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. For tran-
sportation call 435-4592 by
twelve noon on Friday. Bus
pickup will start at seven p.m.
New Year's Eve dance will
be held at the Murray Country
Club at nine p.m. with music
by the Amusement Company.
Reservations not necessary.
Members of committee are
Messrs and Mesdames Red
Howe, Jr., Mike Baker, Steve
Sanders, Mac Fitts, Virgil




Library will be closed.
Sunday, January 2
Mrs. Luna Byrd Cherry will
be honored on her 90th bir-
thday with an open house at
the Hainsworth home, 501
Ninth Seventh Street, from
two to four p.m. All friends
and relatives are invited to
attend.
Miss Bondurant's Wedding
Will Be January Event
Judge and Mrs. John C.
.41...00durant of Hickman have
announced the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Lucy Burrus, to Max
Kenneth Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John P. Wilson of Cayce.
Miss Bondurant is a graduate
of Fulton County High School
and will be graduated this
month from the University of
Kentucky. Her sorority is Delta
Delta Delta.
The future groom is a
graduate of Fulton County High
School and the University of
Kentucky, where be presently
is doing graduate work.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Hoyt Bell of Union
City, Teanesseesod of the late
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Bondurant of
Hickman.
Mr. Wilson is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. L.Y.
Shuck of Cayce and of the late
Mr. and Mrs. O.D. Wilson of
New Concord.
A home wedding will be held
on the twenty-eighth of January,
to be followed by a reception at
the Hickman County Country
Club at 6;30 p.m., to which all
relatives and friends are
invited.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club Has Dinner Meet
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club held its annual
holiday buffet dinner at the
United Campus Ministry
building on Tuesday,
December 21, at 6:30 p. m.
This was a potluck dinner
with the club members being
treated to the ham and rolls by
the Murray Camper Sales of
Murray, Jimmy and Marilyn
Herndon, owners.
Fred and Shirley Morton
were wagonmasters for the
evening with their assistants
being Jimmy and Marilyn
Herndon. The tables were
decorated in the holiday motif
including candles and
greenery.
The president, J. B.
Burkeen, presided at the
meeting. Wagonmasters for
the coming year were named
for each month.
Gifts were exchanged from
the decorated 'tree as the
group sat around the
fireplace. Carols were sung
with Joan Bowker at the piano
and being led by Denise and
Ruth Eversmeyer and
Priscilla Schanbacher.
Those present were Charlie,
Gayle, Angel, and Melissa
Adams, John and Joan





Group presented a special
program at the meeting of the
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Tuesday, December 7, at 6:30
p. m. at the club house.
This was a special party for
the children of the Kappa
members. Santa Claus was
present to -present gifts to the
children.
Jane Hall,- chairman,
, presided at the meeting..
Refrestuneiats_ were served
by the hostesses who were
Judy Hine, Sandra Turnbow,
Jane Babb, Lou Ann Philpot,
Anne Thompson, Barbara
Rose, Jean Hurt, and Sandra
Coleman.
Nix and Margery Crawford,
Harold, Ruth, Clair, Elaine,
Kent, and Denise Ever-
smeyer, Jimmy, Sharon, and
Ginger Graham, Jimmy,
Marilyn, Gina, and Cheryl
Herndon, Fred, Shirley, Greg,
and Dana Morton, Eugene,
Priscilla, Greg, and Lori
Schanbacher, Jack and Betty
Wagar, and Ned and Beth
Wilson. Unable to attend were
Beth Broach, C. W., Dortha,
and Evon Jones.
The next meeting of the club
will be a familY dinner on
Saturday, February 19, with
the place to be announced
later. The next regularly
scheduled campout will the






Wednesday, December 8, at
eleven a. m. at the Holiday Inn
for the Christmas party.
Mrs. Ed bavis gave the
blessing for the nocr. meal. An
exchange of gifts was held
with the revealing of sunshine
friends.
Fourteen members were
present along with four
visitors — Mrs. Mary Ball,
Mrs. Darrell Mitchell, Little
Miss Dare Ann Mitchell, and
Mrs. Hermon Powell with the
latter becoming a new
member.
The next meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Effie
Edwards on Wednesday;










for all times. In
keeping with your
non-stop lifestyle.
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An installation of new officers for the Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club was held
at the First Christian Church. They are, left to right, Nancy Ryan, historian, Nancy
Weber, treasurer, Marge Hayes, corresponding secretary, Jane Denbow, recording
secretary, Matilda Canady, second vice-president, Marilyn Miller, first vice-president,
and Ann McKee!, president The program was presented by The Wid Raspberry with
many holiday items shown along with .the art of making jewelry. Guests and members















Save on our entire stock of fabulous
Mater coats. Select from leathers,
Wither-Wok htheica, fake fin-s and
furs in the saansfes most wanted colors
and fabrics. Regular and pent coat lengths
in 'attar and missy Uses.
















Save up to 14.01 on femurs.
name shoes at Bright's during
the After Christmes Sale!
Buy several pair and really
save. Dressy, casual and













Mrs. Fred Douglas ()pens Mine
For Coldwater Homemakers Meet
The home of Mrs. Fred
Douglas was the scene of the
meeting of the Coldwater
Homemakers Club held on
Tuesday, December 14. A
potluck luncheon was served
to the ten members and
children present at one p. m.
Mrs. Charles Dan Basun,
president, presided at ths
Ineeting, and read a poem on
starting the "New Year Right
With God." Each one an-
swered the roll call by telling
about the first Christmas she
could remember.
An article on landscape
news was given by Mrs.
Bazzell. Sunshine friends were




Newel Doores, Dewey Bazzell,







Delivery, Murray, Mrs. Debra
L. Sales, Murray Manor Apt.
F-7, Murray, Mrs. Barbara L.
Teasley, 314 Aspen, Calvert
City, L. D. Cook, Sr., 212 North
12th St., Murray, Mrs. Bar-
bara E. Tucker, R. R. 1,
Kirksey, Todd R. Contri, 1504
Henry St., Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth S. Douglas, R. R. 7,
Box 128, Murray, Mrs. Hazel
M. Underwood, Box 162.
Hazel, Edward 0. Chadwick,
106 S. 12th St., Murray, Hubert
Key, 1718 Holiday Dr.,
Murray, Charles Stanley, Box
58, Hazel, Miss Lynda G
Doselaon, R. R. 6, Murray.
Mrs. Jewell Ann Guthrie, 1510
Belmont, Murray, Mrs. Janice
K. Bossing, 1705 Olive St..
Murralf, Miss Mary D
Majors, Hales Apts. No. 12.
Murray, Mrs. Mary A. Hams.
737 Vine St., Murray, Mrs
Helen Rayburn, 1607 Dodson.
Apt. No. B., Murray, Lynn D
Buriteen, R. R. No. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Nora Vaughn, 611 South
9th, Murray, Odell Jarrett, R.
R. 5, Box 366, Murray, Miss,
Janie Farris (expired), Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Loris 0. Rogers (expired), 201






Mrs. Ruth P. Dunn, R. R. 1.
Paris, Tenn., Donald K
Stanbaugh• 627 East Paris.
McKenzie, term., Mrs. Lana A
Ward, Lake Barkley State
Park, Murray, Mrs. Mary T
Bazzell, R. R. 1, Kirksey,
Gerald D. Humphries, 1633
West Olive, Murray, James D.
Millet, R. R. 2 Box 40, Murray,
Danny W. Kingins, R. R. 4,
Murray, Glen C. Wooden, Box
264, Murray, Beauton W.
Fitts, 706 Meadow Lane.
Murray, Charles R. McCoy, R
R. 3, Mukray, Rosa King, R. R
5, Murray, Mrs. Nell Maness,
717 Riley Court, Murray,
Morris C. Bowden, 406 N.
Cherry St., Murray, Mrs.
Mary J. McDougal, 503 North
4th St., Murray, David R.
Hart, Hazel, Cullen T
Forrest, R. R. 5 Box 2313,
Murray, Mrs. Lela M. Knight,
732 Nash Dr., Murray, Miss
Lovie L Pritdrett, Dexter.
Bazzell, Charles Joe West,
Hugh Adams, Ronnie Bazzell,




Newsome, Brett and Alan
Bazzell, and Chris Douglas.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, January 11, at















3 4 cup sugar
4 egg yolks, slightly




4 egg whites, stiffly
beaten
1 cup heavy cream, whipped
Sprinkle the gelatit over 2 ta-
blespoons water (irf a cup) to
soften. In a 2-quart heavy
saueepan heat the Milk until
very hot. In an 8-inch skillet
over moderate heat, stirring
constantly, dissolve the sugar
in k • cup water; boil gently,
stirring often, until golden; re-
move syrup and milk from the
range; at once carefully stir
the syrup into the milk — it
will bubble up. Stir about half
the milk-syrup into the egg
yolks; stir back into milk-syrup
mixture; cook gently without
boiling, stirring constantly, un-
til mixture coats a metal spoon.
Stir in the gelatin and coffee
until dissolved; pour into, a
large mixing bowl. Chill, stir-
ring often, until beginning to
thicken. Fold in the egg whites,
then the cream. Turn into indi-
vidual serving bowls. Chill until
set it will not be firm enough
to unmold. Makes 8 servings.
r ii Al,?  12. TO PAY Alp :•"• E -ioni•R•••1
Delilah did not cut Samson's
hair. She made him sleep






County Jaycees have an-
nounced the 1977 Miss Ken-
tucky-Universe Pageant to be
held on February 26, 1977 in
Paducah.
The winner will represent
KENTUCKY in the National
Miss U. S. A. Beauty Pageant
In Niagara Falls, N. Y. in
May, 1977 and. will twain'
many fabulous tidies. En-
trants must be 18 years of age
but not more than 38 years of
age by July 15, 1977.
No talent competition is
connected with the Miss
Kentucky-Universe Pageant.
Contestants will be judged on
poise, personality, charm, and
beauty of face and figure.
Potential contestants are
requested to write State
Director, Steve Knight, P. 0.
Box 1445, Paducah, Kentucky
43001, or phone 502-654-3550.
Miss Caulk Clark of Benton
was selected Miss Arun*
during the Miss U. S. A.
Beauty Pageant in May, 1974








*Cash Only * Everything Reduced At Least
No Exchanges




















'BONNIE' AND MATCHING PILLOWCASES
SNOWY WHITE SHEETS














Generous bath size in prints,





a nd buoyant Poly















Beautiful colors, beautiful prints,
In no-iron SO% Poly. 50% cotton
fabric. Mot or fitted twin Ate. A
truly outstanding value'
FILL SIZE, FIAT OR FITTED 378













P. N. HIRSCH a CO.
, 'large Olympic Plaza open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-6 Sunday
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WITH THESE FOOD SAVINGS
Dove Cracker Jacks Crackeroff sq.
*1•1 Prices Good Thurs., Dec. 30
thru Wed., Jan.
Jack.Save 56'




Bananas 5 lbs. $1
Florida Zip-Skin
Tangerines Doz. 394
U.S. No. 1 Red





















































































Register each dine you
are in dye store forth.




•Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Empk)yees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
































"If You Matc sur ua ou ant : eat I ur ' rice *
4.









Walter L. Apperson, publisher
.i lie Murray Ledger & Times
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC:PROSPERITY
RESTRAINT
Several philosophers have made the
pstjx4 that people who refuse to learn
frorn,..history are condemned to repeat
it.
This is a philosophic insight with a
practical application for the months
ahead. The economists who have
President-elect Carter's ear seem
determined to repeat old mistakes and,
in the process, impede full economic
recovery.
Prof. Yale Brozen of the Graduate
School of Business at the University of
Chicago recently called attention to this
disturbing development. In an address
to the Dealer Bank Association, Dr.
Brozen noted that we are being urged
"to increase government spending as a
means of speeding recovery." Yet, he
noted, "that is the remedy that failed
from 1933 to 1935 when the Great
Depression was prolonged by two years
beyond the recovery that occurred
everywhere else in the world."
Dr. Brozen fully documented the
failure of government spender policies,
and he cited the situation prevailing in
recent years. "Currently," he said,
"the federal government is running a
record-breaking deficit — over $50
billion annually .... If large deficits
could do the job of restoring full em-
ployment, the recovery from the 1974
recession should have been completed
by now. But it hasn't been."
Deficits as a nostrum for unem-
ployment have failed repeatedly, but
the liberal economic doctors are
determined to prescribe more of the
same medicine. The danger is that they
will kill the patient.
the very opposite advice is needed by
the country. As Dr. Brozen explains, "If
the federal government were not
THROUGH HARRIGAN
borrowing so much currently, interest
rates would not be as high as they are
.... By cutting federal outlays for public
works, the money the government is
now borrowing would be left available
for residential and commercial con-
struction." Today, private builders are
being crowded out of the money market
by government borrowing.
It is unfortunate that President-elect
Carter hasn't retained Dr. Brozen as an
econornit adviser. Dr. Brozen has the
facts; '.namely that recession is created
or worsened when increases in wages
outrun the rise in demand for goods and
services. Indeed, he is on record as
stating that the "197475 recession can
be directly blamed on an overly rapid
rise in nominal wage rates."
If lirtgering recession problems,
notably unemployment, are to be
solved and more people are to be
gainfully employed, unwarranted wage
increases must be contained. Dr.
Brozen points out that labor union
leaders "should be providing the
leadership to convince their mem-
bership that wage restraint will do
more for restoring employment for
their out-of-work fellow members than
any government can do."
This kind of sober economic analysis,
isn't appreciated by the union
hierarchy or by politicians beholden to
the unions. They prefer to tell the
American people that the government
can spend the country into prosperity.
In the long run, however, such talk
leads to tragedy for American working
people. The government spending that
goes into financing deficits is money
taken away from the tasks of providing
jobs, increasing real productivity, and
raising industrial output.
Economists Watching
Loans To New York
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (API — Bankers,
government officials and economists
are closely watching the trend of
commercial and industrial loans at
New York City banks for clues to the
immediate economic future.
Interest is especially keen because of
the huge falloff in such loans ever since
the economy began to emerge from the
recession of 1973-1974.
Based on previous recovery patterns,
a fairly robust recovery in loans should
be due in the early months of the ad-
ministration of President Carter, but
the prospect at this time remains a bit
uncertain.
The big decline isn't totally unex-
plained, because the growth of loans
relative to growth in Gross National
Product traditionally begins to lag as
the economic recovery begins.
But the decline between January 1975
and this past September was unusually
severe, "the largest and longest-lasting
drop in loans since the 1930s," ac-
cording to Citibank. It measured the
decline at 21 per cent.
In the aftermath of other recessions
since the 1960s, loan growth also slowed
and briefly turned negative. Never-
theless, the year-to-year growth in such
loans has been positive.
It is only in the past two years that
there have been actual year-to-year
declines, rather than intrayear declines
that became averaged out in the annual
statistics.
The big bank-holding -.company,
parent of First National City Bank,
nevertheless is optimistic that demand
should pick up during the first quarter
of 1977. In fact, it finds indications that
the resumption of demand already
might be under way.
Outside New York City, it notes, loan
portfolios of all commercial banks have
been rising at an annual rate of 9 per
cent since June, and that since Labor
Day an increase in business loan
demand has been observed here also.
The Murray
Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.25 per
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $30.00
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-
tucky Press Association and
Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 F.'
Dayton St.,. West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE. My wife and I are 63
years old and we are still working full
time. My wife has worked at many
different jobs, doing mostly clerical
work all her life. She has no idea how
much money she has paid into the
Social Security fund. How can my wife
find out this information? K. C.
ANSWER: To find out how much
money you have accumulated in the
Social Security fund, you need the
Social Security form OAR-7004,
"Request for Statement of Earnings."
Heartline feels that people working
under a Social Security - covered job
should fill one of these forms out every
year to insure that your record has been
given the proper credit.
These forms are available at your
local Social Security office, or just
write to Heartline, Department R.E.S.,
and we can supply you with one. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
HEARTLINE: I have been working
10 Years Ago
Robert Dale Woodall, son of Mrs.
Edward (Nell( Gore of Dexter, is now
on duty with the Naval Support Activity
in DaNang, Vietnam.
The Murray-Calloway County
Library will reopen on January 4 after
having been closed for repainting,
according to Margaret Trevathan,
librarian.
Levi Ford, age 74, of Murray Route
One, retired farmer and carpenter,
died yesterday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Calloway County High School Lakers
beat Heath and Male beat Tilghman in
the semi-finals of the Paducah Tilgh-
man Christmas Basketball Tour-
nament. Hargrove and Sliger hit for 19
each for Calloway.
Bro. and Mrs. L. H. Pogue and son,
Lester, of Henderson are spending the
holidays at their home near Penny
20 Years Ago
Most stores in Murray will be closed
on January 1, according to L. D. Miller,
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
The hunting season on various
animals including quail, rabbit, rac-
coon, mink, and muskrat, has been
extended to January 17, 1957, according
to the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk.
Pvt. James Mason Churchill of the 1."
S. Marine Corps is visiting his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Max H. Churchill, while
enroute to his new assignment at
Yorktown, Va.
The midnight show on New Year's
Eve at the Varsity Theatre will be He
Laughed Last" starring Frankie Caine
and Lucy Marlow.
Births reported include a boy. Gat-
Craig, to Mr. and Mrs. William Gar:,
Calhoun, on December 10.
I Le,t's Stay Well
Concern About Asbestos In Wines
By F.J.L Blasalgame, M.D
if you drink French wines
regularly with your meals, you
may be concerned about the
alleged health dangers from
asbestos fibers that have been
repnrted to have been found in
tests of a number of these im-
ported wines.
Regular exposure of the lungs
to asbestos fibers has long been
recognized as increasing the in-
cidence of ling cancer Linking
the swallowing of asbestos with
cancer of the digestive tract LS
far less certain.
According to The Chicago
Daily News, tests conducted by
the Federal Union riConsumers
showed asbestos fibers in 15 of 29
French wines tested The con-
sumer group has found French
and American physicians who
have expressed caution and
believe that asbestos fibers an-
surned by mouth are potentially
hazardous in increasing the mei-
, (fence of carrer of the digestive
• t ract
Early la.st year. the US. Food
and Drug AdminiStration ban-
ned the use of tiberreleasmg
filters. incluchng those made of
asbestos, in the preparation of
pharmaceuticals injected into
humans
Filters have been used in the
manufacturing of wines and
beer to make them clear-look-
ing The suspended material
which causes these beverages to
look leks clear is probably harrn-
less Filtration es not used for
finer wines They are cleared by
a slower pi ,x. known as rack-
ing. which is accomplished by
changing the pasition of the wine
every few months while it Is
aging
Effective filters which contain
no asheitns are available and
Ire used in the preparation of
some French wines and those
wines made in the United States
Such ennsurner presealre, arIS-
ine nil of a concern for healthy
foods and beverages, is typical of
current attitudes and shows that
health rates high in human
affairs.
(1: Mrs. FO., who is in her 50s,
says that die was recently ex-
amined and told that she has
"silent" gallstones. Surgery has
been advisej but she wonders if.
it Is necessary She has heard of
medicine to dissolve gallstone.s
and would like ointment about
It
A Many oider persons have
gallstones (more common in
women, especially mothers),
sotne of which are silent Many
physacians feel that galLstorwas
are not really silent but repre-
sent a potential emergency that
may occur beca irie certain cases
develop an acute inflammation
of the gallbladder which often
mitres surgery under less Is
vorable conditions. Tpo, the dts
eased gallbladder ilth stones
often is the source of chronic In-
fection.
I suggest that you ask your
physician for a consultation with
another doctor, such as an inter-
nist. to evaluate the need of surg-
ery Chenodeoxycholic acid
("cheno-) is being tested to dts 
cholesterol stonm. but is
not generally avaiable at this
time
Q Ms. BR wants to know why
some people have varicose' veins
while others escape such trouble
A Persons with varicnse veins
are thought to inherit veins with
weaker walks. Susceptible per
sorts are made worse by pres-
sure on the veins in the pelvis.
such as from pregnancy or a
tumor Certain occupations that
require much standing often ex-
aggerate the weakness, as
among dentists surgeons., bar-
bers ancrsales clerks
under the Social Security system for 30
years. I am now 52 years old. I have
some medical problems, which make it
very difficult for me to work full time. I
feel I may be eligible for Social
Security. Can you tell me the
requirements that must be met to
collect Social Security_ disability
benefits? M. K.
ANSWER: There are 'four basic
requirements which must be met to be
eligible to draw Social Security
disability
1. You mast be "fully insured" under
Social Security.
2. You must have at least 20 quarters
of covered earnings under Social
Security in a period of 40 consecutive
calerdar quarters ending the quarter in
which your disability began; in other
words, you must have worked 5 years
out of the 10-year period immediately
preceeding your disability.
3. You must have supporting ob-
jective medical evidence showing that
your disability will prevent you from
doing any substantial, gainful work.
4. Your disability must be expected to
last or has lasted) for at least one full
year, or expected to result in death.
HEARTLINE: I am receiving my
regular Soeial Security retirement
benefit and I also receive Supplemental
Security Income (S.S.I.). I have a
younger sister who lives in Mexico and
I would like to stay with her this winter
for a few months. Will there be any
problem with my Social Security or
Supplemental Security Income check
by doing this? L. M.
ANSWER: You can receive your
regular Social Security checks during
the months that you are in Mexico.
However, no Supplemental Security
Income benefits are payable for any
month in which you reside outside the
United States.
OPINION PAGE




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Sidney Boyum of Madison, Wis., has
claimed the title of "World's Champion
Liar" in the annual Burlington (Wis.
Liars' Club national competition.
Boyum's far-out fib: "During a
recent cold snap I saw a night crawler
steal the fur coat off a caterpillar and
crawl back in his hole."
Several other fabrications were cited
for honorable mention, including this
from Mel _Hart of Waynesburg, Pa.,
about camping in a tent under a
mosquito net:
"Hearing a commotion one night, I
was aghast as I watched several
mosquitos back up a firefly and use it as
an acetylene torch to cut a hole in the
netting, letting in about 4,000 mosquitos
an hour."
And there was the usual fish story,
this one from Norbert Werbie of
Kenosha, Wis., about a forest fire:
"It created so much smoke that by
the time the fish swam through the
river in the forest the fishermen at the
other end were catching smoked fish."
0+0
We are reminded of the classic story
of William Wrigley of chewing gum
fame. Wrigley was said to have been
riding on a train with a friend this was
long ago). The friend pointed to the
frequent Wrigley gum signs along the
right-of-way and adjacent highways.
"Why do you spend all this money on
advertising?" asked the friend. "Your
business is established, your gum is
famous and the competition is almost
nonexistent."
"Well," answered Wrigley, "how
fast do you think this train is going?"
"Oh, about 60 miles an hour," an-
swered the puzzled friend. "Why""
"Don't you think that is fast
enough?" Wrigley said. "Why don't
they just take the engine off and save
all that expense?"
The friend had no comment.
0+0
A tactful employer had been trying
for some time to think of a way he could
(ire one of his employes without making
a scene.
Finally he called the young man in.
"Brian, I don't know how we're going to
get along without you," he said, "but
starting Monday, we're going to try our
best."
0+0
"The spark of liberty in the mind and
spirit of man cannot be long ex-
tinguished; it will break into flames
that will destroy every coercion which
seems to limit it" — Herbert Hoover
Bible Thought
For Today
For we preach not ourselves, but
Christ Jesus the Lord; and ourselves
your Servants for Jesus' sake. II Cor-
inthians 4:5.
Jesus is the center of our faith,
the center of our witness and
preaching. We serve Him as Lord.
Isn't It
The Truth
Here are four more things that are
not believable: a man who says he is
not afraid of his boss, an auto salesman
who says cars are better than.ever, a
government official who promises
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• Only sound tire bodies are used,
and all Goodyear retreads are
carefully inspected before being
shipped from the factory
GOODACEAR
•These retreads ham e the
same road-gripping tread
designs that Goodyear uses
on many brand nes, tires
8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores
Lube and Oil Change
$4 8 8
77-
Up to 5 qts of major
brand 1030 grade oil
• Complete chassis
lubrication A oil change
• Helps ensure long
- -wearing parts & smooth;
quiet performance
• Please phone for
-appoint men'
• Includes light trucks




2 - Wheel Frost Disc : Install new
front disc brake pads • Repack and
inspect front wheel bearings • In
spec, hydraulic system and rotors
(does not include rear wheels)
OR
• -Wheel Onus -Typo Install ne$ r
brake linings ,all four wheels • Re
pack front wheel beenngs • Inspect





• litra if needed
Front-End
Alignment
AO/ U S made
car parts extra
if needed
Excludes front ',Meet doer cars
• Lomplele analysis and
alignment correction tii in•
rease tire mileage and im-
prove steering • Pre( 'SIMI
equipment, used bs, experi
ented MCC hanics. helps en -
siiry recision alignment
721 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
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Ford Spending Vacation
In Casual Surroundings
VAIL, Colo. (AP) —
President Ford, in the second
week of what probably will be
his final skiing vacation as the
nation's chief executive,
swims in the morning, skis
during the day and parties at
night. He lives in the casual
manner of Val.
In between, aides say, the
President studies his
paperwork, discuses , the
transition to The ad-
ministration of President-
elect Carter and ponders his
future. Ford leaves the White
House on Jan. 20.
Whether he's working or
exercising, Ford adopts the
relaxed manner of this mock-
Bavarian village where the
Fords have visited for nine
Christmases.
--- He -sits wearing. slippers
before the fireplace in his
rented ski chalet to meet with
aides. He wears a ski sweater
and strolls hatless through the
snow-covered village streets,
exchanging seasons' greetings
with those who pass by.
Even on social occasions,
Ford is casually dressed,
wearihg at times the wolfskin
parka he received on an
Alaskan trip and a cowboy
hat. He showed up for a
midnight Christmas service at
the white stucco interfaith
chapel in a blue turtleneck
jersey and red sports jacket.
"I think he's pleased. He's
very relaxed," a Ford aide
says of his boss. "He's in good
spirits and getting a lot of
Ford sleeps later here in the
mountains, rising at about
8:30 a.m. He goes for daily
swims in a heated pool, just as
he does in Washington.
In his first nine days here,
Ford skipped skiing only
three. He took two days off to
recover from a bruised hip,
suffered in a tumble on the
slopes, and missed one day in
favor of watching two
professional football games on
television.
For skiing partners, he
leans toward Vail friends —
wealthy businessmen and
professional athletes. He skied
one day with Don Shula, coach
of the professional football
Miami Dolphins. Another day
it was Susan Chaffee, once an
Olympic gompetitor and now a
regular on the professional
freestyle ski tour.
Ford, who came here as a
congressman and vice
president before moving into
the White House, has his
favorite night spots as well.
In one, a restaurant with
French cuisine, a picture of
President and Mrs. Ford and
Secretary of State and Mrs.
*Henry Kissinger hangs on the
wall near the door. Next to it is
a handwritten letter from
Ford expressing his thanks for
a nice meal.
Ford also has his favorite
after dinner nightclub here,
owned by two staunch
Republican boosters.
Currently featured at the
club is the music of the Ink
Spots, a group specializing in
nostalgic tunes of eras past.




Be Debated In Vatican
VATICAN CITY (AP) — -
When Pierina Recupero and
Franz Lanfenberg fell in love,
they never dreamed their
romance would be debated in
the Vatican.
Pierina, 20, and Franz, 32,
met two months ago on the




was visiting a sister married
to a Sardinian.
Pierina and Franz fell for
each other at once. They spent
as much time together as
possible, but soon Lanfenberg
had to return to his job in
South Africa.
After an exchange of letters,
he returned to Sardinia to
marry Pierina. They made a
brief trip to Germany for her




arrangements for the wedding
with the parish priest. That's
when the going got bumpy.
The priest said he couldn't
marry them since he didn't
have jurisdiction for a
marriage involving a
_ foreigner. He sent them to the
auxiliary bishop, who told
them they needed more time
to prepare for marriage and to
come back next June if they
were still interested.
Pierina quoted the bishop as
telling her: "You are still
young and can wait a while to
get married. Besides, you
don't know Germany. If you
wait, perhaps you might even
find an Italian."
The case hit the Italian
papers Tuesday, and , the
Vatican itself commented.
In an article in Tuesday's
L'Osservatore Romano,
newspaper of the Holy See,
theologian Gino Concetti
defended the bishop.
"An engagement is con-
sidered by the church not only
as a necessary period-to get to
_ know each other but even
more as an itinerary of growth
in faith," he wrote.
The auxiliary bishop, Msgr.
Piergiulano Tiddia, stated his
position: "We are not opposed
to this marriage. But they
have known each other for
only two Months, and religious
matrimony cannot be as
simple and superficial an
operation as getting striver's
license."




Instead of a church wed-
ding, they plan to be married
Thursday in a civil ceremony




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky court, for the first
time, has ordered a convicted
person to repay Kentucky's
Crime Victims Compensation
Board for a grant to a crime
victim.
Cattle Lou Miller, executive
director of the compensation
board, said that Jeffrey
Miller, who pleaded guilty to a
charge of first degree assault,
has been ordered by Boone
Circuit Judge Sam Neace to
repay the board as a condition
of probation.
The board awarded the
victim of the assault, Joseph
James Johnson of Erlanger,
$1,247.51 for medical expenses
and lost wages after he was
shot Sept. 20 following a
scuffle in the parking lot of a
Florence, Ky., hamburger
stand.
Neace sentenced Miller on
Dec. 16 to five years
probation, on the condition
that "make restitution to the
Crime Victims Compensation
Board for all sums paid."
The board was created by
the 1976 General Assembly to
aid needy persons who are
innocent victims of crimes
that cost them over $100 for
medical care or involve two
weeks or more of lost earnings
or support.
HAROLD D. PRIDDLE. M. D.
AND
LLOYD W. HOUSMAN. M. D.
ANNOUNCE THE RELOCATION OF THEIR OFFICES
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CHICAGO (API — After
picking the late Richard J.
Daley's own alderman as
temporary mayor in a process
denounced by some blacks,
Chicago politicians had a
choice between two Irish ward
leaders to wear Daley's other
hat — the ' county's
Dremocratic chairmanship.
Meanwhile, Alderman
Roman C. Pucinski, a former
congressman, became the
first .formal candidate
Tuesday for The upcoming
special election for mayor of
the nation's second largest
city. Under state law, the
election must be held within
six months.
Michael A. Bilandic, 53, who
was elected interim mayor by
his fellow aldermen in the City
Council Tuesday; promised to




mittee was to meet today to
pick a new chairman. One
contender, Cook County Board
president George W. Dunne,
has hinted that he would like
to be mayor as well. His op-
ponent, Chicago Park District
general superintendent
Edmund L Kelly, says he will
not be a mayoral candidate.
A sampling of the 50 city
ward leaders and 30 suburban
township leaders who will
choose between the two men
found no clear favorite.
Pucins)d, 57, said in his
announcement that it will not
be "enough to run on the
record of Mayor Daley," who
died of a heart attack in his
doctor's office on Dec. 20.
"It's an imposing record,
but the new leadership will
have to develop new solutions
to new problems that will
develop in the absence of the
Daley leadership," said
Pucinski, a leader of the City
Council's Polish bloc.
Mayor Bllandic has been an
uncontroversial figure, but his
selection was stormy.
Although only two of 48
alderman voted against him,
the result was widely believed
to be part of a deal.
Black spectators in the
galleries booed and gave the
"thumbs down" sign when
Alderman Wilson Frost,
council president pro tern-
pore, bowed out of his week-
long candidacy to succeed
Daley.
His bid had attracted a
coalition of blacks and
aroused enthiiiiisin on the
predominantly black South
Side. But his supporters were
angered by reports that he ,
accepted a deal to relinquish
his bid for the mayoralty in
exchange for chairmanship of
the Finance Committee.
When Alderman Ross
Lathrop tried to nominate
Frost anyway, Frost ruled
him out of order. All 13 black
aldermen voted for Bilandic, a
Croatian-American and the
first non-Irish mayor in 43
years.
Besides Pucinski and
Dunne, those mentioned as
likely entrants in the mayoral
election include Alderman
Edward R. Vrdyolyak, who
supported Kelly in today'
election; former Alderman
William S. Singer, a leader of
independent Democrats who
was trounced by Daley in the
1975 primary; state Sen.
Richard Newhouse, a black
who finished third in the 1975
race; former State's Atty.
Edward V. Hanrahan, whose
career foundered in the af-
termath of a 1969 raid on
Black Panthers; and Alder-
man Edward Burke, who at 34




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Army Corps of Engineers
was to try today to relieve
barge congestion near a
damaged Ohio River lock by
creating a wave of water to





behind high-lift dams at
Cannelton, Ind., and Union-
town, Ky., and a low-lift dam
near Marion, Ind., will be
manipulated to raise the
water level at the Golconda,
III., lock that was destroyed
Monday after a barge
collision.
The barge rammed the lock
gate at Dam Si, and then
oozed some 8,000 gallons of oil
into the river from its rup-
tured tanks. The tanker barge
was being pushed into the lock
chamber by a towboat at the
time of the incident, Pedigo
said.
Pedigo said that when the
"wave" reaches the damaged
lock gate, the wickets will be
lowered and tows will be
waved through, beginning
with downstream traffic.
"We have no idea how many
boats we can pass with the
wave. We hope all of them,"
said Pedigo, who estimated
that up to 100 boats could be 
backed up until what is
expected to be a week-long
repair operation is completed.
"But this will be a one-shot
thing, and when the pool drops
to where we can't maintain
the required nine-foot
navigation channel, the dam
will be raised and the river
closed again," Pedigo said.,
He said the maneuver can
be performed only once
because of drought conditions
along the Ohio River.
All towboats bound for the
upper Ohio River and its
tributaries, as well as traffic
bound downriver for linkups
with the Cumberland, Ten-
nessee and Mississippi rivers
will be at a standstill until
repairs are complet,,ed, Pedigo
said.
"It costs each tow about $200
an hour while they are, tied
up," Pedigo estimated. As
far as Ikhat economic impact
this will have, it's hard to say.
From what I've heard, the
ones most likely to suffer are
the Tennessee Valley
Authority plants on the
Cumberland and Tennessee."
He said that southbound
barges at that juncture of the
Ohio River are usually laden
with coal, while upstream
traffic usually consists of
petroleum and chemicals"
'SALE
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Snow Blankets Most Of State Toda
By The Associated Press
Up to three inches of snow
fell across most of Kentucky
this morning, creating
hazardous driving conditions
on interstate and secondary
highways across the com-
monwealth, state police said.
Despite the treacherous
conditions, state police
reported no injury accidents;
most reports listed only
"fender-bender" mishaps.
State police reported that
Gregory M. King, 19, of
Sharpsburg, Ky., was killed
early today when he lost
control of his car on Ky. 11




TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — The
father of a 7-year-old boy who
died last week from
complications from a
congenital spine defect has
thanked the people of Toledo
for their generosity during his
young son's illness.
Thomas Beutler, an ac-
countant and co-captain of
the 1967 University of Toledo
football team, expressed his
thanks to the people of Toledo
for their efforts to help defray
more than $40,000 in medical
expenses, "for their prayers,
their gifts, and their good
wishes. The people of Toledo
have been very generous."
Funeral services were held
last week for his 7-year-old
son, Keith, who died of
complications from a 120-
degree curvature of the spine.
The child, who underwent
corrective surgery last year in
Louisville, Ky., died Dec. 22 in
a Toledo hospital.
He became widely known
earlier this year during fund-
raising efforts to help pay
medical expenses after the
family's hospitalization in-
surance ran out.
The Beutler's had learned of
a surgeon in Louisville who
had had success with cases
similar to Keith's. They took
their son to Norton's
Children's Hospital in
Louisville in November 1975
for the first of two corrective
operations.
"We needed to do what we
did when we did if he was
going to have any chance at all
to lead a normal adult life,"
Beutler said of his son.
The operations were termed
successful from an orthopedic
standpoint, but Beutler
explained that due to the birth
defect, the boy's left lung did
not function.
"Keith had minimal lung
Capacity," Beutler said, and a





WASHINGTON (AP) — A
chief aide to President-elect
Jimmy Carter has confirmed
that Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane is among the can-
didates being considered for
the post of assistant secretary
of health in the Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare.
Sloane, a physician, is
apparently one of six can-
didates being considered for
the post, said Dr. Peter
Bourne, a Carter transition
adviser who termed Sloane as
"exceptionally qualified."
In addition, Bourne said that
Sloane is "less likely" but is
still being considered for the
HEW under-secretary job
under Secretary aesigna‘e
Joseph A. Califano Jr., as well
as for assistant secretary for
human development.
Bourne's statements were
contained in a copyrighted
story in the Louisville Courier-
Journal.
Bourne said that Califano
was to meet with Carter at the
President elect's St. Simons
Island, Ga., retreat, and
appointments to those three
positions are expected to be
discussed.
Sloane is in his last year as
mayor and is forbidden by law
from seeking reelection.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky 'Lake, 7 a m.
354.4, no change.
Below darn 303.3, down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.0,
no change.
Below dam 310.8, up 0.6.
Sunset 4:47. Sunrise 7:09
Moon sets Wednesday 12:53
a. m., rises 12:49 p. m.
that highways were clear at
the time of that mishap.
The most troublesome
spots, from a traffic stand-
point, appeared to be a 50-mile
stretch of Interstate 65 north
of Bowling Green and another
section of that north-south
highway near Shepherdsville.
State police in Bowling
Green said that all roads in the
area were slick and hazar-
dous, and it appeared that the
diligence of highway crews
played a part in worsening
road conditions.
Salt trucks were dispatched
during early morning hours
and snow was reported
melting on most roads, par-
ticularly on 1-65. But a brisk
northerly wind quickly
changed that melting snow to
ice and the traffic problems
multiplied.
"There'senot any big hills
along there, but the highway is
banked," said a state police
dispatcher in Bowling Green.
"But if you don't hit those
curves just right, you're off in
the median."
He said the slow lane of the
highway was in slightly better
condition than the passing
lane, but "the wind blowing
made it worse than it was."
State police at
Elizabethtown reported a 13-
mile traffic backup on 1-65
early today, blaming the delay
on an ice-covered hill south of
Shepherdsville. The
Elizabethtown dispatcher said
that cars and trucks "just
couldn't get up the hill" and
slid off into the median.
There were no injuries
reported in that area, and
conditions were reported
much improved after salt
trucks and wreckers arrived
at the scene.
State police headquarters in
Frankfort reported that all
substations except Pikeville
reported snow early today,
with virtually all highways
either slick or slick in spots.
Bridges on interstate routes
were considered especially
troublesome because of winds
that blew away surface snow.
Highway conditions were
generally better east of
Interstate 71, although state
police warned that conditions
in the Morehead-Ashland-
Harlan areas were slick in
spots on interstate routes
while secondary roads were
snow-covered.
Police in eastern Kentucky
anticipated that highway
conditions would deteriorate
after early morning traffic
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New Rine Kit
This great value now features our
famous, top-quality Kentucky 'Icidt.
with fully kd just able sear engage-
ment in flint or percussion, and
ar accurate 1-66" twist, .451 rifled
barrel
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Utilities Co. Mystified At
Why Descrimination Suit Filed
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky Utilities Co. has
said that it was mystified at
why the U.S. Justice
Department filed suit against
it charging racial and sexual
discrimination.
In a written statement
released Tuesday, the firm
said that it met with Justice
Department representatives
last month and was told that
no changes were needed in
company policy.
"In view of this accord, it is
difficult for us to understand
the reason why the govern-
ment filed the lawsuit," the
KU statement said.
"The company em-
phatically denies that it has or
does now discriminate against
blacks or women and it is the
opinion of the company that
the issues raised in the lawsuit
are moot in view of KU's
voluntary compliance," it
added.
The Justice Department suit
alleged that KU failed to
adhere to Affirmative4Action





























































































30 NishOOr 46 Bundle
Sheep 47 Macaw
31 Pennyweight 48 Large truck
fillsbr / 49 Goddess of
33 With force healing
37 Most mature Si Anplo-Sax
38 Cline on money
39 Gravestones 52 Sh011 sleep
42 Everyone ,.., 55 A sta e








Distr. kr taus sweets, 2-
subject to them because it
supplies electricity to the
Lexington-Bluegrass Army
Depot.
The suit, filed in US.
District Court here Monday,
said that ,as of last Dec. 31.,
KU had 1,696 employes with
about 5.3 per cent black and
19.1 per cent female.
The KU statement said the
company "takes the position
that it is not a government
oxitnactor" and added that
the question of terminology is
pending in federal appellate
court cases.
In addition, KU said it met
with Justice Department
lawyers last month and
agreed to adopt an Affir-
mative Action program and to





" I HOE 11-416 TRANSITION PERIOD
IN WASHINGTON. YOU DON'T KNOW





OR JOYCE CAROL OATES OR
PAMELA KAN5FORD JOHNSON ?




















PALACE, DEVIL . I
['OUST WE CAN
CONVINCE THE GUARD'S























HOW CAN YOU 95URE




15 Y:YTRYIN' INSINUATE IF >OU WAS
THAT APE HAD ANYT1-11N& A MAN






bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low u24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




Barber Shop, 200 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 730-
3:30. Appointment at














Poison Control . 153.15118
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
  753-NEED








requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED ' IMMEDIATE-
LY. SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM













on and the Business
Office may be
















Good used bed com-
plete with mattress
and springs. Electric














buy, sell or honetrade,











Auto Service invites you
to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,
Audi, or other foreign




















December 1. Tel. 753-
3341-42.
3 Card 01 Thanks
WE ARE DEEPLY
grateful for all the
kindnesses shown us
during the extended
illness and death of our




called, visited, sent gifts
of food, and most
especially the prayers
which have been
prayed. May God richly
bless you is our prayer.
The Family of Loris
Outland Rogers.
5 Lust And Found
WE HAVE LOST a full
blooded German
Shepherd. He is grey
and black, male,
wearing a collar. An-
swers to the name Sam.





TY OF MONEY plus
cash bonuses, fringe








WORK AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-








person. Be your own
boss. 'Contact Murray
area protected ac-
counts. We train. Write
B. G. Crawford, Pres.,







preferred , but not
required. Send resume







between ages 24 and 46
for retail store in
downtown Murray. In





Apply in own hand-
writing to P.O. Box 264,
C-o J. A. R., Murray,
Ky.





porous for tangible sop-
pies. 111#t person can
own $26,096. year.
Office worker • ex-
perienced in mein Ia-




board and salary open.
This position is to do
hoosokooping and core
for 9 month old
Wonted - adult Rye-in
housekeeper to are for 1











buildings, 1400 sq. ft.
Call 753-7675.
14 ist int In Bu
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
NEED BURLEY Tobacco
pounds for this year,
1976. Will give 20 cents.




Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.,
WANT Ti) BUY one acre









and storm windows and
doors. M and G Corn-
eta Glass, Dixieland C
enter. Call 753-0180.
A GOOD BUY ... give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite
carpet shampoo. Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
AMATEUR. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
SEARS GAS DRYER.
$50. Call 753-8945 after 5.
FOR SALE ATLANTIC
wood stove-. Heat 5 osr4 6
room house. Like new.
Call 753-3629.
SALE + CHAINSAW
chains, NI" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,












freezer, no ice maker.
Call 753-1702.
17 Vac uum Cleaners
ILLECTROIXX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple














FOR ALL YOUR fencing




510 combine with 4 row
corn header. Call Dale
Barnett 753-3787.
809 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
- national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
20 Sports Equipment
19 SPEED BIKE, 245.
Call 753-4769.
FFL DEALER wishes to
sell New Browning A-S.
12 guage, vent rib, 26
inch improved cylinder.
$315, including sales tax.




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across






Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.
CONRAD'S PIANQ§ -
Organs, Kimball and









It Pest Control100 Sovyk 13*
14 Miscellaneous
BARGAINS 2pn lots in
Murray 'Memorial
Gardens. Call 492-8568.














LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
24 Y
FRUIT TREES, apple,
peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
500 N. 4th. Call 753-8944.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio
1975 SYLVANIA 25" color
console T V with
remote control, $375.
Call 753-7160.
27 Mobile Home Sales
60 x 12,2 Bedroom, 2 bath
Call 436-5829.
HOLLY PARK 12 z 62,
with expando and
screened porch. Out-






under one roof. Two air
conditioners. Located on
2 lots on Sunset Court in
Pine bluff Shores. Price
$5,800. Terms
Available. Call 753-1449.





408 South 4th, 753-7333 or
753-4378. .
TWO BEDROOM 10 z 40,




located Murray Drive In
Theatre entrance.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
of IPS INS MG NIPS MINA MI MU 1011 MPS MI ROMS UN MK INN
Make Reservations At
The Barn
















deposit, $125 per month.
Call 753-2377.
30 Business Rentals
8,000 Sq. Ft. suitable for
retail establishment or
offices. Will arrange
layout to suit tenant.
Will rent all or any part,
Olympic Plaza, ample
parking plus access
from rear. Contact Torn
Pizza Palace.
31 Want To Rent
HOUSE, 10 acres,
tobacco, dark fired or
-Barley and barn. Call
436-2641. Reference4
furnished.
WANT TO RENT corn
and bean ground for 1977
season. Call 354-6644
after 5 p.m. or 753-1440
32 Apartments For Rent






8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
APARTMENT FUR-
NISHED or unfurnished
in brick duplex. Stove,
and water furnished.






furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
Available now. Call 753-
8668.
34 Houses For Rent
FURNISHED SMALL 2
bedroom house. One
mile East of Kirksey on
464. Call Bobby Walker,
489-2377.




large yard and garden
area. Two bedroom






ROOMS FOR RENT in




now. Call 753-3040 or 762-
2701.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft:
Call 753-4857 days, 753-
7244 nights.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.










for water fowl of upland
game. $40 to $50. Call 1-
354-8776.
AKC COLLIE, 9 months
old. Great with children,
has shots. Call between







Walker Hound Dogs. 10
months old, have started
hunting. Phone 436-5650.
Clunking mechanical tuners break down, wear out and catch
picture spoiling (rust. They also attract big repair bills. That's
why Curtis Mathes is happy to introduce SST. the most
adyanctxl. most trouble-free tuning you can own. SST a total!
electronic There ire no mechanical parts to break down. A
tight toucton the sensor plate selects your channel: You can
bypass other channel::: (both VHF and UHF) and go directly
to the one you wapt. You can even
select the order of the channels.
Curtis MatPies putting your favorites at the top,
pre-tuning each one to kick in the
picture quality for keeps. SST is
quiet and convenient. But mostly
YEAR it's trouble-free. It's also anothergood reason why Curtis Mathes is





Shop & Compare With
Why Not Move Up To The Finest?
43 Re. l Estate
A GOOD inexpensive one
bedroom home located
on Ky 121 at Coldwater.
Community water
system. House is on nice
level lot that could be




Murray, 753-0101 or call
Brice Ratterree at 753-
5921.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,





your leader in shies for
1976 needs your listings.
--Call 753-1651, if you are
Interested in selling
your property.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
:road. Call 753-4418.
FOR ALL YOUR in-





10 ACRES FOR SALE - 7
miles East of Murray on
Highway 732 r Irvin Cobb
Road), 2 miles from Ky.
Lake. Beautiful building
site on good blacktop
road. Mature timber
and open land. Call 753-
7580 after 5:00 pm.
JUST LISTED 4 bedroom
brick home on the west




large 2 car garage,




$29,500. For more in-





27 ROLLING ACRES and
stunning 5 bedroom
modern brick home with
central heat and air,
large living room with
fireplace, large at-
tached 2 car garage and
many extras. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
listing.
COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer. 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-the-
minute appointments.








now to invest wisely in
1977. Check, on this
opportunity: duplex on
Monroe Street with 3
bedrooms. 1 bath on
each side. Central heat




area.  Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
46 Homes For Sale
NEW THREE
BEDROOM brick home
in Oaks Estates Large
living room, and en-










BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick, fireplace, garage,
patio, large shaded lot.
$25.500. Call 753-5818.
FOR SALE - water front
home - Cypress Creek.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,






car garage plus carport.
Covered dock. One acre
lot. $65,000. Call 901-232-
8661.
SIX ROOM HOUSE on 2
acres located in Almo.
Phone 753-7494, night
753-9378 or 753-7263.
BY OWNER- 3 bedroom




air condition and wall











Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
30. IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 LTD 9 passenger
station wagon with







truck for sale Call 436-
5411




brakes. $850. Call 753-
2290.
1960 CHEVROLET
pickup. 283 V-8. Straight
shift. Wide bed. $325.
Call 753-9189 or 753-8124
after 5.
1967 MUSTANG GT. 289
V-8. Automatic tran-
smisson. $1050. Call 753-
9189 or 753-8124 after 5.
FOUR WHEEL Drive 3,4






Radial tires. $2,950. Call
753-5532.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1963 FORD customized
van, !nag wheels, 8









Body good. $475. Call
753-8445.
1174 V. W. Super Beetle,






SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*1 FADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*PRESCRIPTIONS
Notice
Friday, December 31, 1976, will be the last
day tei Pay City of Murray property taxes
without incurring 6 per cent interest
charges. Tax payments should be for-
warded to the City Clerk's Office, City Hall
Building. Office hours are 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., Monday Arks Frick,.
1971 FORD CUSTOM 500
Four door, power and
air. Radial tires. $850.
Call 753-9189 or 753-8124
after 5.
1173 V. W. Super Beetle.






flake. Two tops. $3500.
Call after 6 p.m. 753-
4469.
1967 EL CAMINO, 283
automatic, air, power
steering, new tires and
tool box. Bed cover,
good shape. $1050. Call
753-8756.
1962 FORD 1-2 TPU, 260
cu. in. V-8, 20,000 miles,
4 speed (new clutch),










wagon may be seen at
Jean Greens Sycamore
Gulf Station
1974 COUGAR XR7. Sun
roof, mag wheels, AM-






Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Services Offered
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569
KIR.BY CARPET t.,ARE
clean rugs of all kinds.














Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass-
















home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-4124, South 4th











bank gravel. Call 436-
2306
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.






WILL DO inside or out-





in antiques. Call 753-
0493,
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water





ficient service. NO job




work needs call John











experience. Call after 5,
436-2294.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE




SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for













struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky





















$413.00 op, flosintil, ready to use. Ooly • frig buildings,
'ration's sizes, WI in flock IN Od prices. Soy Om burst la
Ifii• CUSTOM BUILT POITABLI BUILDINGS 7S3-09114
Public Notice
The- 'Murray Planning Commission has
received requests from Mr. N. Beal at 303 St. 8th
Street, from Mr. W. R. Perry at 305 S. 8th Street,
and from Mrs. Barnett at 301 S. 8th Street, to
rezone this property from R-3 (Residential) to
P.O. (Profession Office). A Public Hearing will
be held January 11, 1977 at 7:00 p.m. at the
Murray City Flail Bldg. All interested parties are
invited to attend this meeting.





Balance your expenses and income. Be sure to
have what you want when you want it.
If You Pay Now
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO_
price increase to date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit
of the cheaper price.
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheaper
price Hutson will refund money or meet the
price.
Free Protection









7:00a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Closed Dec. 24 & Dec. 25 & New Year's Day
Phone 502-753-1933
Ky. Toll Free No. 1-800-592-3969
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Suspected Child Abuse Victim
Now Known To Have Birth Defect
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
When their infant son frac-
tured 10 bones, Michael and
ilarbara Schoenfield were
accused of child abuse. They
nearly lost custody before
doctors traced the injuries to a
rare birth defect which will
probably kill the child before
he is 2.
"There was a total lack of
due process," Schoenfield said
in an interview about the legal
entanglements in which the
couple found themselves. "A
total lack of sensitivity."
Funerals
Mrs. Faye Henry Is
Dead At Age
Funeral Thursday
Mrs. Rayford (Faye Smith)
Henry of Murray Route Five
died this morning at 6:40 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 51 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The Calloway woman was
employed for eighteen years
as freight checker for Kuhn's
and Big K Stores here until
July of this year. She was a
member of the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ. Born
October 20, 1925, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Clyde Smith and
Patra McCuiston Smith.
Mrs. Henry is survived by
her husband, Rayford Henry,
to whom she.was married July
19, 1942; one son, Charles Ray
Henry, and three grand-
children, Sammy, Susan, and
Lisa Henry, Murray Route
Five; one sister, Mrs. Keith
(Jean) Kennedy, 308 North
Seventh Street, Murray; one
brother, Pat Smith, Murray.
Private funeral services will
be held Thursday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Bro. Henry Hargis and Bro.
Connie White officiating.
Burial will be in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from
seven to nine p.m. tonight
Wednesday at the funeral
home.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take





Mrs. Martha L. McDaniel
died Monday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 74 years of age and a
resident of Route Four,
Powers Road, Paducah.
Survivors include her
husband, William J. Mc-
Daniel, Paducah; three sons,
J. W., Joe, and Edward Mc-
Daniel, all of Reiciland; one
daughter, Mrs. Shirley Belt,
Reidland; one brother,
Tilman Armstrong, Murray;





Funeral services are being
held today at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Bro. 0.
D. McKendree officiating.
Burial will be in the Sunny
Slope Cemetery there.
Mrs. Schoenfield said that "adequate" amount of con-
when she brought newborn cern for their baby. And a
Justin home from the hospital social worker told them they
three months ago, she had a would probably be divorced
feeling the baby was not soon.
healthy. They were finally cleared
"The doctors kept saying he when a specialist determined
was normal, but I could tell that Justin was suffering from
something was wrong," she Menkes Kinky Hair, a rare
said. metabolic birth defect which
makes the bones extremely
weak and brittle. Justin is
expected to live another two
months to two years.
No one would listen to us or
believe us and everyone was
accusatory," Mrs. Schoenfield
said. "We're upset about the
way it was handled and we
think our rights were
violated."
"We have a switch from
child abuse to parent abuse,"
said Angelo Greco, the
couples' attorney, after the
X rays showed none of the custody petition was
skull fractures that usually dismissed in Children's Court.
accompany such cases, but We don't want to sue
the Milwaukee County anybody," Mrs. Schoenfield
Welfare Department filed a said, but we do want to do
court petition to remove the something to make sure this
baby from the couple's does not happen again."
custody because of alleged The couple said they have
abuse. accepted the specialist's
The Schoenfielcis, both 28 diagnosis, and realize the
and college graduates, in- disease is terminal.
sisted on their innocence, but "We're very upset that our
a doctor suggested they get child is going to die, but we're
psychiatric help. They said happy to have him home
they had to threaten court again," Mrs. Schoenfield said.
action to see Justin's medical "He's a joy to have. We love
records. A nurse said the him, and our relationship is
parents showed only an stronger than ever."
Soon the baby needed
surgery for a double hernia.
Then he began having
seizures.
Doctors first thought it was
epilepsy, but they later found
10 fractures which they said
could only have been caused
by abuse.
They said we were shaking
the child, that we broke his
bones and that brought on the
seizures," Mrs. Schoenfield
said.
Ford Effort On AS
Amnesty Minimal
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Prodded by a highly
publicized request by a
senator's widow, President
Ford has asked for in-
formation that could be used
to re-evaluate an amnesty
program for Vietnam draft
evaders. But administration
officials say Ford's effort is
mal .
Ford, vacationing in Vail,
Colo., told reporters Tuesday
that "we have started the
process" of reviewing the
amnesty question raised by
the widow of Sen. Philip A.
Hart. Mrs. Hart said a general
amnesty for Vietnam draft
resisters and deserters was a
final hope of her husband, who
died Sunday of cancer.
The Justice Department
said Tuesday that at the
request of the adminLstration,
figures were sent to the White
House on Ford's own
clemency program, which
began in 1974. The department
took over the program after
the deadline for applications
passed in 19'75.
Lawrence M. Traylor, the
department's pardon attorney
who is responsible for the
clemency program, said he
sent the figures to the White
House and "that was about
it."
Asked if the department had
any other role in a new review
of amnesty, he replied, "If
Benefits End On Friday
Fall GI Education
WASHINGTON :AP) —
Friday is the last day you can
enlist in the military and get
full GI education benefits at
government expense. After
1977 begins, new enlistees will
have to contribute some of
their own money toward a GI
Bill education.
For those -joining up after
the end of the year there will
be a limited voluntary plan
under which peace-time GIs
will have to contribute some of
their military paychecks if
they want Uncle Sam to help
them through school after
discharge.
But the. Pentagon says
thousands of young people
have entered service under a
delayed entry program.
Under that program,they




The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will have a Watch
Night service on Friday,
December 31, starting with a
potluck supper at eight p. m.
at the church.
Each family is asked to
bring a meat, dessert, and a
salad or vegetable. The
church will furnish the bread
and drinks.
Starting at nine p. m. the
youth will present the
"Clown" and a film, "Cipher
In The Snow," will be shown.
Denny Allen, saxophone-
evangelist from Louisville will
be present to lead in a part of
the services.
The public is invited to
attend, said the Rev. Lawson
Williamson, church minister.
and will be able to get current
GI education benefits so long
as they don uniforms before
the end of 1977.
The Army, the biggest
service, says it has some
30,000 of these delayed entry
enlistees signed up.
Those who sign up for the
new education program will
have to contribute $50 to $75
monthly from their pay, up to
a maximum of $2,700 to
receive GI educational aid.
The Veterans Administration
will match each $1 paid by the
GI with $2 when going-to-
school time arrives, making a
kitty of up to $8,100 per person
available.
Educational payments will
be limited either to the
..number of months _the ser-
viceman or servicewoman
-actually contributed, or to 36
months, whichever is less.
The amount of each in-
dividual's end-of-service
educational fund will be
divided by the number of
months to which he or she is
entitled. An ex-GI with the
Maximum fund of $8,100 who
had contributed to the fund for
36 months would get $225 per
month to cover his educational
expenses.
Under the Vietnam era GI
Bill that comes to an end on
Friday, a single veteran can
get $292 per month or $347 if
married, with payments of up
to 45 months. And the GI
doesn't have to contribute
from his paycheck.
The new program is a five-
year experiment as part of the
all-volunteer military con-
cept. Program administrators
say they will study the interest
potential inductees have in the
program when they must
contribute $50 to $70 out of the
$374 monthly recruit salary.
The secretary of defense
does have authority to
augment the VA payments for
any individual to encourage
the person to enter or remain
in the armed forces.
Benefits under the new
program must be used within
10 years after leaving military
service. Unused contributions
by an individual will be
refunded, the VA said.
anything is planned, I'm not
aware of it."
John Carlson, deputy White
House press secretary, when
questioned about how ex-
tensive Ford's promised
amnesty review would be,
said, "Somebody's doing
something, but not a big effort
where you get the Justice
Department and 15 people
involved."
When Ford telephoned Mrs.
Hart to offer condolences and
ask if he could do anything,
she told him of her husband's
hope for a general amnesty for
draft evaders and deserters.
She said Ford promised to re-
evaluate his opposition to such
a program.
Ford said he agreed to
review the situation. But when
asked by reporters Monday if
he was serious, he replied,
"Oh no, I just said at the
request of her (Mrs. Hart)
that I would look into it."
When pressed to explain if
he was merely being polite,
Ford said, "The words speak
for themselves."
On Tuesday, the subject was
raised again by a reporter who
urged Ford to clear up the
confusion between what he
told Mrs. Hart and what he
told reporters on Monday.
Ford replied, "There's no
confusion whatsoever. I said
at her request that I would
take a look at it and that's
what I'm doing."
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
December 3, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buymg Stations
Receipts. Act_ 446 Est. 1800 Barrows &
Gilts steady .25 hi,gher Sows steady 50
higher
US 1-2 203.230 lbe $39.75-4039
US 1-3 200-240 Ibis 839.25-39 75
US 24 240-260 lbe 838.2S-29 25
US 3-4260-230 Has $27.25-26.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-3900 Ibe 837.30-28-zs au
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. $27.00-77 50
US 1-3 500-650 lbe. 827.00-28.00 few iso.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 826.00-Z7.00
Boars 16.00-18.00
HoffmanDeniesCharges
WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP) —
The U.S. Military Academy's
commandant says he was told
that Army Secretary Martin
R. Hoffmann vowed months
ago he had to be ousted
because of the worst cheating
scandal in the 174-year-old




Brig. Gen. Walter F. Ulmer
Jr., a 1952 West Point
graduate, said in an interview
with The Associated Press
that "someone told me"
Hoffmann said last summer
that "Ulmer has to go."
Hoffmann was unavailable
for comment Tuesday, but his
spokesman said in
Washington that "Marty
doesn't do things like that."
He reiterated Hoffmann's
earlier statement that the
commandant's transfer at
least half a year early was a
routine management decision
unrelated to the scandal.
Asked whether his sudden
reassignment to the 2d
Armored Division at Ft. Hood,
Tex., was .a "bum rap,"
Ulmer replied, "I truly think it
is."
Adding that he had offered
before his transfer to forego
any promotion and stay "'as
long as I can contribia.e
something," Ulmer said his
departure would traumatize
the corps of some 4,000 cadets.
Although his staff
characterized him as a'
"sacrificial lamb," Ulmer
declined to go that far.
He did say, however, "My
move was an extraordinary
one, and there's no denying
that. am changing station
rather abruptly to go to a job
which has been open for five
months....
The real question is why do
you move the commandant at
this particular time, and the
answer is I don't know. If I
thought this was going to
make things better for the
institution, I'd volunteer to
leave."
Ulmer added that, whatever
the qualifications of his
successor, Brig. Gen. John
Bard, "they don't really need
a new commandant unless I
can't perform the job here."
In protest of the Army's
handling of Ulmer, the special
assistant to the commandant
for honor matters, Col. Hal B.
Rhyne, said he was retiring
despite the prospect of a
choice command in the spring.
"It was just this final
straw when the Army uses the
commandant as a sacrificial
lamb in this whole thing," the
1954 West Point graduate
declared. "It just was more
than I could take."
Ulmer's reassignment was
disclosed a few days before a
special commission headed by
former astronaut Frank
Borman reported on Dec. 15
institutional deficiencies at
West Point and called for
reinstatement "as soon as
possible" of the 151 cadets
implicated in the scandal.
And a separate report by the
Army's general counsel office
said Ulmer had acted im-
properly with respect to Army
defense lawyers.
Index. . . (Continued from Page I
Contributing most to the 1
per cent increase..— in
November was an im-
provement in the job layoff
rate, which declined to 1.3 per
cent from October's 1.6 per
cent.
Also showing improvements
among the 12 individual
statistics tabulated for the
index were the average work
week, up 40.1 hours from 39.8
hours the previous month, new
orders for manufactured and
consumer goods, an increase
in building permits, an in-
crease in cash and other liquid
assets, and an increase in
sensitive prices.
Categories that fell during
the month were business
deliveries, contracts and
orders for plants and equip-
ment, stock prices and the
money supply. Two
categories, changes in
inventories and net business
formation, were not com-
pleted in time for inclusion in
the November index.
The over-all composite
index of leading indicators, as
it is known officially, stood in
, November at 127.5 per cent of
the 1967 average of 100.
The Commerce Department
also issued reports for the first
time on two other indexes. One
is the so-called composite
index of coincident indicators,
which increased by 1.1 per
cent in November. The
second, the composite index of
lagging indicators, decreased
by four-tenths of 1 per cent.
Coincident indicators are
designed to give a picture of
how the economy is doing in a
given month, while the
lagging indicators are sup-
posed to confirm signals given




(AP) — Franklin H. Cook, an
authority on the legal aspects
of the power industries, has re-
tired with emeritus rank from
the law faculty of Pennsylvania
State University.
Cook was a member of the
University faculty for 39 years.
He is the author of "Business
and the Federal Law."
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Tunes by! M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av   -2.10
LI-Airco 361,4 uncAm. Motors -324 meAshland Oil 34ALT. & T 64 +44Ford Motor  6124 -2114
Gen. Dynamics 12 4-%
Gen. Motors  77% -46
GenTire. 2544 -24
Goodrich 2714 + '4
Gull Oil 2844 uric
Pennwalt 3244 unc
Quaker Oats 2544 unc
Republic Steel 32.21 24
Singer Mfg  2024 —64
Tappan 1044 -0,4
Western Union  19-2. unc
Zenith Radio Z7 unc
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of M'chigan, Corp., of 
-
McDonalds Corp.  5324 All
Ponderosa Systems   . 7 toe
Kimberly Clark 4344 -24
Union Carbide 6224 -04
W. R. Grace 28%
Texaco 27% Ji4
General Elec. 5421 44
GAF Corp 1244 +V,
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer 2724 44
Jim Walters  30 JO
Kirsch  1944 -44
Disney 4814 -44
Franklin Mint ?ES 44
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc  41'4 44
VIENNESE VEGETABLES
VIENNA (AP) — The city of
Vienna is the largest supplier
of vegetables in Austria, filling
not only the needs of the city
but meeting the requirements
of half the entire country. Its
produce market turns over 300
metric torts of vegetables daily,
































Philco Refrigerators • Roper Ranges
Tempmaster Home Freezers • GE TVs
Speed Queen Washers Dryers • Philco TVs
Stereo Console & Component Systems
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Prises geed at over 600 stems throughout the South end Southwest














































Buckeyes Will Try To
Keep Ball On Ground
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sparta Writer
MIAMI (API — Look for
Ohio State to trot out its
favorite weapon — a clock-
eating, ball-hogging rushing
attack — against Colorado in
the Orange Bowl football
game Saturday night.
, Pete Johnson, the Buckeyes'
238-pound senior fullback, put
it bluntly.
"I know we can run on
them," said the man who has
scored 57 touchdowns in his
college career. "They're not
as quick as Michigan, but
they're bigger."
Jim Pacenta, the Buckeyes'
starting quarterback, says
that Ohio State must
reestablish its vaunted run-
ning attack. It was all but
dormant in the last two
games, 155 yards against
Minnesota and 104 against
Michigan.
"We've got to move the ball
better on the ground. That
hurt us those last two games,"
said the big senior, more noted
for his passing than running.
Colorado's defense yielded
24 points or more in five
games, but tailback Jeff
Logan, Ohio State's 1,169-yard
rusher, is impressed with the
Buffaloes' defenders.
"They're aggressive and
that's the most important
thing. They switch defenses a
lot. They don't make mistakes
either," said Logan.
Colorado's basic defense
offers a five-man front, but
sometimes the Big Eight
trichampions slip into an
eight-player line. And they
have several variations from
those formations.
"The thing is their players
are always moving until you
snap the ball. It presents
problems for your blocking
adjustments." said George
Chaump, Ohio State quar-
terback coach.





were going so smoothly for the
University of Maryland's
football team last spring,
Coach Jerry Claiborne began
to worry.
"I found that the coaches
hardly had to get on the
players at all," Claiborne
recalled today as the fourth-
ranked Terps prepared for
Saturday's Cotton Bowl game
against sixth-ranked Houston.
"I began to wonder if I was
expecting less of them, or
whether I was getting soft."
As it turned out, Claiborne's
fifth team at Maryland had
solidified into a group of self-
motivators, convinced of his
methods and willing to pay the
price for success.
They went on to record 11
consecutive victories,
Maryland's first unbeaten
regular season since 1951, a
mark which earned the Terris
their first major bowl bid in 20
years.
As the teain approached its
fourth consecutive postseason
contest, some of the Terps
were amazed by the easing of
curfew regulations by
Claiborne 7- a move reflecting







Skating 7:30 to 10:00
Sock Hop 10:00 to 12:30
"Jester" Band Playing
AU Ages Welcome
Adm. $1.50 Per Person
audibles at the line of
scrimmage," conceded Ralph
Staub, the Buckeyes' offensive
coordinator.
Meanwhile, Colorado's
defenders know they must cut
off the Buckeyes' ball control.
"We've got to take away
their run. To do that," said
linebacker Brian Cabrab, the
Buffaloes' leading tackler,
"we've got to stop their
quarterback, fullback and
tailback."
Mike L. Davis, Colorado's
outstanding safety, said he
expects Ohio State to put the
ball in the air. "We expect
them to throw as much as
run," said Davis. "We always
expect the unexpected."
Both platoons may be a year
away from true stardom.
Colorado's defense opens with
only four seniors. Three fresh-
men start for the Buffaloes.
Ohio State's attacking unit has
just five seniors.
FOOTBALL
NEW YORK — Mike
Haynes, the New England
Patroits' cornerback, was
named the Associated Press
defensive Rookie of the Year
Pro Cage
Standings





Philphia IS- Nil —
Boston 17 14 .548 1
NY KA* 17 15 .531 1%
Buffalo 14 19 .424 5
NY Nets 12 19 .387 6
Central Divides
Houston 18 11 .621
Cleve 19 13 .594
N OrIns 18 16 .529
S Anton 18 16 .529
Washton 14 17 .452








Denver ,. 22 10 .688 —
Detroit j 19 14 .576 3%
Indiana 15 20 .429 8%
Kan City 15 20 .429 8%
Chicago 11 17 .393 9
Milwkee 8 26 .235 15
Pacific Division
Portland 23 10 .697
Los Ang 21 13 .618 2%
Goldn St 15 15 .500 6%
Seattle 17 18 .486 7
Phoenix 13 16 .448 8
Tuesday's Results
New York Knicks 111, Hous-
ton 99
Kansas City 113, Cleveland
106
Seattle 120, Atlanta 119
Washington 117, Indiana 111
Portland 84, Chicago 79
San Antonio 127, Philadelphia
116
Denver 110, Phoenix 102
Milwaukee 113, Golden State
102
Los Angeles 134, Boston 105
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City at Buffalo






Seattle at Cleveland '
New Orleans at Indiana
Portland at Milwaukee
Detroit at Denver
Chicago at Golden State
The Biggest Coat Sale in Minne ns History!
Leather Coat Sale
Entire,Stock-Reg. '119 to 3210
s79Tos119
Hundreds of Short, Pant, and Long Length Leather Coats!
Wool Coat Sale
Entire Stock Reg '77 to '86
$50 TO $65
Hundreds of Solid, Plaid, and Fur Trim Wool Coats!
Minnens Murray-Bel Air Center, Open Nights and Sundays
e_
FORMER GLOBETROMR— Former Harlem Globetrotter
Hanle Bryant was in Mormry Tuesday. Bryant is a public
relations man for tem 'Trotters. The Globetrotters will be at
the Merrily State Sports Arens January 6. For more in-
formation and for information on how to win free tickets, see
Standing on the Firing Line on page 14 of this section.
StOf Mortis by Mike liniewbob)
Play Opens In Tilghman
Tourney, 'Cards Ripped
Lone Oak, Marshall County,
Symsonia and Paducah Tilgh-
man all posted first round
Wins Tuesday at the Paducah
Tilghman Invitational
Christmas Tournament.
In the tourney opener, Lone
Oak drubbed second-rated
Mayfield 8747. The Purple
Flash jumped to a 43-25 lead at
intermission and had a
laugher the rest of the way.
Keith Montgomery paced
Lone Oak with 18 points while
Barry Tidwell and Jimmy
Houser each had 16. For die
Cardinals, David Youngblood
scored 14. Lone Oak iinow 8-2
for the season while Mayfield
drops to 4-3.
In the second game of the
afternoon session, Marshall
County outran Reidland 102-
92. Marshall County held a 58-
51 lead at halftime and was
never really threatened in the
contest.
Greg Schwinghammer
tossed in 29 points to pace the
Marshals while Larry Schaper
added 27. For Fteidland, Barry
McIntosh had 25 points, Jeff
Swift 18 and Tony Neal 17.
Marshall County is 4-2 on the
year while Fteidland is 2-4.
In the opening game of the
evening session, Symsonia
blasted Ballard Memorial 67-
49. Symsonia led 31-22 at
halftime.
Tim Allred scored 21 to pace
the Rough Riders while James
Whittemore added 13 and the
Riders got 10 apiece from
Roger and Mark McManus.
Wes Mills led Ballard with
14 points. Symsonia goes to 11-
2 with the win while Ballard
falls to 6-5.
In the final game of the
evening, Delbert Shumpert
scored seven points in over-
time to boost Tilghman to a 68-
67 win over a tough Lowes
club.
"towes took a 42-40 lead at
intermission then Tilghman
slowed things down after the
third period as the Blue
Tbmado carried a seven-point
Not Agreed Yet
CHAPEL HILL, N AP
— Tom Harper, an assistant
football coach at the
University of North Carolina,
says he has not yet agreed to
join the coaching staff at the
University of Wyoming
A report from I.ararnie,
Wyo., Monday night said
Harper was leaving UN(' to
join Bill Lewis, the new head
coach at Wyoming
"I've talked to Bill Lewis
but I haven't decided anything
yet,"Harper said Tuesday as
his team was preparing to
depart for Atlanta to meet




Hemmi of Switzerland edged
Andreas Wenzel of
ljechtenstein by one-tenth of a
second to win the European
Cup giant slalom.
1111111.111011111111•11r 
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lead into the fourth quarter.
But Lowes caused several
mistakes by Tilghman and
kept chipping away until they
finally tied the game with two
seconds left in regulation play.
But in the overtime, it was alt
Shurnpert.
Shumpert fired in a game-
high 33 points to pace_Tilgh-
man, who is now 6-2 on the
year. Bruce Wyatt and Greg
Johnson each scored 16 for
Lowes, now 9-2 on the season.
Action tonight in the
semifinals will find Marshall
County meeting Lone Oak at 7
p m. while Symsonia and
Tilghman meet at 8:30 p. in
The championship contest









• White Radial Tires
,- Rally Wheels
12 Months
• Body Side Molding
• Power Brakes
305 - 2 Barrel, V-B
• Turbo-hydramatic Transmission
Radio
Color Keyed Floor Mats
94940 A Month
Tax & Tags Included
I We Have 3 At This Price2 Slightly Nigher
1,000 Miles Per Month Without Penalty
(2' Per life For Over)
„With Credit Approval, Satisfactory Insurance
Coverage and Suitable Usage.
641 South











Tickets are on sale now at
Peoples Bank, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods and Jerry's Restaurant
Reserve Seats (1,000 Only) 
General Admission.. 











Once A 'Trotter, Always A 'Trotter
Once a Globetrotter, always a Globetrotter.
Hanle Bryant played 12 years for the world-famous
Harlem Globetrotters. Now after his retirement, he is still a
Globetrotter, or should we say a globe trotter?
Bryant trots all around the globe as a public relations
man for the touring basketball team. He was in Murray and
Paducah Tuesday to help promote the upcoming January 6
date of the Globetrotters in the Murray State Sports Arena.
Bryant played his high school ball at Crispus-Attucks in
Indianapolis where Oscar Robertson also starred as a prep.
Upon graduation from Indiana University in 1957, Bryant
became a Globetrotter.
It's not easy. It's not the glamor and excitement one
might think it would be. Every roadside table looks the
same, every town looks the same. Every motel room bed'
feels the same, lumpy.
The season begins for the Globetrotters on October 15.
For the first few weeks, it's probably fun. And then...
From October 15 until April 15, the Globetrotters play one
game a night. And sometimes on Sunday, they perform
double features in the large cities.
The 'Trotters have been to 94 countries and about every
three years, they take a tour of the world. That's the glamor
part.
"Laughter is a universal thing," Bryant said.
We try and learn a couple of foreign phrases when we
are touring overseas. It's communication and it is flat-
tering to the people of that country," Bryant said.
Bryant has been there. You name it, he's been.
In the 1961-62 season, Bryant was with the Globetrotters
• .
in Anchorage, shortly after the devastating earthquake.
"You'd see automobiles sunk into the ground and
skyscrapers would be tilted and you'd be wondering how in
the world were you going to sleep.
"I remember once we were behind the Iron Curtain. A
lady who must have been over 80 years-old came up to me
early one morning when I was going for a walk.
"She kept trying and trying to give me a package:1T
heard a lot of stuff and I really was afraid to take anything.
I was near the corner of a building so I took the package
from her and she walked on.
"I put it down beside the building then decided to open it
and it turned out to be a bouquet of flowers. She saw me
with the flowers and came up and hugged me.
' 'Laughter has no barrier. There are several reasons why
the Globetrotters are so popular. Fifst of all, we are a
family program, clean and wholesome.
"Another thing is we don't over-saturate the medium. We
are coming up though on ABC Wide World of Sports on
January 16. And of course another reason is we don't over-
saturate a town. We come around about once every two
years.
"Another reason is the surprise element in our shows,"
Bryant added.
Of course the most popular surprise is the bucket of
water.
"It's up to Meadowlark to do the selecting of tricks for a
certain night. Most people want the water thrown on them.
"Everybody wants a little attention."
How good are the Globetrotters?
"The Jersey Reds (the team which the Trotters will play
here January 6) beat us about five years ago. The other
team has a job to do. Tier go out and play straight basket-
ball and not stall.
"We used to play the college All-Americans. Over a 25-
game series, we won about everything we played plus we
used to beat the champions of the NBA during the George
Mikan era.
. -We'd have to prepare for someone like the Celtics.
Meadowlark wouldn't be playing center against them. But
it would be a lot easier for us to adjust and play their type
ball than for them to try and play our type of ball.
"Our objective is to entertain. In a crowd, you might have
one per cent who want to see 'straight' basketball.
Everyone else likes to see the clowning around and the
tricks.
"You can go to a high school or college game and see
'straight' basketbar° Bryant added.
How do you become a Globetrotter?
Bryant saysthe 'Trotters hunt for specialists.
"We look for a slam-dunk artist, a long shooter or a drib-
bler," Bryant said.
From Murray, Bryant goes on to Memphis and every
day, it's a different newspaper, radio or television reporter
asking the same questions. But the odds are, he wouldn't
trade it for anything in the world.
Free 'Trotter Tickets
We have 25 free reserved seat Globetrotter tickets to give
away.
In today's column, we will give away seven free tickets.
Be sure and watch for Standing on the Firing Line next
-Monday and Tuesday!
Today, we'll have an easy question on UK basketball.
Then next week, we'll switch things around a little and give
everyone a chance, regardless of how much knowledge they
have about basketball.
So tell Mom, Dad, Granny or whomever to watch for the
column because they just might have to take you to see the
Globetrotters play next Thursday.
The question:
"Name the fabulous five."
This one is very easy for UK fans so don't give up just
because you get a busy signal.
Here's when to call: Everyone, I assume, can pick up
channel six on the tube. Thursday night at 6 p. m., as soon
as the local news comes on, call me at 753-6977.
The first seven people with the correct answer to call af-
ter 6 p. m. Thursday will win the free tickets, worth over
five dollars.
To Face UK In Peach Bowl
-
Tar Heel Coach Says He
Expects Close Contest
By TOM SA LADINO
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA ( AP) — Coach
Bill Dooley arrived here
Tuesday with his North
Carolina Tar Heels to prepare
for Friday's Peach Bowl
encounter, with Kentucky and




be making its first bowl ap-
pearance in 25 years after a 7-
4 season and is rated a slight
favorite over the 19th ranked
Tar Heels, 9-2, of the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
Dooley adulated Kentucky
has a fine team but added,
"Our record at North Carolina
against the SEC is pretty
good. But all that doesn't
mean a lot of difference. What
happens out there at 2:30 the
day of the game is all that
counts."
Dooley, the younger brother
 _of___Georgia Coach NinC_e
Dooley, whose Bulldogs face
Pittshorgh in the Sugar Bowl,
said he will hold a workout
today at Georgia Tech's Grant
Field and another brief
practice Thursday at Atlanta-
Fulton County Stadium.
Kickoff for the ninth annual
classic is schedulecPfor 2:30
p.m. Friday before a sellout
crowd of 60,000. The previous
record crowd was 52,692 for
the 1970 contest.
George Crumbley,
executive director of the bowl,
said record payoffs would go
to each team.
"Each will receive at least
$225,000, and that is $60,000
more per team than we have
ever paid," he said.
Carolina. sold 16,000 tickets
and Kehtucky 15,000. The
contest was sold out three
weeks ago. "I think people
realize we have matched
teams that are going to
produce excitement," said
Crumbley. "Up until now, the
very first Peach Bowl was our
best, matching Louisiana
State against Florida State.
_That one was LSU's defense
vs. FSU's offense, and we
have the same thing again —











Both teams bounced back
from off seasons. North
Carolina was 3-7-1 in 1975 and
Kentucky 2-8-1.
North Carolina, which
scored 243 points and allowed
199, is led by second team All-
American running back Mike
Voight, the ACC Player of the
Year who rushed for 1,407
yards.
Kentucky scored 188 points
and allowed only 151 and is led
on offense by quarterback
Derrick Ramsey, who rushed
for 771 yards, the most by a
quarterback in the country.
The defense is spearheaded by
linebacker Jim Kovach and
defensive end Art Still.
The Wildcats are expected
to arrive later today by an 11-
bus caravan and plan to work
out briefly Thursday.
Majors Played His Last
Game At Tulane Stadium
By GARY MIHOCFS
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS ( AP) —
With Georgia on their minds
and a warm sun on their
necks, the Pitt Panthers
brought some life back to
neglected Tulane Stadium.
"I'm old, but not as old as
this place,"  Coach Johnny 
Majors said during a Sugar
Bowl practice Tuesday amidst
the stadium's rusting expanse
and 81,000 empty seats.
"You know, I played My last
college game here 20 years
ago," he added, referring to
the 1956 Sugar Bowl in which
his Tennessee team lost 13-7 to
Baylor.
Pitt and Georgia are drilling
at Tulane Stadium because
the Superdome will be tied up
by basketball and a rock
concert until Saturday.
The 50-year-old stadium,
built on he site of a sugar
plantation, has been used as
Tulane University's practice-
intramural field since the
Superdome opened two years
ago.
Another era will end
Saturday when Majors
completes his stay at Pitt and
becomes coach at Tennessee.
"It's been four years of toil
and effort by everybody
involved," he said from a
bench as temperatures rose
into the 70s.
As he spoke, his top-ranked,
unbeaten teath flashed the
raw talent Pitt didn't have in
the 1-10 season before Majors
arrived.
"Do it," defensive end Cecil
Johnson yelled after Al
Romano intercepted a pass
thrown by a scrub quarteback,
ran 10 yards and spiked the
ball.
Majors' watch from the
sideline ended when he saw a
rnixup on a play. "Who's
supposed to block that man,"
he shouted as he trotted out to
his offensive unit.
"The Georgia Bulldogs are
tough. They'll bite you,"
Majors later told 240pound
guard Tom Brzoza.
Brzoza then led Tony
Dorsett on a sweep against a
reserve unit that used the
same alignments as Georgia's
Junkyard Dogs. Some scrubs
kiddingly taunted the starters
with shouts of "Dog food. Dog
food."
And Dorsett was obviously
working in earnest as he ran
play after play. "To play hard,
you have to practice hard," he
said.
Pitt's team members also
played hard on Bourbon Street
this week, with no curfew
Sunday or Monday.
"We're cutting back the
hours now," Dorsett said
Tuesday. "It's time to get rest
and slow the partying down.




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
If the Louisville Cardinals
defeat Creighton tonight in the
championship game of the
Holiday Classic Tournament,
Coach Denny Crum will get a
delayed Christmas gift.
Crum said before the
opening game that all he
wanted was "a pair of vic-
tories" from the tournament,
which his team won last year.
.Crum got one-half his wish
Tuesday as the Cardinals
shattered Rutgers' defense in






The losers meet in a
consolation match at Freedom
Hall, where more than 11,000_
turned out for the opening
round.
Crum admitted that
Louisville "created its own
problems in the first half with
bad passes and our inability to
keep Rutgers from getting
those second shots."
The Cardinals switched to a
zone defense after in-
termission, choking off
Rutgers' attack. They went
scoreless nearly eight minutes
while Darrell Griffith, Phillip
Bond and Rick Wilson pulled
the Cardinals together.
Griffith tied the game, 52-52,
with a jumper; Bond pumped
in two quick baskets and
Griffith followed with two
more. Rutgers' defense
melted, and Louisville took
command.
Wilson, who hit 17 points in
the first half to keep Louisville
in contention, finished with 22.
Griffith had 18, all but four of
them in the second half, and
Bond was credited with 14.
Ed Jordan led Rutgers with
17 and James Bailey, who
pumped in 12 points during the
first half, lost his touch and
added only three more before
the game ended.
Coach Tom Apke, mean-
time, singled out his team's
passing game as the deciding
factor in the victory over
Auburn.
Auburn Coach Bob Davis
said "we were the victims of a
total breakdown, probably
because of our long layoff."
Auburn, last in action on
Dec. 16, was hurt by floor
errors and a pesky Creighton
defense.
Ahead 45-28 at the rest stop,
Creighton kept - -up- the
pressure and led twice by 19
Points.
Mike Mitchell was high-
point man for Auburn with 27.
High School
Cage Scores




Newport 72 Ft Thomas High-
lands 61




Richmond Mad 71 Boyle Co 53
At Mercer Co
Casey Co 59 Danville 54
Bluegrass Festival Ira
First Round
Franklin Co 62 Lex Lafayette
59
Lex Cath 69 Bourbon Co 46
Ashland Invit Trn
First Rotind
Maysville 66 Fairview 59
Boone County Invit Tim
Semifinal
Boone Co 77 Grant Co 62
Erlanger Lloyd 66 Dixie
Heights 52
Daniel Boone Invit Tim
-- — Semifinal
-Powell Co 69 Estill Co 60
Clark Co 59 Montgomery Co 45
Lewis Co Invit Tim
First Round
Lewis Co 73 Rowan Co 50




Lone Oak 87 Mayfield 57
Marshall Co 102 Riedland 92
Syrnsonia 67 Ballard Mem 59
Pad Tilghman 68 Lowes 67 I Ot
Valley Invit Ira
Semifinal
Doss 56 Southern 54
Valley 86 Central 70




HOUSTON (AP) — The
twists and turns in Texas Tech
quarterback Rodney Allison's
career would make a rat-
tlesnake envious.
The Odessa, Tex. native
survived his high school hobby
of hunting rattlesnakes and
attended Texas Tech after
refusing an offer to play for
Nebraska as a defensive back.
Allison narrowly averted
being red-shirted prior to this
season but got his chance to
play when starter Tommy
Duniven was injured.
He then proved himself by
leading Tech to a 10-1 record
and a share of the Southwest
Conference title. Friday night,
he'll break on top again as the
starter for No. 8 Tech against
No. 13 Nebraska in the Astro-
Bluebonnet Bowl.
Allison says the possibility
that he might have been
Hunter Has
Quarterback
starting this game as a
defensive back for the Cor-
nhuskers was remote.
When I left Odessa to visit
Nebraska and the tem-
perature was 80 degrees and it
was snowing in Lincoln I
pretty well decided right
then," Allison said. "But the
real reason was I didn't want
to play defensive back."
Allison's biggest job this
season was to prove his
passing ability. The 5-foot-11,
185-pound Allison was heavily
recruited for, his prowess at
running the option, but his
passing was suspect.
Allison rushed for 523 yards
on 140 carries, third among
Tech rushers, and completed
83 of 139 passes for 1,458 yards





Long Sleeved Shirts Including
Impact For Men
On Jeans &
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8:00 p.m. til 1:00 A.M.
$3r per couple includes
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Bill Walton is a party
pooper.
A record crowd of 19,889, the
most ever to watch pro
basketball in Chicago, turned
out at the Stadium to watch
Walton and the powerful
Portland Trail Blazers battle
Artis Gilmore and the surging
Chicago Bulls Tuesday night.
And with three minutes to go,
the home folks were happy as
their club clung to a 75-74 lead.
But Walton hit a free throw
to tie the score, then banked in
a pair of baskets before
scoring the game's final point
on a free throw. He also
grabbed four rebounds in
those final three minutes as
Portland scored an 84-79
triumph.
Walton led all players with
79 points and 18 rebounds. He
limited Gilmore to just two
free throws in the second half
and a total of 10 points.
The victory lifted Portland's
record to 23-10, best in the
National Basketball
Association. Chicago had won























Atlanta 120-119, the New York
Knicks beat Houston 111-99,
Kansas City defeated
Cleveland 113-106, Washington





State 113-102 and Los Angeles
trounced Boston 134-105.
Soaks 120, Hawks 118
Seattle blew a 20-point lead
and trailed 117-116 before Tom
Burleson's basket put them
back on top and Fred Brown's
two free throws clinched it.
Knicks 111, Rockets 99
Tom McMillen, who played
College Cage
Results




Pitt-Johnstown 80, St. Vincent
76
SOUTH
Alabama 83, W Michigan 74
MIDWEST
Indiana St 79, Drake 73, 2
OTs
FAR WEST
Biola 79, Los Angeles St 78
Santa Clark 80, San Diego 66
UCLA 99, SMU 71
Wichita St 76, Cal Poly-SLO
57
TOURNAMENTS
Drexel 69, Amherst 63
Albright 91, Lehigh 71
VMI 75, Tulane 66
Californit 76, Baylor 67 -
St. Francis N.Y. 59, Rider 55
Bentley 66, Wagner 62
Kansas 74, Oklahoma 70, OT
Colorado 55, Nebraska 50
Washington 54, Tex-El Paso
49
LaSalle 88, San Diego St 84
Kentucky St 91, W Georgia 88
Tenn Chattanooga 101, Ne-
braska-Omaha 92
St. Louis 87, Texas A&M 77,
20Ts
Weber St 61, Oregon St 49
Providence 81, Texas 67
Michigan 95, Rhode Island 82
St. Bonaventide 59, Rochester
40
Princeton 67, Ohio St 62
Bucknell 65, American 60
Lafayette 72, Catholic 68
St. Mary's 68, S Florida 67
Long Beach St 85, Loyola 69
Portland St 74, Gonzaga 59
Creighton 81, Auburn 76
Maryland 84, Cincinnati Xa-
vier 74
Syracuse 116, Duquesne 86
N Dakota 87, S Dakota 86, OT
N Dakota St 96, S Dakota St
83
Mankato St 79, N Iowa 70
Seton Hall 69, George Wash-
ington 67
Niagara 62, Canisius 52
Old Dominion 95, Dartmouth
70
Mississippi St 88, Wake For-
est 83
Coltionbia 89, The Citadel 87,
OT
Furman 89, Navy 66
Arizona St 73, Temple 65
Mesa 100, San Francisco St 80
Connecticut 73, Colgate 66,
OT
Illinois St 83, Seattle 72
Villanova 76, CSU 68
Hofstra 89. Montana St 68
Marquette 64, Wisconsin 57
Clemson 128, Boston Col 76
Detroit 81, Kent St 79
Centenary 80, St. Peters 74
Samford 93, S Mississippi 83
Pepperdine 95, Idaho 88
41 minutes because Knicks
forwards Bob McAdoo and
Spencer Haywood were
sidelined by injuries, scored a
career-high 31 points against'
Houston, shooting 14 of 72
from the field.
Kings 113, Cavaliers 106
Brian Taylor scored 12 of his
28 points in the fourth quarter
and rookie Richard
Washington chipped in 10 of
his 20 in that period as the
Kings dealt Cleveland its third
straight loss.
Spurs 127, 76ers 116
George Gervin scored 29
points and Larry Kenon added
22 to lead the Spurs to their
fourth win in a row as they
capitalized on 34 Philadelphia
turnovers.
Bucks 113, Warriors 102
Milwaukee erased a four-
point deficit by outscoring
Golden State 20-6 in a four-
minute stretch late in the
fourth quarter.
Bullets 117, Pacers Ill
Rookie Larry Wright's
jumper snapped a 109-109 tie
and led Washington to victory.
Elvin Hayes scowd 31 points
and Wright came off the bench
to hit 25 to offset 34 points by
Billy Knight and a season-high
27 by Dave Robisch.
Nuggets 110, Suns 102
Dan Issel's 34 points and
nine rebounds helped Denver
past Phoenix, which lost in-
jury plagued center Alvan
Adams, last year's rookie of
the year, because of an ankle
injury in the first period.
Lakers 134, Celtics 105
Kareem Abdul-Jabber's 30
points helped Los Angeles
beat Boston for the first time
in two years. It was never
close as the Lakers lead by as
many as 23 points in the first
half and 34 in the third period
en route to their 13th con-
secutive home court triumph.
Todds Winners At
Corvette Ham Shoot
Lloyd and Nancy Todd were
the winners of a recent ham
shoot bowling tourney held at
Corvette Lanes in Murray.
The Todds rolled a 1471
series to edge Charlie and
Marge Hinman by one pm.
Johnny Smith and Linda
Drake rolled a 1463 total for
third, while 'fourth was a tie
between the team of George
and Mildred Hodge and the
team of Bob Lamastus and
Vicki McClard.
Larry and Bev Baber won a
him for the door prize while
Virgil Setzer and Ron Pace





Case advanced into the third
round of the South Wales
Tennis championship
eliminating fellow Aussie Dick
Crealy 6-3, 6-1.
DON'T MISS KEN-BAR INN'S GREAT







Make Your Reservations Early'
Call 362-8231
'law»
INCLUDES PARTY FAVORS, SNACKS, SET-UPS,
DANCE AND ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR 2, AND HANG-OVER BREAKFAST SERVED











Michigan Blows Big Lead But
Manages To Whip Rhode Island
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It took just a Little too long
for Rhode Island's Rams to





advantage of some early
uneasiness by the Rams to
carry a 56-40 !ead into the
second period. And, as Rhode
Island Coach Jack Kraft
noted, "You can't afford to get
16 points behind at the half
against a team of Michigan's
caliber."
It's tough to come back from
that kind of deficit against any
team. But when the opposition
is the No. 1-ranked club in the
nation, the going is that much
tougher.
"Any time you play a No. 1
team you have a tendency to
be in awe," said Kraft, "and I
think this hurt us early."
Indeed it did. On the hot
shooting of sophomore Phil
Hubbard, who finished with 25
points, the 6-0 Wolverines
raced to a 51-32 lead. It wasn't
until after the intermission
that the momentum shifted.
"The first and second halves
were like night and day,"
admitted Kraft, whose Rams
pulled within six points when
just over three minutes
remained but lost their first
game in eight this season
when Michigan held on for a
95-85 triumph.
In other action involving
ranked teams Tuesday night,
No. 4 Alabama topped
Western Michigan 83-74;
Mississippi State beat No. 7
Wake Forest 88-83 in the
opening round of the Old
Dominion Classic; eighth-
ranked UCLA buried Southern
Methodist 99-71; No. 10
Clemson blasted Boston
College 128-76 in the con-
solation game of the




downed Wisconsin 64-57 to win
the Milwaukee Classic for the
ninth consecutive time, and
No. 14 Louisville outscored
Rutgers 76-68 in opening-
round play at the Louisville
Classic,
Meanwhile, No. 16
Maryland beat Ohio Xavier 84-
74 in the opener of its tour-
nament before 18th-ranked
Syracuse set a school scoring
record in crushing Duquesne
116-86. No. 19 Utah bopped
Nevada-Reno 97-67 to win the
Wolfpack Classic and
Creighton surprised No. 20
Auburn 81-76 in the other
Louisville Classic opener.
Third-ranked San Francisco
was playing St. John's of New
York in the final first-round
game of the Rainbow Classic
in Hawaii. In an earlier game,
Arizona topped Temple 73-65.
Michigan's victory boosted
the top-ranked Wolverines
into tonight's final round of the
Friar Classic at Providence,
R.I. The loss, despite 32 points
by Williams, dropped Rhode
Island into the consolation
game against Texas, which
fell 81-67 to Providence in the
opening game.
Reginald King scored 23
points and Rickey Brown had
14 points to go with 14
rebounds, propelling unbeaten

























































SALE GOOD THRU JAN 3
Alabama to its ninth triumph
of the season before a tur-
naway crowd of 17,500. Center
Tom Cutter had 26 points for
the losers.
Freshman Ricky Brown
amassed 29 points and
grabbed 14 rebounds to spark
unbeaten Mississippi State's
upset of Wake Forest. The
Deacons took a 43-38 lead into
the second half, but fell to
their first defeat in eight
starts.
Nevada-Las Vegas, on 21
points by reserve center Lewis
Brown, beat Eastern
Michigan to move into the
finals of their tournament to
face St. Mary's.
Butch Lee scored 25 points
and Bo Ellis added 23, leaving
just 16 points for the other
Marquette players in the
Warriors' runaway triumph.
) Ok OF 12
DRUG STORES
94 14
















































.czam SAVE MONEY ON azzim
YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
AT BEGLEY'S
Bagley s discounts its prescription 
prices seven days a week
52 weeks a year. This means sayings to 
You day-in and day-out
FOR ALLyouR regardless of when you tying them in. Try us with your 
ner,
HEALTH prescription. Let us give you ou, ics* price to fiil it. We 
thou






















GOOD THRU JAN 6
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Big Johns 79' Wee





SNACK CRACKERS 12 oz. 594 CHEESE
real Fried







pt. 694 Cool Refreshing
LIMES
WALNUTS lb. 89'




19'PEPSI COLA Pins Bottles or Deposit
American Singles
 12 oz. 981
44.1;4.
Showboat Cooked Dry
BLACKEYE PEAS 4 303 Size For 884
Hyde Park
BISCUIT MIX 18 oz. 494
Showboat
Tetley
TEA BAGS 100 d.$129
Ma Brown
APPLE BUTTER  28 oz. 89'












32 oz. 69( DISH LIQUID 
Hyde Park
BISCII
Hyde Park Dry i
BLACKEYEI4AS 1 lb. Bag 494
. Prairie Farms
Every Health and Beauty Aid at Big John's
Discount Priced!
95' Size
ALKA SELTZER 25 Cf
89
9)ii1 0 BISMOL 4 sz-












Ragu Thick & Zesty
SPAGHETTI SAUCE
\ Margarine












VIM This Campos 9gt
Cooii rapier January 3
II
•
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CHITTERLINGS 10 lb. Pail '4"
Every Package Of Meat You Bey N Big John's is Satisfaction Guaranteed Or You Get
US. Choke
SIRLOIN T1P ROAST ib.il" SIRWIN STEAK-- ib.9u  MINUTE STEAK lb 51"
We Think it's The Best in Town
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
U.S. Choke Tenderized
OUND BEE 4 Lbs. Or More  .59t.
Economy Peck
Fresh Smoked Fresh
HOG JOWLS lb. 391 PORK HOCKS lb. 59' NECK BONES lb. 39'
U.S. OWN
PORTER HOUSE SITU - 188
Eckrich Slender U.S. Choke Whole 
U.S. Choice
SLICED MEATS ROUND STEAK lb. Si BONELESS STEAK 
tb.
lb 112 pkgs. 99' 
behestoLOGNA
US. Choice Boneless Top
ROUND STEAK lb. sl"
Big John's Fresh Baked Goods Are Mixed Si Baked






From Big John's Deli
for sandwiches
U.S. Choke Bottom
ROUND STEAK lb. $1"
Mrs. Weevers
PIMENTO
Real Better We Now Have





Cookies I1J,u'jIn Our Be Sere To Get Your Card Punched Each Week.
isof 44 Bakery Big John's Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00
This Ad Good Dec. 28, 1976 thru Jan. 3, 1977
Lb.69'
U.S. Choice






2 pcs. lucky Taters
1 Hot Roll
B4ry Font Owe










, lb 59' 
al 51
N. 89'
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James Sturgill Won't Be There
For Watch Service This Year
EOLIA, Ky. (AP) — The
bicentennial year for Glenna
and James Sturgill began with
high hopes and the promise of
finally settling down on
property handed down in the
family for generations.
Sturgill, after spending
nearly two decades in the
midwest as a traveling
commercial photographer,
purchased the property from
relatives in late 1975.
He returned to Eolia in
southeast Kentucky and the
trade of his youth — coal
mining — only a few years
ago. His father had been a
miner. His wife's father was a
miner. It was in his blood. He
liked working in the mines.
Sturgill-planned to build a
house on his newly acquired
property, but.decided instead
to put up a mobile home. A
house would take too long, he
'sat:Vile was right.
:La St New Year's Day,
Stu!. and his wife attended
all-day services at the Frank's
Creek Freewill Baptist
Church, a small structure
where Sturgill learned to read
and write as a boy, four
decades ago.
He won't be there for the
"watch service" this year.
Sturgill, 48, was one of 26
men who died last March in
two methane gas explosions in








retained as the principal
planning consultant for the
City of Richmond's Planning
and Zoning Commission.
A recent city commission
resolution stipulates that the
center be hired for consultant
services during 1977 at a fee of
$7,500.
According to the proposal
submitted by Dr. Joseph R.
Schwendeman Jr., director of
the center, all basic planning
conaultant activities will be
performed in support of the
Planning and Zoning Com-
mission and in accordance
with the city's master and
pperational plan.
just down the road from Eolia
at Oven fork. His body and the
remains of 10 others who died
with him were left in the pit
for eight months. He was
finally buried in November.
"I'm going to be with her
this year," said Sturgill's son,
Harvey, 27. "Last year started
out happy. This one won't."
• Although Sturgill and the
other victims of one of Ken-
tucky's worst mining
disasters have been buried,
the memories won't be
allowed to die, because of
federal and state
investigations that will begin
anew early this year.
"No doubt, there will be
lawsuits eventually, and all
the investigations and all the
hearings," said the younget
Sturgill. "It'll be like rubbing
salt into open wounds, to keep
reminding you. It does hurt,
being continuous."
And a year after moving
into the new mobile home,
Sturgill's widow is faced with
the prospect that she may be
forced to move out, her son
says.
The Scotia Coal Co. wants to
widen the road in front of the
Sturgill home, Sturgill said.
"Already, most of the
families on this road have sold
out, and about six are holding
out," he said. "We don't want
to move, but we may have to.
They want to be able to move
coal trucks and other heavy
equipment."
The widows of 15 men killed
in the first blast have filed a
$60 million lawsuit againt Blue
Diamond Coal Co., which
owns Scotia. The widows of
the 11 men killed March 11,
two days after the first blast,
have as yet to seek damages.
"Personally, I have no love
for Scotia, and I don't like the
idea of doing anything to help
them, so I don't want my mom
to have to move," Sturgill
said. "That bothers me. But
that's just the way I feel."





and others challenge a state
Public Service Commission
ruling permitting a $380
million power plant on the
Ohio River in Mason County
may depend on the outcome of
a federal court suit against the
plant by local physicians.
Bernard Hargett, Mason
iiinty attorney and attorney
for the Maysville Chapter of
Save The Valley, said Tuesday
he probably will appeal the
Public Service Commission
ruling, but will not decide until
after the, federal court hearing
on the physicians' challenge.
The Mason County Medical
Association has asked federal
district Judge Eugene Siler
for a temporary restraining
order to prevent the East
Kentucky Power Cooperative




contends in a 30-page com-






The game of life is not an easy game
to play.
And the people who come out winners
are the ones who plan ahead. -
0,pe of the best ways to do that is to
buy United States Savings Bonds throiigh
the-Payroll Savings Plan.
Bonds are the safe, dependable way to
saveTor alt your future ptans.-Because
they always pay off to the penny. For
sure. Every time.
So make United States Savings Bonds
part of your savings plan.
You'll always be ahead of the game.
Series E Bonds pay 6% interest when held to
maturity of 5 years (4'../2% the first year). Interest
is not subject to state or local income taxes, and





21/0 years auk! same location.
is on the rise because of power
plants already in the area,
that a new plant would present
an increased health hazard,
and that environmental im-
pact statements filed by East
Kentucky Power have been
deficient, Hargett said.
He said Siler will hold a
hearing Thursday at London
on the request for a temporary
restraining -
The Public Service Com-
mission gave East Kentucky
Power permission late in
November to build the power
plant about five miles nor-
theast of Maysville.
On Dec. 22, the commission
denied petitions for reharing
that were filed by the Mason
County attorney, the
Maysville Chapter of Save The
Valley and the Consumer
Protection Division of the
state Attorney General's




needs, gave too little con-
sideration to alternatives to a
new plant—such as pooling
arrangements with neigh-
boring utilities—and gave too
little information on how it
planned to obtain low-sulphur
coal to fuel the plant. The
commission rejected the
arguments and said it found
no reason to reopen the case.
Hargett, reached by
telephone at his Maysville
office, said he, as Mason
County attorney and attorney
for Save The Valley,
"probably" will challenge
that decision in Franklin
Circuit Court.
The Consumer Protection
Division is "in the process of
making the decision" whether
to challenge the commission
order, a spokesman said.
East Kentucky Power has








LONDON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Telephone Co. will
become Continental
Telephone Co. of Kentucky,
effective Dec. 31, a company
spokesman said.
J. Wallace Black, district
commercial manager for the
company, said that the name
change is in connection with
the merger of Cumberland
Telephone Co., Cumberland,
Ky., and Kentucky Telephone
Co.
Kentucky Telephone Co.
previously has been a sub-
sidiary of Continental
Telephone Co. and has 61,000
customers in 23 counties in -S
southeastern Kentucky.
Black said "the cen-
tralization of management
and financial services that the
merger makes possible will
result in a longterm reduction
of the cost of administering
telephone service."
Florida Juveniles Detained In Northern
Kentucky After Service Station Robbery
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities in northern
Kentucky have detained two
juveniles who escaped from a
Florida detention center and
crashed through a police
roadblock on a bridge span-
ning the Ohio River after they
allegedly held up a Corinth,
Ky., service station.
One of the juveniles being
held Tuesday was shot by
police at the end of the high-
speed chase early Monday,
officers said.
Covington Police Capt.
Harry Setter said that one of
the juveniles was shot by Ft.
Wright, Ky., police officer Don
Yokurn when he and his
companion crashed into a 15-
car roadblock on the Brent
Spence Bridge on Interstate
75.
The youth is in "guarded
condition" at Cincinnati
General Hospital with a bullet
lodged near his heart, Seiter
said.
Both juveniles have been
charged with first-degree
armed robbery, state <police
said.
According to Seiter and
Kentucky State Police at Dry
Ridge, the two allegedly held
up a Corinth service station
early Monday morning, taking
about $200 and a case of
cigarettes from the attendant.
State police said they began
chasing the juveniles, who
were driving a 1974 Cadillac,
on Interstate 71 heading east
toward Covington.
Police said they did not
know where the juveniles
obtained the automobile.
Seiter said police units from
Kenton County, Ft. Wright,
Park Hills and Covington
entered the chase while
Covington police set up a
roadblock at the bridge on the
Kentucky side of the Ohio
River.
The juveniles fled from
police at speeds of up to 100
m.p.h., Seiter said. He said
they crashed into the road-
block at about 80 m.p.h.
The crash jammed the doors
of the juveniles' auto, Seiter
said, and in the "confusion" of
trying to get the two out, one
youth was shot near the left
armpit.
Seiter said the shooting has
been ruled "accidental" and
that no charges have been
placed against Yokurn.
Police said the juveniles
were carrying a .22-caliber
pistol but were not bran-
dishing it at the time that the
one youth was shot.
Florida authorities said that
the two escaped Sunday from
the Marion County Juvenile
Center at Ocala.
VOLCANIC POWER
SAN SALVADOR, El Salva-
dor ( AP ) — This Central Amer-
ican country recently in-
augurated a new geothermal
plant named "Ahuachapan 1,"
which uses volcanic steam deep
in the earth to produce elec-
tricity.
The venture gives the small
country the distinction of being
the second country in Latin
America and the eighth in the
world to use geothermal
sources for electric power.
• IP/AV Itt°1
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TVA Investigating Fire Monday At Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)
- The Tennessee Valley
Authority said today it is in-
vestigating a fire Monday at
the construction site of its
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant near
Carter
Promises
Aid To N. Y.
Chattanooga.
TVA spokesman Mike
Butler said the fire caused
extensive damage to equip-
ment contained in a con-
struction building about 100
yards from the power plant
housing two nuclear reactors.
The reactors contained no
nuclear fuel, the TVA said.
Butler said the power plant
itself was not affected by the
fire, which was reported about
2:15 p.m. Monday and
extinguished by TVA public
safety officers by 2:40 p.m.
He added that the wood and
sheet metal construction
building was not occupied at
the time of the fire, and no
injuries were reported.
A spokesman for the
Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission said late this morning
the fire apparently had
nothing to do with the plant
Itself.'
The blaze is the second at a
TVA nuclear power plant. A
fire started by a workman
using a candle to check for air
leaks broke out at TVA's
Browns Ferry, Ala., plant in
March 1975.
After an 18-month shut-
down, Browns Ferry resumed
operations this fall, but only
after a Nuclear Regulatory
Commission survey of all
nuclear power plant safety
procedures, a survey which
resulted in numerous design
changes in safety systems.
Opponents of nuclear power
plants have cited the Erowns
Ferry fire in their arguments
that nuclear plants are unsafe.
Butler said the building
where Monday's fire occurred
housed water conditioning
equipment installed tem-
porarily to supply additional
water needed to flush piping
and fill the cooling system
during the plant's start-up
preparation.
The $980 million Sequoyah
plant is about 75 per cent
completed. Scheduled to begin
operation in May 1978, its two
reactors will produce about
2.44 million kilowatts of
electricity at full capacity.
Butler said no immediate
damage estimate was
available. He added that the
cause and exact location of the
fire's outbreak is unknown,
and that TVA officials have
notified the NRC.
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga.
I AP) - President-elect
Carter promised New York
officials Tuesday that his
administration would work
closely with them to solve a
morass of city financial
problems.
Carter also assigned a top P
aide to begin working in the
areas of housing and welfare.
"Bankruptcy for New York
City is not a viable alternative
We have eliminated that as
a possibility for the future,"
Carter said after a meeting
with Gov. Hugh L. Carey,
Mayor Abraham D. Beame
and other New York officials.
There was no indication of
specific promises made by
Carter and his economic
advisers, but Carey described
the meeting as "peachy" and
Beame termed it "great."
Felix Rohatyn, head of the
Municipal Assistance Corp., a
state agency formed to assist
the city with financial
problems, quoted the
President-elect as saying the
city may need federal help to
re-enter the credit market
after a. three-year recovery




with Carey and Beame on
financial solutions- for New
York City, which narrowly
averted bankruptcy last year.
Carter said Blumenthal
would work closely on reforms
in federal programs dealing
with housing and welfare is
ways of aiding the city.
"I am proud of the
cooperation and effort that the
state and city have made in
trying to bring its ( city)




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP -
A 30-year-old former
Earlington patrolman has
been arrested and charged
with threatening the life of
President Ford, the Secret
Service said.
The Secret Service said
Larry Matheny of Dawson
Springs was taken into
custody Tuesday at
Madisonville, given a
preliminary hearing and freed
on $10,000 bond.
Matheny is scheduled to
appear in U.S. District Court
at Paducah on Jan. 5.
The alleged threat to Ford
was made in a letter dated
April 11, the Secret Service
said.
The letter warned Ford that
"if you don't resign as
president, you will be shot by
me. You are no good."
Winchester Man
Dies In Fire
WINCHESTER, Ky. I AP) -
A 23-year-old Winchester man




Coroner Randy Snapp iden-
tified the victim as Dannie
Ray Portwood. Snapp said
Portwood died of suffocation.
The fire destroyed a two-
story structure that had been
condemned by fire inspectors.
according to authorities.
Winchester building in-
spector C.R. Henry said no
one was supposed to be living
in the structure.
Cause of the blaze was
undetermined, officials said.
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REG. $1.99 TO $2.49 YD
DENIM
• 2 to 10 yard lengths
• Indigo Blue Denim









Odds & Ends from our Regular Stock!
• Regular 99e to $1.99 yd values
• Full bolts, Part Bolts, Dress Lengths
• Printed Cottons, Printed Jerseys,
Printed Challis, Acrylic Knits,
Polyester Challis, Flannel Shortings
and many, many others
PER
INCH
FINAL CLEARANCE! FALL & WINTER FABRICS
REGULAR $1.99 TO $2.99 VALUES! REGULAR $2.99 TO $5.99 VALUES!
• Reg. $1.99 BRUSHED DENIM
• Reg. $299 POLYESTER PONGEE
• Reg. $1.99 WASHABLE FLANNEL
• Reg. $1.911 PRINTED CORDUROY
• Reg. $1.99 ROPE DYE DENIMS
• Reg. $1.99 BRUSHED COTTONS
and maw many others!
PANT WEIGHT PRINTED
SPORTSWEAR
REG. $1.99 TO $2.99 YD
• 2 to 10 yard lengths
• Heavy Pant Weight
• 50% Polyester, 50% Cotton
• Hurry, Limited Quantity
REG. 60e - 225 YD. SPOOL
THREAD2,,,„Ls254
(LIMIT 4 SPOOLS)
REG. 494 3/4" NON-ROLL
ELASTI C2ARDs 254
(LIMIT 4 YARDS)
• Reg. 2.99 to 5.99 POLYESTER KNITS
• Reg. 2.99 to 3.99 FALL WOOLENS
• Reg. 2.99 to 3.99 INTERLOCK KNITS
• Reg. 3.99 yd. POLYESTER VELOURS
• Reg. 3.99 to 5.99 PRINTED KNITS
• Reg. 2.99 yd. PRINTED SERAPE
and many, many others!
POLYESTER DOUBLE
KNITS
REGULAR $2.99 TO $3.99 YD.
• 60" wide, 100% Polyester
• 1 to 10 yd Dress Lengths
• All the wanted Stitches
• Dyed to Match Solids & Fancies
• Hurry, Quantity is limited











204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
14
MERE MART
9 _ 5 (M - Th)
itiCUIi
9 - 6 ( F riday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
NO SALE IS COMPLETE AT REMNANT HOUSE UNTIL YOU ARE COMPLETELY SATISFIED!
PEAS 
894 CRISCO 




lb  79' Scott
TOWELS 
Kelly.ular or All Beef 
 15 oz.
IERS lb CHILI With Beans 
15 oz.













Fri. 9. Sat. 7-9
Sun. 12-6:30




WAFFLES  oz. 49'
Beef Stew-Salisbury Steak
Banquet Sliced Turkey
BUFFETS 2 lb. $1_°9
*PRODUCEA
Jonathan or Golden Delicious






Advertising Supplement to the Paris Post-Intelligencer, the
Murray Ledger &Times, the Camden Chronicle, the Savannah
Courier, the Community Shopper and the Covington Leader.
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD FROM WEDNESDAY, DEC.
29 thru TUESDAY, JAN. 4,1977,




JOWL. . . . 111 Lb.























$1 28 CUBE or
Lb.
• s • Lb MINUTE STEAK .
U.S. CHOICE SHANK_ CUT
U.S. CHOICE LEAN
38 BONELESS
• • ▪ Lb TOP ROUND . .
BONELESS









Six Pack of 8-oz. Cans





















. . . . . .





















• I sessolos I 3 for 39
These products available only at the following
Jim Adams IGA Stores: Southside IGA Murray,
Ky.; Mineral Wells, Paris Tenn. Camden, Tenn.,
Savannah, Tenn., & Covington, Tenn. Stores.




21 Golden Crisp Pieces
$4"Only Per Box
IV
PARTY CAKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS







Banquet Chicken or Turkey 11-oz.
FROZEN 59c
















BOUNTY — Jumbo Roll
PAPER
TOWELS 941
VLASIC KOSHER 24-- oz. Bottle
PICKLE
SPEARS.
- WELCH'S — 40-oz. Btl.
GRAPE
JUICE II










SO THAT OUR EMPLOYEES
MAY BE WITH THEIR










DOG FOOD . 11 11






Children's Bible Story Book
1(11(11 (;11t5 .-111% t,/ the' ) ear'
Take Your





Town Creek Shopping Center
Mon. - Sat. 7 AM to 9 PM






25-Lb. Bag COFFEE CREAMER
LA LYNN



















11111 I • 9 1 1 1 1 II 1 O 11 9 45 
C111 -BANKROLL
NEVER '200.00LESSION
How to Play Er Win Bankroll!
'1 Be sure the head or household is reqKtered at this stor• where you wises to Plby Bankroll
2. Then once each week, you must hne your Bankroll card punched in the partoctpating sture
3. If your name a sPratrort out sit one Of OW Saturday dratesnip and you or a owerolset of you.
immediate farmly has had Mort cod punched that work you win the 0. cash Bankroll
4. No purchase nocesury to nester or to raceme a Punch card. You need not be p.mnr
to sum.
5. You Must have your cord pooches) at OW Stare whor, your name is drawn in order to win
that store's Bankroll
6 You may play and on Bankroll 0 any or all participatrois stores
IN EACH STORE!




Northside: 10th & Chestnut
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 AM to 12 PM
Paris, Tn.
Mineral Wells Ave.
Mon. - Fri. 6 AM to 1 AM
Sat. 6 AM to 12 PM
Jim Adams
SERVING WEST TENNESSEE AND
MURRAY, KY. SEVEN STORES THAT
OFFER YOU QUALITY, SELECTION,
VALUE AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
Murray, Ky.
Southside: 12th & Story
Mon. - Sat. 8 AM to 10 PM











East End Shopping Center
Mon. thru Thurs. 7 AM to 9 PM
Fri. & Sat. 7AM to 10 PM




7 AM to 10 PM
SPECIALS!
1
 IGA TABLERITE
CINNAMON ROLLS
14-oz. Pkg.
Only 59' oniy69'
